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INTRODUCTION

The rapid increase in the number and variety of master's degree programs
offered across the United States has generated a great deal of concern within
the academy regarding the quality of these programs. This conference has been
designed to explore the numerous issues of quality and assessment at the master's
level from a variety of perspectives. Though all the issues will not be resolved
or even be discussed, it is our belief that such a forum will be productive and
will generate thoughtful and deliberative -approaches to the definition and
assessment of quality at the master's level. The program schedule has been
develdped to consider needs and objectives, curriculum design and delivery,
the meaning of quality, extant standards of quality foiaccreditation,
definitions of assessment and methods of assessment for master's programs.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Dr. Robert Kirkwood of the
Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools and Dr. Michael J. Pelczar, Jr.,
of the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, for their guidance and
aid in the development of the program. I would also like to thank Ms. Nancy
Hedberg for her invaluable administrative assistance on all aspects of the
conference.

This volume contains contributed papers for the conference. An additional
volume of Conference Proceedings will be mailed to all participants.

I would like to wish each of you an enjoyable three days in our attempt
to understand and delineate the problems associated with the assessment of
quality in master's programs.

Milton A. Grodsky
Dean and Conference Chairperson
University of Maryland
University College
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THR VAhn AND ANIN6 OP PAkT-TIME MASTPP'h PotWkAM;*

Thomas j. HggarLy
Stale UniverslLy of New York, College aL Potsdam

A tempest has atisen between those gradnaLe oLlicors and faeulLy

who fuel that a part-time MwAer's program i!; almot certainly of

quality than a full-Arime program and those who are endorsing part-time

programs to suit societal and community needs. The Council on Graduate

Schools set the tone for a long while by stating in its influential

treatment of the Master's degree that:

Continued part-time study over a period of several years with

no full-time attendance is discouraged.)

On the other hand, the Panel on Alternate Approaches to Graduate Educa-

ticn exults that a diversity has set in in Mister's programs. The

Panel's report describes the clientele for the Master's degree in a

hymn to pluralism:

The graduate student may be a police sergeant studying two
nights a week in a criminology 'seminar, a housewife-part-time
high school English teacher commuting by car once a week from
her suburb to an urban university; a young man .chose uninter-

rupted cycle of study commenced at public high school and led
from a junior college to a state university; persons whose
hope for a salary increment depends on the completion of
another pair of credit hours; people whose lives are so
variously harried -by anxiety about orals or ungraded1blue-
books, or classes still to prepare--that the cannot .11em-,

selves arrive at a coherent statement of their motivation.4

*This paper was prepared for presentation to and delivered before the
Conference on The Assessment of Quality of Master's Programs held from
March 1 to March 3, 1979, .at the University of Maryland, College Park,
Maryland, under the joi4t sponsorship of he Commission on Higher
Education of the MiddleiStates Association of Colleges and Schools, The
Council of Graduate Schools in the.United States, ,And the University

of Maryland University College.

1. Council of Graduate Schools the United States, The Master Degree
(Washington, D.C., 1971), 9; Stephen H. Spurr in his Academic Degree

Standards: Innovative Approaches, (Carnegie Foundation, 1970), 73-

75, is.silent on the issue of part-time stC.i.

2. Panel on Alternate Approaches to Graduate_Education, Scholarship for
Society, (Princeton, N.J.. 1973), 14-15.
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believe that the diversity (i1 institutions hi, potentialiy,
the greatest source of strength the system possesses.3

William V. Mayville, in an evenhanded survey 0L the state of

Master's degree programs regards the criticism of part-Lime programs

as "commonplace among those within graduate schools. "4 He questions

whether this is a fair criticism as it seems to be "subject to the

prejudice of academicians who only wish to teach Ph.D.-motivated stu-

dents." The fundamental issue has become whether external pressures

brought to bear on individuals to gain graduate credits or degrees

should be a clarion call to colleges to create. loosely- structured part-

time degree programs to make it easy for them. Even a spokesman for

the Panel on Alternate Approaches to Graduate Education seems to sound

a note of caution in a brief report in Change magazine:,,,,,

It would be a mistake to cast the cause of change in graduate
education wholly in a mold of do-goodism. Evaluating projects
as contributions to the health of democracy can lead to atrophy

of the imagination; the much abused slogans--learning for
learning's sake, art for art's sake--contain an edge of truth,
namely that the desire to.do good is far from the most powerful
spring to creativity.5

He goes on, however, to say in balance:

But we do not believe that creativity will be harmed if graduate
schools, in a manner appropriate to their distinctive character
and function, become more conscious of their potential contri-
bution in fostering "conjoint communicated experience" and aim

3. Ibid., 15

4. William V. Mayville, A Matter of Degree: The Setting for Contem-

porary Master's Programs. AAHE/ERIC Research Reports (Washington,
D.C., 1973), 9.

5. Benjamin DeMott, "Reforming Graduate Education," Change, February,

1974, 29.
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programs as apparent needs arise, buf ralher ro adapt program schedul-

ing:

Conrne !;(qpionces, residence regulations, and other nstitu-
Lional requirements shouLd be adapted Le meet 1 Ills needs of

students with family responsibilities, adult learners, pro-,
fessionals, those forced Lo pursue their studies intermit-
tently, and others whose admission to graduate education and
preferred patterns of study differ from those regarded as

standard.7

Quality for the Panel then remains unaffected if only the style and

hours of delivery change. But do other critics concerned for excellence

find the adjustments acceptable? The shift in the balance of the

graduate student population from the full-time to the part-time category*

seems for the moment to have pre-empted set limits on the argument but

the concern over maintaining high standards properly continues in

Graduate Studies and Academic Affairs offices.

What can an institution with part-time Master's programs, or the

.) desire to have them, do to anticipate and satisfy justified concerns

over quality? Let meoffer my personal list:

1) The 'college should make sure that present and intended

part -time -programs, just as its full-time programs, fit

well j.nto the institutional statement of mission and

6. Ibid. 28.

7. Ibid., 28.

*Part -time students were 81% of the graduate students enrolled at insti-

tutions where the Master's degree is the highest degree offered and

53% of the graduate students at universities where the Ph.D. is the

highest degree.
Survey by C.,G.S.reported in A.A.S.C.U. Memo to Presidents.
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should not, however, he viewed as an auLomaLle bar Lo

quality.

2) The college should make sure that the sequence of courses

needed Lo support the part-time program are appropriate

to the start/stop, connect/disconnect pattern of part-

time student enrollments. It is possible that expenses

of offering many fresh starts and necessary follow-up

courses will increase rather than decrease costs unless

'student numbers rise substantially. Once students are

admitted to a part-time program, the institution should

honor the obligation to provide necessary course work

at hours at which they can attend, despite the added

expense.

3) The college that is offering part-time programs will

surely have to alter its hours ,'nurse offerings to

fit the working schedule of its new as well as its

traditional students.

4) T1 °liege should consider the location of courses.

Its decision to go'Off-campus, for example, rather than

bringing students to the campus creates both opportuni-

ties for new clienteles and new problems of serving

10
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nume progr,mmi.d learning Loohniquen and vidoo [aped eonrnes

despite the probability of faculty resstance to them.

The results in such courses should be compared with those

in traditional courses and published to help other

institutions plan and amend programs. How can higher

educadon progress without research and experimentation?

Do we really know how part-time and/or adult learners

are best taught?

6) The college may have to make the costly decision to keep

its student services and administrative offices open

during evening hours and even on weekends. Part-time

students need easy and regular access to the admisSions

office (or whatever other office is assigned the task of

admitting), the registrar's office, the advising and

counseling offices, the career planning office, and per--

haps other units as well. They need to have ready access

to the laboratories, the library, computer terminals and

otlir academic support services. Since part-time students.

generally require more, not less, advice than full-time

students, faculty should be prepared to remain longer

11
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8) Most basic Lo quaiily part-Lime Masler's pionrams is

the determination thal faculty who Leach ihe courses

will be the same as (or at least equal in stature and

experience to those who teach in the full-time program,

that the level of courses be the same and that part -I line

graduate students will be admitted as carefully as their

full-time colleagues.

9) Quality in graduate programs, as in programs at other

levels, demands the integration of the material studied.

I strongly favor a comprehensive examination, _integra-

tive project or paper or other means of determining that

the student has put together in his mind the facts and

approaches gathered from many courses. A Master's degree

ought not to be a mere collection of courses taken and

credits accumulated. I am less certain, however, as to

whether a research experience culminating in a thesis

should be required in every Master'S program or whether

a practicum, internship or other practical application

of theory should be mandtory. The purpose of a program,

12
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not its part -time: delivery, should, in my opinion,

dctei-mine whether all or any of the experiences are

appropriate. The decision is the institution's to

make.

If the nine concerns discussed above are squarely faced, whatever

the local judgment about them, the results ought to be part-time Master's

programs which not only offer social utility but have academic value.

Establishing programs which can be defended before quality-minded critics

lust be our goal.



The Design of Master's Programs in Baccalaureate Level Professions

Joan C. Angers, Ph.D.

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

At the last conference of the Council of Graduate Schools in the

States, Piedmont (1978) posed a series of intriguing questions in his intro-

duction to the sessions entitled Probing the Master's Degree, At the conclu-

sion of the session, questions such as the Nlowing remained essentially un-

answered: What is the level of competence or achievement that should be re-

quired? Should candidates be admitted to master's degree programs if they

have not earned a bachelor's degree in the same field? What should be the

standards for caster's degrees in fields where there is no doctorate? The

primary purpose of the ensuing discussion is to consider the structure of the

c
master's degree in baccalaureate level professions and its impact on the

Integrity of the master's degree, This will provide an opportunity to explore

some aspects of the above questions.

Problem Definition. A precisely defined problem serves as a pre-

requisite for solution giving. Problem description in this case depends on

an understanding of the structure of the academic degree and of the pro-

fessional curriculum. These frames of reference will be used to support the

thesis that some baccalaureate level professions are perpetrating a degree

structure that is incongruent with that of higher education, and that this

disparity is having the net effect of devaluing the master's degree in that

The academic certification process is formalized in the awarding of

academic degrees, Degree titles provide generic labels which summarize

academic programs. According to Spurr (19731, two general principles are used

to name academic degrees. The first principle is the level of academic

achievement and is represented by the substantive hierarchy of associate's,

bachelor's, Master's, and doctor's degrees. The second principle used in

academic degree nomenclature is the nature of the course of study. This is

represented by the qualitative distinctions made between programs emphasizing

scholarship and thuse emphasizing professional skills. At the master's level,

the academic degree terminates in either a Master of Arts (11.1.) or Master of

Science (M.S.), while the professional degree terminates in a Master of

"(professional field)" or a Master of Science in "(professional field)".

!Ws, the American degree structure providealor distinctions between levels

based only on academic accomplishments and distinctions within levels based

only on the nature and type of study undertaken.

The professions superimpose a professional educational structure on the

academic degree structure, namely, the sequence of basic and advanced pre.

(
fessional education. Basic professional education designates that required

for entry-level practice. The profeasional curriculum should be thought of as

b

encompassing the basic arts and sciences, in addition to, the professional

sciences and their application. The minimum blend of these components deemed

essential for entry-level prattlee is determined by the general conse sus of

the profession and is formalized in programmatic accreditation standards.

Advanced professional education may be loosely defined as that beyond the

baeic. Its chief characteristics are that it is optional in regard to prac-

tice and that there lalgenerally less consensus regarding Its content. With-

in the professional context, therefore, educational
distinctions are made in

reference to educational requirements deemed essential as opposed to

desirable for practice.

By definition a baccalaureate level profession
maintains that its body

of knowledge and skills and its values and norms may be adequately compre-

hended and applied with bachelor's level scholarship,
Thus, it establishes a

congruence between undergraduate and basic
professional education (minimally)

and between graduate and advanced professional education. This is represented

-8-



by the pattern labeled 'Advanced Mister's' in Figure I. This pattern is

Pattern Bachelor's Level

'Advanced Liberal Arta 6 Basic
+

Haster's, = Professional Education

'Basic Liberal Arte

Histeriai

4

Fig tire 1

Haster's Level 257.1

Advanced Professional

Education and Graduate

Requirement!
H.A.

H.S.

H. in

N.S.in

,)/

Basic Professional /

Education and Graduate

Requirements

Master's P tterns for Undergraduate Professional and

t Liberal Arts Oraduates

followed by an individual who
completed an undergraduate and graduate

graduate program in the same profession.

Pony baccalaureate level
professions have found it advantageous to re-

cruit college graduates.
In order to attract these applicants

and to provide

A course of study
designed to meet their needs, aollities, and experiences,

basic professional education hoe
also been instituted at the

master's level.

In this nee, basic professional
education is no longer identified with under-

graduate education and advanced
professional education is no longer eynonymous

with graduate education,
This is depicted by the 'Basic

Heater's' pattern in

Figure 1. This route is followed by an
indlidual who has an undergraduate

background in the liberal arts,
followed by a master'e program in a profession-

al field.
According to his diagram, it is clear

that graduates of the

'advanced' and 'Basic Heater's' patterns
fail to achieve the same level of

professional achievement, sines the advanced professional component
is lacking

in the 'Bruit Hester's'
program, yet the same degree is awarded.

-9.

This application of different educational achievement criteria creates

a double-tiered structure within the master's level, which is NOT provided for

in the American degree structure.
Although I have not undertaken a thorough

study of the incidence of this 'abnormal degree structure' within the pro-

fessions; it is evident in architecture, engineering,
nursing, occupational

therapy, and physical therapy.

it this point, we may profitably pose the question; -In what sense can

the 'Basic Masteria, pattern be considered advanced education? Bent (1959) '-

suggested that in a master's curriculum composed
primarily of beginning level

courses, the only 'advanced' characteristic is the age of the student, In a

similar attitude, Kadushin (1965 applied a temporal criterion, that is to fah

that it is advanced simply because it
follows four years of undergraduate work.

Despite these disparaging perceptions, the situation
is usually not that grim

in actuality. The graduate requirements, common to
both degree patterns are

designed to provide in advanced component.
This may involve a thesis or

special project for the expression of creativity and scholarship, a comprehea-

sive examination to teat overall knowledge, and/or additional coursework,

usually in administration or research.
However, the fact remains that there

is no concerted effort to include advanced
professional education objectives

comparable to those demanded of students seeking a second professional

degree at the master's level in that field.

Solution-giving, The problem presented for
resolution is: Is there a

way in which flexibility in
educational entry points into a profession can be

maintained while at the same time assuring
the integrity of the master's

degree I The most apparent solution is to
create a new structure and a: new

label for the 'Basic Hister'el degree.
Thin would be similar to the Certifi-

cate of Advanced Graduate Study
awarded for achievement beyond the ster's

level that falls short of the doctorate.
Spurr(19131 recommends.the certifi-

17



e formal recognition of the completion of a course of study of

;hen required for the award of a degree. A Certificate in

field)" would seem to appropriately describe the 'Basic

remente. The master's degree would then be reserved exclusively

mating both advanced professional education and graduate ro-

w completing a certificate, en individual could enroll in the

a. To a certain extent, nomenclature distinctions have been

the H. in "(professional field)" and H.S. In

field) ". However, these degree titles have not been applied

rity to the 'Beak or Advanced' degree patterns. Furthermore,

graduate Schools has recommended discontinuance of the doubly

solution may lie in a more adequate interpretation of the

hick master's level education is to be distinguished from bach-

ucation. In the recently revised policy statement on the

, the Council of Graduate Schools (19761 continued to indicate

r'a degree ie customarily awarded to an aspirant who achieves

epic accomplishment substantially beyond that required for the

agree (10)." However, a level oC academic accomplishment

eyond the bachelor's level was not defined. The 'Basic and

r's' programs are similar in the completion of the graduate re -

whaps It is not in the extent of content that similarity should

rather in the level of sophistication of the cognitive processes

(ledge. For instance, scholastic goals may consist of demon -

Lenny in the higher intellectual akills, such as analysis, ayn-

iluation. Regardless of whether these,cOgnitive processes are

Lc or advanced professional knowledge, successful performance

ilzed by the master's degree. Following this line of argument

6

leads us to reduce the problem to one of semantics and public education.

The dual -entry model provided by business administration provides a

third mechanism for accommodating diverse academic backgrounds upon admission

and quality upon exit. According to the standards provided by the Accredita=

tion Council of the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (19781:

Haate's degree programs in business administration must require

students to have completed either at the undergraduate or graduate

level, the equivalent of the common body of knowledge in business

administration... For the MA degree, it is expected that the program

beyond that in the common body of knowledge shall be broad in nature

and aimed at general competence for overall management. For the other

maeter'irdegreee, the limitation on specialization will not apply (p.38).

Basic professional educational requirements are viewed essentially as pre-

requisites for advanced professional. requirements, and both basic and advanced

professional requirements mist be completed for the master's degree. In some

program formats the advanced professional component is taken after the basic,

while in others'the basic and advanced components are integrated. Students

with an undergraduate preparation in business may have some courses walvered

to avoid redundancy. Electives are then substituted for these required courses.

Such electives may be used to remedy deficiencies existing in general education

because of the professional courses taken at the undergraduate level. In this

way, students with Professional and non -professionalundergraduate majors are

put, on a relatively equal footing.

Although all three proposals would remediate the'atructural degree ab-

normality' at the master's level, the last appears to be most in concert with

the goals of an educational institution to educate scholarly practitioners

capable of responding to increasingly complex societal problems. The standards

set by the Engineers' Council for Professional Development (1976) and by the

National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration (1974), as

well as, the descriptions oC the nursing programs at Yale (Diers, 1976) and

Stanford (Smith, 1972), and the occupational therapy curriculum at the

-12-



University of Southern California (Reilly, 1969) attest to the Roden'

multidisciplinary feasibility and appeal.

Duality Indicatori:. In order to gain further insight into the needs of

master's programs in baccalaureate professions, the 'structural degree abnor-

mality' and the preferred solution to seek comparable educational outcomes for

'Basic and Advanced Raster's' graduates will be viewed in relation to quality

indicators - -specifically, students, curriculum, and faculty. It has previously

been mentioned that the impetus for intiatina the 'Basic Hesteria' track was to

attract high potential applicants to the profession, These applicants possess a

personal and intellectual maturity lacking in undergraduates. The large pool

of applicants and the selectivity of graduate idmissions has the overall effect

of improving the intellectual caliber of the professional field. Hence, the

quality of 'Basic Hester's' students is NOT negatively influenced by the

'structural degree abnormality'.

The effect on 'Advanced Master's' applicants may be quite different, how-

ever, particularly if the master's degree is the terminal degree in the field.

Advanced professional education fulfils the function of educating specialists

to apply the Cody of knowledge, scholars 40 advance itl'and teachers to traw-

1

mit it. If the 'Basic Hester's' track is perceived as depreciatirg the

master's degree In a professional field, potential 'Advanced Hester's' appli-

cants will prefer programs in other disciplines. Thus, the profession is

deprived of leadership potential.

Considerable time has already been aevot,d to relating the 'structural

degree abnormality' to the next quality indicator, the curriculum. Devising a

structure to accommodate diverse applicant backgrounds, requires clearly

speqified hierarchical objectives for basic professional, advanced professional,

and graduate educational objectives. Initially in program planning, it

would seem preferable to sequence rather than integrate the basic and advanced

elements. Once the 'Basic Heater's' atudentm complete the core courses, they

can be tracked with the 'Advanced Master's' for advanced and graduate education.

The high intellectual caliber of the 'Basic Mister's' students is then challenged

by a curriculum attuned to hie/her abilities. This structure avoid!, having to

establish two separate, and questionably comparable, curricula. It also es-

tzt'ishes an interdisciplinary clitate. The 'Basic Master's' students have an

undergraduate maacory of knowleko in an academic discipline, lacking In the

'Advanced HaaterYntudents ubich they can bring to bear on professional issues.

Similarly, the 'Adviened' students can share their experiential learning and

facilitate [ha Etegratiun of theory and practice for the 'Basic' students. The

propoNd curricular plan thus has positive implications for both categories of

otudenta,

The final quality indicator is faculty. The 'structural degree abnormal-

ity' results in particularly negative consequences if the master's agree is the

terminal degree in that field. In this case, although 'Basic Master's' gradu-

ates have a restricted view of professional concepts, issues, and practices,

they qualify for faculty positions. Hence, these narrowly educated professionals

become the models of the young. This situation can establish a cycle that limits

the effectiveness of practitioners and retards knowledge development. Thia

cycle can be reversed by adding the advanced component to the 'Basic Master's'

curriculum, The quality of faculty arising from 'Advanced Nester's' programs

would remain relatively unchanged by the curricular revisions, unless the ad-

vanced professional core is enriched by courses in the liberal arts.

Duality Control. Up to the present, most steps to correct or avoid dual

master's level credentialing appear to have arisen from within a profession,

via specialized accreditation, rather than within academia, via either general

accreditation or self-study. This presents an interesting situation since the

problem exists in academic certification, which is clearly the perogative of



a institution. As the number of 'Basic Raster's' st9dente in-

:rofeesion, and their impact begins to be felt, confusion is gen-

minds of professionals, within and allied to that profession;

i recipients of services, regarding the.qualifiOations of these

lice, the profession begins to amt constructive pressure on the

curricular change. This action may be perceived as intrusive

pity.

ay contention that more preventative, assertive action, to

arc) on the part of thowadministering graduate education is not

, but would be welcomed. The baccalaureate level or emerging

re relatively new to campus. This, coupled with the 'minds in a

Cation of professional schools or departments, results in an

with many aspects of the academic environment. This lack of

:mild be met with a more collaborative curricular planning rela-

een the graduate administration and the prefesaional department.

Um) is intended to focus on the structural aspects of the degree

nil curriculum and not on its specific content or processes.

tation in several broad areas appears desirable. The crux of re-

ual Master's standards lies in devising a curricular structure

dttee diverse educational backgrounds. Thia necessitates a

else' of student capabilities at admission. Once this has been

iiidual skills and abilities must be matched with a flexible

Learning formate such as self-paced study, concentrated learning,

tudy, seminar-tutorial,.and problem- centered study (Schein, 1972)

ich flexibility. The organizing principle for curricular re-

aorges from the competencies desired of the practitioner operating

:ed professional level. Once these are'defined, learning caper-

t formulated to accomplish them. The image of curriculum building

mud to the basic level, rather than from the basic to the ad-
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vanced, is critical and involves an essential gestalt switch. Tho goal is to

arrive at a re-conceptualization of the curricular unio rather than a mere

re-arrangement of its parts;

In conclusion, I have spoken as an educator in a baccalaureate level

profession, in favor of structural supports for academic excellence. A master's

degree is a master's degree and should not be qualified by a basic or advanced

knowledge base. Structure determines function. Realigning:the advanced pro-

fessional curriculum with th4 master's degree is designed to enhance

competence in scholarly inquiry, as well as, professional skill.
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"MASTER'S PROGRAMS IN THE HUMANITIES"

Calhoun Winton

Department of English, Univ. of Maryland, College Park

ad this paper over and expressed some alarm at the sarcastic tone she

is in the real estate business and thus an idealist, who does not see

of life, but I assured her and assure you that my cumments, though

with exasperation, are those of a lover of and true believer in grad-

ing observations on master's programs in the humanities are obviously

--there is no bibliography- -but they are based on impressions derived

f almost twenty years' involvement in such programs, as graduate fac-

adniniatrator. These included "pure", or departmental, programs as

partmental and interinstitutional programs. I should qualify the

oting that all this experience was gained in universities which also

tornte. Whether the obeervations wuuld be valid in an institution,

e.s is the highest degree awarded I do not know.

thee which giant the Ph.D. concern over the doctoral programs has

beessivel very little time or thought is expended on master's pro-

e frailties, when they think about them at all, are inclined to regard

ner of a noble Engliehlandlord viewing his poor cousins resilient on

my are acknowledged as his but with the vague wish that they would

Graduate faculties have something more important to do, they feel;

'bout the master's degree; that in to say, the important business of

mates. And yet, interestingly enough, while enrollments for the doc-

!n in a remoraelesa decline -- for very good reasons -- master's pro-

relations, have held remarkably ateady in many fields including my

truth were told, are in fact carrying, or keeping alive, many a

program. Furthermore, the benign neglect produced by focussing on

he doctorate has allowed some interesting experimentation among
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master's programs. Since nobody cares about them they have been free to develop and

flourish; whereas, let a graduate director attempt to meddle with one of the sacred

totems of the doctoral program without extreme circumspection -- the foreign lan-

guage requirement, let us any -- and his days in the job will be numbered.

Certain general objectives, I would argue, have emerged among master's programa

in the humanities, even though the objectives have perhaps not been identified as

such. Programs have been developed in response to certain demands or on a few rare

occasion have even been planned because they were seen to be desirable educational

policy. We realize, if we reflect on the matter, that are effecting some things

on the master's level. Why should we not recognize these things and get credit for

having objectives, even if our behavior has been more like a chicken in a farmyard,

pecking here and there for sustenance? I would summarize these objectives as inclu-

ding: (1) providing general education, (2) providing a winnowing mechanism for

selecting doctoral candidates, and (3) providing quasi-vocational education. Some

programs attempt all three of these, many only one or two.

The rejuvenation of the master's degree as a medium of general education is pro-

bably associated with the fragmentation of the typical undergraduate curriculum over

the last decade or so, and the virtual disappearance of general education require-

ments at many schools. I suspect, but cannot prove, that these conditions affect

the humanities more seriously than other fields; courses in the sciences or even the

performing arts such as music or dance are, I would think, necessarily more sequential

than those in the humanities when A smorgasbord approach to education operates to

a grotesque degree. An undergraduate in the humanities may be taking in a given sae/

ter, say, courses in medieval English literatAre, stage lighting, marriage and the

family, and the history of India, with an assortment similarly varied, equally unco-

ordinated, and entirely different the next semester. A student majoring in English

may well emerge from college without having read a play of Shakespeare or a novel of

Dickens or Faulkner or a poem-ef Keats. Or perhaps the snider majored in a field
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mo 'cluttered with requirements that there was no the for courses in the humanities,

on If he or she wanted to enroll in them.; For various reasons, then, many holders

of the bsccalauruts these days feel that their undergraduate education was inade-

quate or incomplete. Quits often they are employed full-the in non - academic pur -

suite or are housewives returning to school or are retired persons; in any case they

have no vocational:objectives involving their degree studies. They are there for

the but of tellOta, the love of learning, Significant Dueller' of these students

ate now applying fOr graduate work but the graduate faculty does not, on the whole,

perceive their presence and certainly does little to sestet their progress toward a

degree. Mere froften, it is true, a problem associated with students such as these

bum of inadequate preparation; are we not lowering our standards it we let thee

'ill TIM can be easily relolved by provisions l indigent' let then prove themselves

alder fire, so to epeak, before they are admitted to a full degree program. Many of

the., by virtue of their maturity end general experience in living, will turn nut to

be excellent students if my observstioa is any guide.

The graduate faculty is 'cutely aware of the second of the three objectives of

a mater'. prove' as I hive outlined them, to serve as a vincula' mechanism for

doctoral candidates. This, indeed, hits the graduate faculty where it lives. A .

graduate director is besieged with cosphints about this student or pleas for the

assignee of that student, Al the faculty fulfill' what it takes to be its primary

mission, to reproduce Well. Faculty leder' often do not perceive, or vigorously

deny, that that is what they ere doing, even as they go shout it. "Now, 1 don't want

to ear to be putting any pressure," they may say, "but Kr. I is the beet student I

have bad in my eeminer in years." Translated freely this inns, "pee has the nee

intellectual skills I ben." Nov, there le nothing intrinsically evil about this --

except es it contributes to the exclusion of singithe and women, which is plenty

evil. The transfusion of intellectual skill, is of course a primary objective of

grante education generally. Jut to think of a master's program a primarily a
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winnowing device for doctoral cendidatel, to say that the program.existe for that

purpose, le to rob the program of its intellectual tontent, to make it a sort of

extended candidacy examination, and to confer second-class citizenship on those not

judged to be "good enough" to be alloctor of philosophy -- many of whom have not the

slightest interest in becoming said doctor of philosophy.

Related to this is of course the question whether graduate faculties should be

so zealous in replicating thesselvee, et a time when, in my field, it is 'titled

cilly certain that fifty percent or sore of the students awarded doctoral degrees

will not find per:anent academic employment., But the obsessive concern shout the

doctoral program, to which I alluded earlier, has deep psychological roots and le

not a problem that will conveniently liquidate itself. In s research department

there is a quasi-parent/child relationship between graduate faculty and doctoral stu-

dents. In a subtle but genuine sense thus students are thought of me carrying on

the traditions of learning and scholarship which we, the faculty, have inherited from

our own scholarly mentors. This ie so ettitude so pervasive that it ie difficult to

and I

counter. The chairman of our departmen6ecently sitended a conference of chairmen

And graduate directors in the South Atlantic region, on finding non - academic employ-

sent for our graduate students. My chairman pointed out the interesting fact that

everyone there assumed the student" in question were doctoral students; in fact, when

she brought up the question of when students finding Jobe there wee a long and

emberuesing silence. No-one wanted to address the problem, or indeed, admit that

there was a problem. This is an attitude that will be difficult to change and it

colors the thinking of many faculty members, who will persist in believing that the

primary objective, the only proper objective of a master's program ie to identify

those who are best euited to go on for a doctorate.

There has been a good deg of demand for, end some interesting experimentation

in, programs witch pursue the third objective I have spoken of, the quasi- vocational

program. These combine the objective of general education with the objective of
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earning a living, and hare ere to be found some of the most innovative programs in

graduate education today. These address directly the question, what doer one do

with a degree in the humanities?

Perhaps the oldest end most thoroughly tested of these program is the venera-

ble master of arts in teaching (the MAT).
Designed for those in or hoping to enter

mondery education, these offer grOuate study in the primary field of learning

slang with courses which are intended to further
the professional development of the

student. ordinarily this degree is offered by a humanities department in collebor-

atioe with the school of education.
John. Hopkins was, I believe, a pioneer in this

degree program And it has been widely adapted, with great success in many places.

Another interdepertmental program ie that here at the University of Maryland in which

the Department of History and the College of Library and Information Services have

combined resource& to produce a joint master's degree,
the recipient of which is

trained for positions such is Archivist,
manuscripts librarian, end the like. The

University of South Carolina is just now preparing to offer a Nester of Business

Administration which his as an optional component iridium course° in the humanities,

taught by the regular humanities departments.

Two mull but interesting interinstitutional
master's programs Are to be found

im Delaware, the gleutherian Hills- Hagley program in the history of technology and

the Winterthur program in early American culture. In both came faculty member. at

the University of Delvers collaborate with staff members at the reepective muse-

WU (Kegley end Winterthur).
These prairies are delimited chronologically by the

limits

periods covered in the respective mem' collection.. Within those chronological/

regular graduate courses are offered in the academic subject areas (English, history,

art history, sod so on) and gums training courses armprovided by the museum staffs.

Theee programs hive had outstanding success in placing their graduates, many of whom

have risen through the ranks to positions of authority in museums and historical

societies.
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In all candor I suet admit that program such as cheee face formidable obstacles.

One should never underestimate the sheer labor of getting agreement on the curriculum

between departments, college. or even institutions with quite varying sensesof vie:.

elon. Stiffing is likely to be a perpetual problem; finding faculty with the nice:l-

eery flair and enthusiasm for interdisciplinary studies is not easy, and an apathetic

staff can quickly kill a program And funding is of course always likely to be or

become an issues a program which was the apple of one university president's eye

may be a mote in the eye of his successor. finally, there is faculty hostility. All

programs such as these, ss I have said, attempt to find answers to the question, What

does one do with a degree in the humanities? Many graduate Emit), members find this

question offensive on its face. One doesn't do, anything with A degree in the human-

ities, they would clue (except perhaps teach, since that is what they do). The

degree is a measure of intellectual achievement, of And by itself, self-justified and

self-justifying. The vocational aspects of programs such as I have described any

faculty member& find repellent. Nevertheless, nothing succeeds like success and we

can expect increased interest among students pursuing this third objectivet who want

to study further the subject which they have come to love and yet who would also like

to find steady employment, with paydays.

What of the Cubits? I believe graduate departments in the humanities should

continue to pursue all three objectives, though as my tone and manner of presentAtion

no doubt indicated I wish (preclude faculty seder. in the humanities generally would

treat those of general education end quasi-vocation'
education sorovhat more Rope

thetically and would minimize the fashionable hendvringing about out "plight." ita

they used to say in the service, things are tough all over.
Graduate education can

grow and flourish in lean years as well is fat ones if we use the brain; we have been

given, which we have supposedly trained to'ouch a peak of perfection.

Calhoun Vinton

Director of Graduate Studies

Department of English

University of Maryland, College Park
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THE !OSTIA'S DEGREE IN MI SOCIOLOGICAL INTERPRISI

Julie Honnold

(Virginia Commonwealth University)

Allan Schwartehaum

(Virginia Commonwealth University)

The goal of this conference is to assess the current role and meaning of the

angel degree. Since higher education operate" as an interdependent system,

a evaluation of one component must take into consideration its relationship to

le other parts of the system. The master'" degree is unique in that it "saes

is a link, s kind of gateway joining undergraduate education to doctoral level

sedate study, An examination of the role Of the master's degree should consider

le various paths joining bachelor's to doctoral degrees, throu0 the intermediate

alt s level.

Nester's programs,very in the extent to which they are integrated with

loctoral level progress. Students using the master'" Al s bridge to the doctorate

ate not passing through identical gateways. Hence, we need to examine the career

implication, of enrollment in different types of master's programs. further, the

mime miter's program ray have a diverse impact on different categories of students.

Ultlmetely, our analysis must grapple with major questions of the value of

le master's degree itself,. Under what circumstances Is poosession of a mastee;

done sufficient career preparation? What career disadvantages do individuals

pithout a doctorate encounter? Any examination of the master's degree, however,

le immediately complicated by substantial differences among the various

lisciplines and professions. The goals, methods, and educational requirements

academic and professional groups are so diverse that any attempt at general-

ization is seriously limited.

Our paper is based on a secondary analysis of the information reported in

the 1975/1976 Directory of the American Sociological Association.1 By focusing

in this single population, we avoid the problems associated with trying to
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generalize across different group. We also hope to demonstrate the potential

of professional directories and membership lists for research and policy analysis

in higher education, Of come, our approach is limited to a consideration of

those items reported in the Directory, Answers to many of the questions un-

resolved by our study will have to await followup primary date gathering efforts.

The Master's Degree as Linking Pin

Of all the master's program in sociology, relatively few offer a HA.

degree. Offering the N.S. instead of the N.A. seems mainly to be a result of

historical factors. However, in some 01111, the N.B. is a more quantitatively

oriented, technical degree program. When we examine movement from the bachelor's

to the meter's degree (figure 1), we find that students with a B.S. are

significantly (43.56, p(.0001) more likely to enter N.S. prOgrms than B.A.

students. This difference holds whether we consider students who have gone to

the SAM school between the bachelor's and master's or those who have 'witched

schools. While both the numbers involved in our sample and the unknown

representativeness of the directory listings for the population of professional

sociologists necessitate considerable caution in interpreting results, the

findings do raise the question of the symbolic and content difference' between

the two types of programs.

Figure 1 charts the eight possible paths from bachelor's through master's

to the doctoral degree, Among these A.B.A. members, educational paths vary

in the probability of attaining the doctorate. The most efficacious sequence

to a doctorate is via B:11. and N.B. degrees (4.31 dropout rate(. The least

effective path is via P.A. and N.B. degrees (31.61 dropout rate). *Mimi a

student starts with the B.A. or the B.S., his/her greatest chance of continuing

is with the analogous malter's degree IN.S. for B.S. etudents! N.A. for B.A.

students). If the content of the "science" degrees is indeed more technical

than that of the "arts" degrees, students switching from B.A. to H.S. ehould
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have more dlfticulty in adjusting to the curriculum than students who attempt

the H.A. after the B.S. In foot, dropout rates are higher in our sample for

the D.A.-H.S. route. clearly, the master's in sociology has differential impact

on student careers, depending on type of degree program and may In other

disciplines as well.

Another factor to consider In charting paths la the extent of

regional and school inbility. After obtaining a bachelor'. degree, students

AN almost equally split between those selecting an in-state (491) versus an

out-of-state (511) master's program. But once enrolled in a master's program,

a little under two out of three Itudents (621) will opt for a doctoral program

in the same state. Almost all of those remaining in the LAMA state (961)

moved into a doctoral program in the me school. Table 1 shows the distri-

bution of our sample of Amwricen Sociological Association members according to

type of inte:-school mobility. The most typical pattern is to change schools

lifter the bachelor's degree and then remain through tha master's to the doctorate.

It is very uncommon to attend the same institution for the bachelor', and

doctorate, while selecting a different educational getting for the master's.

Table 1 also presents the proportion of students in each category who

completed all of their undergraduate and graduate education In nine years or

less. While attending a different institution for each degree may have certain

advantages, such as broadening one's frame of reference, it substantially

,slows the rate of progress through thu educational system.

An additional path toward a doctorate is to bypass the master'. altogether.

Only 131 (76) of A.S.A. members holding doctorates have dispensed with a

master's degree. the omission of the master's for this group has had seemingly

very little practical effect.3 The only relationship we could discover (of the

list of tested relationships in Table' 2) was a greater tendency for doctorate

bolding sociologists with a master's to be department chairpersons,
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The Value of the Haeter'a

We might limped the implications of not holding the doctorate to he

greeter, however. A.O.A. members who have a master's as their highest doree

are different in several ways from those who have earned doctoratel (Table 7).

Females are much less likely than males to poslese a doctorate. Individual.

with only a master's are more likely to occupy the more peripheral position of

associate member within the society. (Al associates they are unable to vote

or hold °Moe.) Ph.D.'m as a group are also older (average age of 43 years

for Ph.D.'s, as compared to 40 for materiel t(219)2.05, .005). Self-

identified Ph.D. candidates ere not included in this analysis and so do not

account for this difference. (Student A.S.A. members and associates were not

coded in the study.) Association members who possess the master's as the

highest degree also evidence significant differences in their career pattern..

They are such more likely to be employed outside of academia. Within academia

they AN concentrated in the lower ranks. The difference in rank,between

doctoral and master's holders is maintained when controlling for age, though

the only full professors with master's degrees are among the older cohort

(born in 1933 or before). In addition, within academia master's holders are

more likely to occupy a research position.

Type of Haster's Degree

Among master's programs, an important distinction ie between those

universities where the master's is the highest degree and those where it is

one phase of a doctoral program.
5

We have discussed this distinction in en

earlier article.
6

our current analysis has allowed us to make some Additional

observations about the two types of programs.

Results displayed in Table 2 show several differences between Ph.D.

sociologists, depending on whether they obtained the master's degree in g
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ersinal or nonteneinAl degree program. Capered to thou who attended

antersinin programs, Ph.D.'s who completed a maeter't at a terminal institution

re younger and concentrated in the lower ranks of Academia. Neither of these

ifferencia is statistically significant, however, because the number of terminal

agree holders 11 email (n.34). Professional eopiallestion outcomes are broadly

Jailer, since terminal Ph.D.'" Are no more likely to be employed in a non -

cadmic eint,ng. Thole attending terminal programs earn their master's degree

oaswhat more quiukly, and time periods from the bachelor's to doctoral degrees

o not (HMI. The terminal degree program may thus provide the luxury of a

teL'ing ground," where students can explore other career options, without

omitting no ~4 time to complete the doctorate. It may also be the case, of

ours', that terminal 'Astoria programs are lees intellectually demanding and

o require lase time to caplets.

However, Mottling a terminal master's program can affect the probability

if earning t,,a dootormts for certain types of students. Saba are Almost

xp 'lly likely to ;caplets the Ph.D. whether they attended a terminal (OD%)

it nonterminal '061) degree program. The terminal meter's program acts as

greater retardant for foal's; 461 go on to the doctorate from terminal

Irograme, an compared to 66% from nonterminal programs (p'.053). General -

'union of 'his .'finding is hazardous, since eo few females attend terminal

irograme (n411). further research on the effect of different type, of graduate

ogres' on different types of students is needed.

for most students from both terminal and nonterminal degree programs, the

lb.!' still appear" to be viewed as a necessary attainment for a professional

aciologist. A minimum of 691 of the graduates from either of the two types

4 mister's programs elected to go on for the doctorate for two time periods

a considered, for those who earned a master's prior to 1963, however, enroll -

lent in a nonterminel program was tantamount to eventually earning a Ph.D.
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(901 finished the doctorate'. This was not as true at that time for terminal

master's graduates (141 eventually earned the 1111.0,1 compered to ow

terminal program). Since 1963 the percentages of master's holders going an

for the doctorate from both typos of programs Are more similar (721 from non -

terminal and 491 from terminal program" p!.92). Only for master's students

enrolled in nonterminal programs has the dropout rats increased significantly

since 1963 (101 for 1962 or before, Al compared to 201 recently/%1'31.21,

p(.0001).

Our strong Impression, baud on our earlier work, is that the reasons for

not continuing are very different in the two cases, Students in a nonterminal

program operate in a normative climate where Ph.D. candidates Are granted the

highest status among students, and thole who stop at the master's level will be

seen as professionally incompetent. This normative inviornment creates strong

pressures to continue on to the doctorate. Student' in such programs do not

often terminate their education voluntarily. A decision to stop at the master's

level is most often a result of external factors. for example, recent reductions

in university and departmental budgets have curtailed the number of stipends

and fellowships in sany graduate programs. This diminution of (uncle has, in

turn, caused faculty to more stringently screen applicants for financial support.

The students in a nonterminal program oho do not continue are frequently

"reluctant dropouts."

In contrast, students enter terminal programs recognising at the outset

that there is a good possibility that they will not continue beyond the master's.

In fact, a portion of these students view the master's as a mechanism for

advancing a career they have already begun. In addition, as mentioned Above,

other students enrolled in terminal programs are interested in "testing the

water" in order to 5110111 their suitability for doctoral level work. Hence,

when students in terminal programs stop at the master's level, they are
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probably inch ROCS likely to do so voluntarily. Thus, while both two of

programs currently produce roughly equal proportions of IndividuAle with the

master's 11 the kgheit degree, the Impliratlons are quite different, If

thou chorecterieutione ere correct, students who do not continue In non-

terminal progress its more likely to emerge with negative feelings shout

themselves, the profession, and perhaps all of higher eduomtion. (Thole who

hold the master's as the highest degree are more likely to engage in non.

'Week work than Ph.D.'', em diecuseed earlier. This choice may be more

A matter of necenity than desire for thole who drop out of eontormlnil programs.)

At this stip, our interpretetion is largely conjectural. Of course, our

hypothesis 11 amenable to testing with attitudinal date in future march.

Given the 'lilting financial situation, in combination with the projections

of a continuing oversupply of Ph.D.'s in various fields, terminal master's

program" may have certain advantages over their nonterminal counterparts In

the professional locielleation proof'',

Conclusion

In sociology, al in other dieciplinell, the long term increase in the number

of Ph.D.'a awarded has downgraded the alter'. degree. Caught as it is between

minimal Ibechelor'11 and maximal (doctoral) professional training, its importance

and career implications have remained nebulous. Our study demonitratel, however,

that the meter's has a unique and potentially important role in the development

of student Careers and professional identities. further research should assess

more directly present and poeeible future roles of the degree for participants

In higher eduction.
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1, The American Soolologioel Aslooletioe, 1975/1976 D(reotory.(11 Were,

D.C.1 AAA,' 1915, We eyitometioelly 'opted 101 of the

pages of the directory, ending Information nil all noel one page, enoept

that recorded for international member. end isonoietel and student members

And Aeleciatee. Thus, the reunite of our study ran only he generalielid to

loolologisti in the major active membership wawa." who responded to

the AAA,'" must far Information and not to all profiellonal soaio-

loglete,

2. In the United States, 101 of 204 graduate departments offering master's

degree' confer the N.A. degree 1921) (Americo Sociologioal Association,

Guide to Graduate Departments. Washington, DX,' AAA., 1916). Ten

(51) confer the 11.11, degree, Ind seven (31) will confer either the N.A.

or N.B.

3. The finding of no lignificent
dilforencel among Ph.D. ociologiste with

or without a
motor', according to length

of time from the bachelor's to

doctorate differs from the iltuAtion of alinicul psychologists. Van de

Castle end tichhorn (1961)
found that clinical

psychologists who completed

A master's spent about
two more years on the Average

between the bachelor,'

end doctorate,
111.1,. Van di Castle and 0.2.

!idiom "Length of Graduate

Training for Experimental end Clinical Psychologists,"
American Pey.chologist

16, 196101-11101.

4. In Table 2, chi-square
values are Demented only if p<.05, The differences

in N'o reflect missing data.
The chi-square value

for membership status

is baled on a full
tete, including threw very

small categories' member

emeritus (29), member life (1), HAMAN honorary 11).

5. In the United Status, 94 of
209 gad*" departments offer a BMW' Is

their higheut degree (451) (CIA.,
11h111211hLateDeprtments, 1916),

One hundred ten 15311 offer the Ph.D. with the master's, and five (21)

offer the Ph.D. alone,
Thus, of Ph.D. schools, 951 offer the master's

also And only 51 omit the meter%
This Is very different from psychology,

where 641 of Ph.D. programs do not
offer a separate master's program, but

511 require the student to obtain A meter's, (Robert 2. Howell and Maxine

L. Murdock, "The Questionable
Value of A Nader's Degree for A Ph.D.- Pursuing

Student." Beldam Psychologist (July), 19621647-6511. We have no comparable

information on degree requireente in sociology.

6. Julie Nonnold,D, Soul Johnson,
Hubert lb Opp., end Allen Schwartsbaus,

"The meaning of the Sociology Nester's Degree."
Southern Sociologist B

(Spring), 197715-7.
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,Table 1. Inter - school Nobility to the Ph.D. In Sociology

Type of Inter-School

lobility

tutor's, doctorate same!

bacholor4 different school

lichelor% motor's,

doctorate different schools

licholorlo, master's easel

doctorate different school

Ischelor's, raster's,

doctorate me school

Bachelor's, doctorate camel

master's different school

(*ant N ,

Percent Taking 9 PIACI

or Less from Dechslor's

to Doctorate

11 1114) 66

28 (146) 40

16 1 84) 61

II 1 71) 60

1 I 6) 0
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3 mi, or l000 501 511% 161 51%

1 yre, or more 501 121 241 411

Bachelor', to 11.D.

1129)N 1 29)

el9 yre. or le 591

10 or more 411 421yro,

1 129)

14::)

Itachslor'o Year

1957 or baton 121 601 471 6

1958 or after 501 101 531 191

N 1141) 1066) 1 34) 1472)

1615.81, p,0001

Halter's Year

1962 or before 291 641 411 59%

1963 or after 111 361 591 41%

NI 1141) 1 341 1472)

11, 45.06. p(.0001

Oink

Instructor 111 01 0%

Aes't, Prof. 411 30% 41% 281

Assoc. Prof. 131 29% 231 301

Full Prof. 131 411 301 421

NI 1 61) (551) (30)
1(.188.84, p(.0001

Employment

Academia 621 88% 1399044)

Nonacademic 38% 101 121 101

331 (435)

7.1i32.83; 0,0001
N
3

(125) (620) 1

n:+63,22, p(.0001

Academic Positian
Research 91 01 3%

Administration 51 71 61

Dep't, Chair 91 131 201 131

Faculty 761 771 731 731

other 11 01 01 0%

N3 1 79) (568) (30) (403)

1L1.60, p.02
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THE CURRICULAR OPTION APPROACH

TO 111 DESIGN OF MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS

by

Theodore Clevenger, Jr., Peen

College of Coemunication

Florida Stets University

Two broad models have dominated graduate 'clinic progressing

throughout the recent past' the pigeonhole model which places students

and faculty in mutually-exclusive categories and
the wheel model which

identifies a core of required knowledge lying at the hub of the

discipline along with Newel epeCielisstione which ere conceived as

spokes radiating sway from the hub. This piper will present s third

alternative, the "curricular option" approach.

The eslential prerequisite to the curricular option approach is

the suitors within i department (or group of communicating departments)

of s highly diversified set of courses which might be confined in

different to serve distinctively different educational or career

Fels. To Implement the model, the faculty first identifies ell of the

diffetent educational end/or career goals which the program might serve.

It then epecifiss the particular knowledge
and Skill' needed to realise

each goal. This set of knowledge end skill requirements for 1 given

tool (or Closely - related set of goals) then rigorously directs the

'election of courses froithe available pool to constitute a curricular

option. A department which formerly offered one degree program with

diverse and diffuse goals now will offer several different curricular
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options, each with its own specific goals end structure.

It is important to emphasise that it is the career goals, not

the extant curriculum nor definition of the field or discipline which

determines the course content of each curricular option. Thus if a

weer goal demands a glen skill which is not available in the depart-

meat, but ie sveilibleillsewhere in the university, the "outside"

course le defined-into the curricular option - after due consultation

with faculty in the imputed deportment to mire adequate course

capacity and student compatibility. ly the ease token, if s career

goal demands knowledge within'the discipline which calls for modification

of an existing course or creation of s new one, the course development

is carried out - provided that the wend costs are not too high,

as we note below.

The essence of the curricular option approach is to provide the

student with a wide range of different educational and career goal.

from which to choose within the broad field of study. Inlact, initial

faculty and edminietretive remotion to the proliferating list of career

gosh is that no single program possibly could provide ouch diversity

without a vast expansion of faculty and fiscal resources. This reaction

is not merely probable, it ie virtually inevitable, because of the

perfectly natural tendency to perceive curricula' in terms of either

the pigeonhole or the wheel model. first reaction. will be based on

the eseugption that either o 'operate department and faculty must be

crested to serve each career or educational god (pigeonhole model) or

that a very large department most be created with a division corresponding

to each gal (wheel model).

4
4

4.
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The curricular option model provides the answer to Iheee objeciione

La those fields of study to which it can be applied. In such fields, the''

nature! Overlap of required knowledge end skills from one educational goal

or career goal to another is cumulatively very large. There probably will

be no single course that ie found to be essantill to every curricular option,

yet there probably will be for meth option st molt a small handful of courses

which serve that gall Ilona. Consequently the curricular options will over-

lap one another at different points and in varying *reel, interlocking in

1 sultidimeniionel curricular specs.

One can sillily reduce this abstraction to concrete reality by imagining

1 two-dimonsionel matrix or tibia. Across the top of the table Ire listed

the curricular options, each option wiped to a column of the matrix.

Down the olds of the table are listed all the courses offered in the entire

curriculum, each course assigned a row of the matrix. Now, if a given

coursa is required for 1 particular option, put en "I" in the box within

the table where the column for the option crosses the row for the course.

If the course is one of several from which the student in 1 particular option

must chow:, put a fraction in the appropriate box or cell; for example,

if the course is one in a list of five from which the student suet choose

two, enter the fraction 2/5 in the cell. This course-by-option matrix

reveals the indivIduel courses where each curricular option overlaps each

of the other': end provides a ready sans of calculating degree of overlap

between any two options.

In le ewes, when a given discipline st a particular university

adopts 1 curricular option approach to organising its programs, the

course-by-option matrix constitutes an operitIonel definition of the

field of etudy it that university. But, since it neither fully
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subdivides nor completely delimits the field, what kind of definition

can it possibly bet The answer can be found in Wittgenstein's theory

of definitione. Ne examinee in depth several terms ouch as "game"

and "number", concluding that there exist perfectly valid and useful

concepts which identify tclese of thinge whose members have no one

thing in common end mot be unambiguously subdivided into a finite

set of. ubeleisel.

"Ah4 the result of this examination is: we see a

complicated network of similarities overlapping and

cries-44111pr sometime overall similarities,

aosetiles\eisileritiel of detail.. in epinning

a'threed fibre on fibre. And the strength

of the threed'dse not reside in the fact that some

One fibre runs through its whole length, but in

the overlapping ailump fibres."

In those Geodesic disciplinei\lose areas of ipecialication

display "a complicated network of simileritiee overlapping and

cries -croseing" and whoa. content dose not'contain any one fibre

that "runs through its whole length", the cure' ruler option approach

may wall represent the natural form of organieetiok In such a

case, the organisation of the discipline in the university may correspond

to its organisation in the world.

It 111.11 be apparent, however, that the curricular option hQproech

calls for a more eophilticated approach Co scheduling and distribu ion

of faculty talents than is ordinarily rev:Lt.:4. Since most courses

will play a rola in two or more curricular options, each must be

scheduled so is to fit into the proper sequence of not just one program

but several. The key to this problem lies in determining how many
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sections of each course must be offered during the course of a year.

This in turn, depends on maximum section else, coupled with the total

anticipated annual enrollment in the course.

To find anticipated annual enrollment one must estimate the

number of students who will enter each curricular option each year.

If all program Are likely to be oversubscribed (se would be the case

currently in hotness) one simply needs to seta cap on the ambit of

students accepted into each option; this axiom then becomes the

seticiPated enrollment. If something less than full comity is

anticipated, some realistic mechanic!' must be used to estimate the

number of students entering each option during the year. Is the case

of a master's degree curricular option requiring one year to complete,

this number of entering itudente equals the number of enrollments required

by that option in each of its required courses. In the call of any

course that is one of several from which the student Est choose,

the number of anticipated enrollments from that option will be a

friction of the number of entering students.

If we now Mute to the course-by-option Midi we see that it can

be used to calculate the number of enticipited enrollments in each

course across the entire curricula.. It in option with anticipated

enrollment of 25 students requires Course A, then we find an "1"

opposite Course A under that option. If another option with anticipated

enrollment of 20 students lists Course A as one course in a group of

four from which rho student must choose one, then we might anticipate

that 1/4 of the students in this second option will enroll for that
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eating an additional demand for five onrollmente. Suppose

that we sum across all of the curricular options for which the course

ie requited or partially- required and find an anticipated demand for

40 enrollments, If the maximum section use is 25, then we know that

this course suet be offered twice during the year and probably will

have several vacant seats available for "service" enrollments from

other departments or for majors who take the course on an elective basis.

The course-by-option matrix can also be used to calculate the

marginal cost of each curricular option, defined as the cost of adding

this option if all other options were already in place, Suppose

that we concentrate for the moment on just one element of marginal coot,

faculty effort. As we examine the matrix we may discover that some

coulees are required or partially-required for only one curricular

option. The cost of staffing that course then becomes a marginal

cost of that option. Similarly, if an additional section of a ccurs^

must be offered to serve the needs of students in a particular option,

the cost of that section is a marginal cost of the option. If we convert

each course and section to an appropriate percentage of annual FIE

faculty effort, and sum those figures for e curricular option, we have

calculated the marginal coat in faculty PIE for offering that option.

Marginal coot calculations can lead to surprising results. If

a program stench alone, so that students can take coarsen in that program

and no other, its marginal costs soar. On the other hand, in a program

that lends itself to organisation by curricular options, the marginal

costs of each option tend to be very low. In our case, the moat costly

of our options me to less than 1,0 FIE faculty, and the cost of
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adding certain new options actually proved to be zero. The latter

occurs vhen all the courses required by the new option are already

being taught for various other options with a unbar of unfilled sate

available in the scheduled sections adequate to cover the anticipated

annual enrollees in the new option.

The marginal coot figures also provide a bandy sane for

evaluating the cost-effectiveness of evil curricular option, for the

larger the marginal cost, the greater should !:a our expcctation of

productivity. Of course, productivity may be measured in a number

of dimensions, but usually a curricular option with a very high marginal

cost should be expected to graduate a relatively large saber of

students enmity, Ii not, then it should demonstrate some striking

advantage, ouch as ;rut public service, high national visibility or

unusual potential for generating external funds, When the ratio of

marginal costs to productivity become unacceptably bigh one must

contemplate a redistribution of faculty resources,

One of the flat barriers to consideting a curricular option

approach is the problem of governance. Logic ideates that each

curricular option should be controlled by thole faculty who identify

with it and teach a significant number of courses in it; yet gonad

administrative procedure requires that resource declaims be rode

it the departmental, school or college level, It is not at first

obvious how both naeds can be served. This conflict is eacerbated

by a second factor, the ease with which a new curricular option can be

developed, raising the spectre of new centereof power and new demands

for resources. It is not initially e'en' how these can be dealt with

in a framework of limited reacurces. Host significant of all, the move
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to curricular options vill inevitably revise the existing departmental

consensus and elicit subtle realignments in the existing power structure.

Many vill feel that they have more to lose than they could gain through

the adoption of curricular options,

Musing a minimum level of good faith on the part of both faculty

end administration, these governance issues are easily (though not

necessarily quickly) resolved, but it does require departure from

some time-honored practices. To begin with, the department-as-e-whole

must surrender its absolute control over the smaller details of curricular

planning, leaving these to the individual curricular option committees,

retaining budgetary control and perhaps very brood veto powers at the

departmental level.' Since many faculty will chair a curricular option

committee Ind most will nerve on several of them, the actual governance

situation will be similar to interlocking corporate directoratee.

This guarantees commutation between, elated options, provides each

individual faculty weber a broad rings of influence, and prevents

egregious opportunin on the put of any option, while leaving each

curricular option committee free to exercise its best Judgment regarding

development and implementation of its program,

The governance mechanise should provide a straightforward and

systematic procedure for bringing a new curricular option committee into

existence, so that the program can respond timely to changing priorities

and emerging concerns. This also serves to offset fears of those faculty

who feel they have much to lose through reorganisation. It quickly

becomes apparent that their share of the compromise under the old

alignment can be exchanged for A mare rewarding assignment and identification
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under the new. Since the curricular option approach is not carried

out within the confines of a zero -rum ease, everyone can gain simul-

taneously, and in terse that are
uniquely and individually satisfying.

For those disciplines which
lend thesoalves to organization by

curricular option, it provides a number of distinct advantages.

(1) It 441111441 utilisation of resources
within the progras. (2)

It allows a relatively small faculty to
provide a diversified prosily.

(3) It provides chant guidelines
for interfacing with other programs

and utilizing university-vide resources,
(4) It allows a program to

determine with a high degree of specificity
Just whet educational

gale it will support.
(5) It permits the student to select a

detailed proms based on individual career
goals and thus sieplifiee

advisement, (6) It provider a realistic bent, for faculty essignments

And course sequencing,
(7) It sets up a simple means of modifying

or Augmenting the program as often as desired without passive reorgani-

zations. (8) It provide, for a new type of governance
which places molt

program controls it the
"grassroots" level while retaining necessary

budgetary control, centrally.

FOOTNOTES

1
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical

Investigations in Morton White,

The II! of Andlois, New York: Mentor Books, 1955,
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I. The Need

How can health care delivery be improved?
This question is a fundamental

MI to all personnel involved in the delivery system including persona responsible

for delivering services and persons responsible
for providing the manpower to the

system. Although the principle that health care is a right is freely articulated,

the silent reality is that health care is more often a function of geographical

residence and ethnic origins./ Geographical distribution of health care personnel

has been and is being addressed with some Incase through a number of federal

program, including the Area Health Education Centere and the National Service

Core. However, the health care status of disadvantaged populations, particularly

black continues to be a problem as evidenced by Morbidity and mortality rates in

both rural end urban eettinge.
2

Hog:tradition:a methods of delivery of health care have made some

*ace. A cursory analysis indicates that o major deficit in the system is the

result of o lack of health profeesionale
who are minorities and willing to practice

in underaerved areas. Where are these practitioners going to be educated? In

the early'leventlee a concerted national effort was
established to increase the

number of Heck health professionals, particularly
physicians and dentists.3 This

effort did produce results as evidenced by the number of enrollees and graduates

in schools of medicine and dentistry.
Unfortunately, this effort has been curtailed

and admission figures are beginning and expected in the coming decide to return

to those of the sixties,
4

A side effect of the Carter policy toward health

manpower education (Budget, 1980) is expected to be a further reduction in black

admissions to programs designed to produce health professionals,

For a number of historical reasons,
medicine and dentiptry(followed

closely by nursing) receive the most attention
when the words "health professionals"
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are used. However, the health professions include more than 200 occupational

titles ranging from the aide level to Ph.D.'s working in clinical laboratoriee.
5

The term, Allied Health, Is often used to Identify the array of persons who require

registration, licensure, or certification to practice including such disciplines

as medical technology, physical end occupational therapy, clinical dietetics,

dental hygiene, respiratory therapy, and radiologic technology, These professions

although accounting for 20 to 25 times the number of physicians and dentists, are

often overlooked as a key component of any health care delivery system.

If health nitre for ',lecke and disadvantaged is going to improve,

it will take allied health professionals from those backgrounds in order to provide

services.6 However, there is I "Catch 22 Cycle" in the system of manpower training

for the following reasons:

(1) Curricula in the allied health professions are highly com-

petitive, precluding students who either have not taken An academic program in

high school and/or students who hove not been successful in negotiating the pre-

professional curriculum (natural and, balk medical science courses),

(2) Allied health curricula have been designed to meet f

needs and styles of academically superior and eocio-economically advantaged stu-

dents;

(3) Minority students have few encounters with black health pro-

feeeionals in the system and therefore, have few role models. Thus, few black

students apply, fewer are accepted, and still fewer graduate. This cycle (pre-

cluding entry of black students into the professions is reinforce. Where can the

cycle be broken; how can the cycle be broken?

Since faculty in educational programs retain the decision making

authority for entry, retention, curriculum design and evaluation in the educational

system, the point of faculty preparation requires change. In other words, the
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cycle will not be broken until there are sufficient numbers of qualified black health

professionals to join faculties of educational programs, Recruitment, retention,

role modeling, end curriculum design depend upon faculty who are sensitive and in-

tellectually resourceful in this dilemma. The College of Allied Health Sciences

of Howard University is an ideal setting in which to address this dilemma and ,break

the cycle,

II. THE HISSION:

Every graduate program which has been developed has been conceived

in some philosophical womb. One theme which characteristically ie found in

such philosophical statements is some reference aspiring to achieving a

standard of excellence.? The piety of these references can usually be reduced

to their lowest common denominator, i.e., rhetoric.

According to John R. Haire who recently addressed the annual meeting

of the Association of American Colleges, "excellence is not a vague, arbitrary,

pie-in-the-sky illusion. It can and does have meaning when it references our

achievement of some goal which we have the guts to state.
118

Howard University is likewise "omitted to excellence in the pursuit

of its basic aims and purposes. Among the University's aims is (1) "to help

develop solutions to human end social problems, particularly those of the

under-served poor and Bleck communities." and (2) "to provide educational

opportunities for students who may not otherwise acquire en education of the

Iti

type offered at the University."9

These two aims can have special significance for breaking the cycle

described in section one. First, while thejudicial and legal processes within

our country have since 1954 struck down the denial of freedom of access to

institutions of higher education on purely racial grounds, the de facto reality

ie that limits have been imposed on Blacks and other disadvantaged persons
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based on conditions of economic and educational deprivation,9 Second, recognition

of the aforementioned realities in higher education strongly argues for a closer

examination of the issues (and a subsequent raising of questions) which are being

addressed at this conference including:

(I) Standards of quality

Can higher education make significant impact on the social and

human problems, e.g,, health cars for the poor, without a greater degree of their

involvement in the educational and delivery processes? In other words, can

we have X's in the output without having I's in our inputs and throughputs?

(2) The Value end future of Master's

Can Master's programs provide the catalyst for establishing a new

consensus, including persons from economically end educationally deprived

circusstancesthat will target and state up front the goal of improving the health

care of the disadvantaged?

(3) The Design of Master's

Can we design Hester's Programs thei reflect io,philosophy, content,

process and outcomes constituency and target goals (4 this new consensus?

The remainder of this.paper shall addreas,these issues and questions

by highlighting the curriculum design of the Master's Program in Allied Health

at Howard University.

III. THE PROGRAM:

1
Graduate education programs arise, from commitment to a set of ptinciplea.

These principles are the interfacebetween the content of a body of knowledge

and the application Of that body of knowledge. In other words, principles are

derived from en integration of theoretical principles
and pragmatic applications,'

'In some diaciplines the emphasis is largely on theory, while others emphasise

the practical applicatidne of theoretical concepts, In the health professions,
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the dramatic rise in the utilization and sophistication of health ore places a

demand on graduate programs to respond to the need., both theoretical and pragmatic,

of a changing system, The mission atatesent of the College of Allied Health

Sciences addressee this issue;

Curriculum development will be directed toward shaping

offerings to match the economic, political and socio-

cultural fact. of contemporary experience is order to

make certein the changing mode" of thought and expression,

al well as the changing V11111 that accompany them, serve

as tha matrix for instruction in the fundamental disciplines

which underpin the educational structure of the allied health

professions,

Par the proposed masters program in the Allied Health Sciences, the application

of this elision statement translates into a number of basic assumption' about

the design of the program, Although these assumptions range from the general

to the specific, they are characterized by interdependence; they are of equal

'importance.

1. The overall goal of graduate education is to odd both depth and

breath to the student'a academic preparation and life experience, Students

parental this graduate program will utilize the basic towel of education end

overtones of their specialty area 41 a stepetone not only to greater depth

of theoretical end applied skills of their discipline, but a broader view

of the health care context to which their specialty relates.19

2, The knowledge and skill base of the pecielity "reef are those

which ere defined and controlled via a variety of mechanise". Undergraduate

education in the allied health disciplines is characterized by homogeneity

in curriculum design, While each program may espouse a unique philosophy,

affecting such 'sitters as student target group and pedagogical methods,

the subject matter content is designed by professional conceneun, The

knowledge end skill base is defined both through the program accreditation

process Jollying the professions in collaboratik with the eppropriate

agencies controlling program accreditation and through a mechanism of

Flack /Ford

practitioner certification end registration by the professional associations,

11

3, Graduate level education in the allied health _pitmans Is character=-

red by variety in curriculum design. In graduate education for the allied health

professions, no mingle curriculum has proven satisfactory to meet the needs for

the variety of career roles that the graduate level allied health professional may

assume, In fact, diversity within and across professions ie the "norm" for graduate

level education for the allied health professions in contrast to the more homo

geneous program. at the undergraduate leve1,12

4. The dynode growth of the allied health professions hem resulted

in a continuing redefinition of the functions in the various specialty areas.13

As health care has become more specialized, the functions in the Allied health

professionals have become ore precisely defined with greater autonomy and inde-

pendence. Allied health graduate education.will continue to become more refined

as the body of knowledge and the application of that knowledge in practice becomes

more defined. This program will create agents of change to provide infusion of

knowledge into the process of thp ongoing definition.

5. There is s need for persons educated through, ,the graduate level

in specific discipline areas in particular and in health care in general, The

increased demand for health care and the subsequent increase in use of allied

health personnel has created a manpower shortage in both allied health practice

and allied health education. Existing health graduate programs have helped to

relieve the manpower, shortage in some regions of the country and in eon of the

well-established disciplines. Yet demand continues to surpass supply, Programs

should respond to individual student needs while et the same time maintaining

academic standards of excellence. An undergraduate allied health student

generally ham a foundation in the basic sciences together with discipline related

theory and skill development. These are then applied in a variety of supervised
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clinical setting. in order to prone competent practitioner.. Thus, allied

health students entering the 3radu4e program repreaenti population that under-

nand' both theory and ite application in practice. Since the appli-

cation of theory through work experience arias among and acre." disciplines, each

graduate suet have a program developed on in !aided experience. These individual

work experiences may have broadened their proftionel competency disparately.

Therefore, each student will require upon edmia.fo'e to the graduate

individualized academic proceseing.

6. Traditionally_black inetitutione have been the most succeaful in

preparing black profeelionele.
14

Existing allied health graduate programa have

recruited minority students, including black student.. Howevdr, the enrollment

of graduate minority student' hal not kept pace with the greduat' market demand

nn with the enrollment potential created by the undergraduate pool. Cost,

geographical locution, and limited minority role models are casual faci7e im-

pacting on the enrollment of graduate minority students,

I. Program Characteristics:

Warn

Tbuallied health sciences have been characterised by a period of rap

growth end expansion of personnel and programs. The ensuing period of growth \\

will likely be noted for (1) qualitative improvement of existing educational pro-

grams; Pt/expanding leadership roles for allied health practitioners in the

health care setting; and (3) increasing bade and applied research activities.

The faculty'end Miff of the College of Allied Health Sciences believe that a

graduate program can provide the personnel required to respond to theme directions.

The following five characteristic' delineate the educational concepts for the

master's program in the allied health 'ciente"!

1. HOti-disciplinary in Scope

As health care becomes more complex, it becomes more specialized; and

health practitioners will work in settings increasingly characterized by inter-
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dependence of numerous disciplines. Therefore, the efficacy of the health care

system 0-1 depend upon the ability of the specialists to function in a unified

manner. Knowledge of the interdependent relations of all the peraonnel in

health care is the first step in developing a concept of the health care team,

That particular concept can beat be nurtured in e multi - disciplinary setting,

Cooperation of disciplines must be modeled in both the academic and clinics]

education settings if collaboration is to be implemented in service areas. The

graduate program will provide student' an opportunity to focus,identify, explore,

and respond to the issues and the practices of the variety of allied health pro-

fessions in relationship to the health care system.

2, Economic in Use of Resources

Budget restriction' and continuing limitations on resources makes it

increasingly important that developing programs not duplicate useful saluting

courses or programs. Resources in the university community need to be constantly

examined to ensure the fiscally sound practice of sharing existing resources,

However, this sharing of resources should not compromise the quality of any new

or existing educational program. Stretching a thin resource would compromise

quality. Tapping of existing resources must be done in the context of examining

what resources are available and what constraint, are upon them. Concomitant

with the utilization of present resources is the requirement to augment (where

appropriate) those resources and to develop new ones. Therefore, the graduate

program will necessarily extend acme' college lines; the program will be both

multi-disciplinary within the allied health professions, and intercollege within

Howard University.

3." Professional Concentrating Ares

The third premise of the program is that students will select a con-

cenretion of coulee in the advanced basic and/or allied sciences directly
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related to their relpeCtive undergraduate degree. This premise has been both

fostered by the hiring practices of institutions and supported by professional

associations in the Allied health dieciplinel. The trend toward upgrading pro-

fessional entry requirements sake. it imperative that allied health profeeelonals

continue to expand their knowledge in their chosen discipline through graduate

'study and research. Whether the graduate of a mater's degree program is going

to teach baccalaureate level student. or supervise baccalaureate level graduates,

there is s necessity for a broader base and 1 deeper understanding of discipline-

reined content than that possessed by the holder of the baccalaureate degree.

4. Allied Health Concentration Ares .

The vele of the entering student. will very according to one of five

pattern.; (1) preparation for Advanced clinical practice; (2) preparation for

teaching; (l) preparation for amangement and supervision; (4) preparation for

further graduate work or research in the discipline; and (5) preparation far

international program development. Therefore, the graduate program will be re-

sponsive

'-

to individuel needs consistent with good curriculum design. Each

student will develop personalized program objective, related to pursuit of

educational growth Ind be able to select one of the five patterns as a allied

health concentration ores,

5. Require Professional Experience for Admission

The fifth end final premise is the commitment to admit only qualified

and experienced allied health professionals. The prerequisites for admission

are a baccalaureate degree in an allied health profession with appropriate re-

gistration, licersure, or certification. Additionally, each student will be

required to hive a minimum of two years of clinical or equivaleut experience,
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CONCLUSION;

John W. Cardner,, in Excellence, a book of the sixties relevant for the

seventies and most likely the eighties, says that "human veleta° have Beverly And

successfully limited the rellization of individual promise." We do not submit

that the master's program for milled health professions at Howard University will undo

pipit history not dramatically change the future for the whole of the health care

delivery system. We do believe that it will help individuals realize their prosise.

The philosophy of the program has its roots in the College Htasion, one of changing

values and redefining the etenderde of quality and the meaning of academic quality.

These value changes and redefinitions in the aystem begin, not end, with people as

patients for as we deal on a day -to day beds with students who are also allied

health professionals, how we function in their world says dearly what we believe

about num
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The Moe of Graduate Programs: Thu MUT Model

Dr, James L. Welch

California State University Dominguez Hills

Thu Value of Graduate Programs: The MSMT Model
PROCESS OBJECTIVE 1

The recruitment of qualified applicants to the 11811T Program

will be Undertaken through communication channels appropriate to

the profession of Medical technology.

DATA:

The academic arena of higher education in which we find ourselves
1. A listing of professional publications and the

today, with regard especially to graduate, professional education,
corresponding date in which the announcement

there prevails pressures dictated by professional societies, or-
appeared,

ganizations and governmental bodies coupled with technical ad-
2. A description of mailing lists employed and the

%lances in the pure and applied sciences. These developments have date of the mailing.

produced an array or responses involving, at least in part, pro-
CRITERIA:

Mention of meters degree programs. A current very popular
This objective will be considered as met if

mode of delivery has been external degree programs. These pro- 1. Announcements of the EMT program appear in such

grams typically are directed toward the new learner: the adult publications as:

population,
a. Journal of American Medical Technologists

b. Lab World

External degree programs, being offered at site locations away
c, California Association for Medical Laboratory

from the main campus, present many unique problems of concern to

Technologists Newsletter

the educator and consumer alike. The quality of these programs
d. American Association of Bioanalysts Bulletin

as it relates to students, curriculum, faculty, library and audio
RESPONSIBILITY:

visual facilities, in general, program viability, all must be
It will be the responsibility of the Director EMT

Program, to prepare and submit appropriate press infor-

mation designed for the specific publications listed

above and to send brochures to those on such mailing

lists. Records of announcements, mailings, and public-

Dr. James L. Welch

California State University Dominguez Rills

given special attention. The following Process and Outcome Ob-

jectives as part of the Master of Science in Medical Technology

External Degree Program at California State University Dominguez

Hills, address the issue of an evaluation mechanism used to de-

termine quality in these areas,
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Ity shall be submitted to the Evelnator,

PROCERN 011.11CTIVII 2

Applicants admitted to the MUT program will be In ponutudon

of 4 California ileende an a
California Laboratory Technologist or

be a registered Medical
Technologiet with the American Society of

Clinical Pathologists, have professional
experience beyond tho

initial trainee period, and have a bachelors degree or equivalent,

DATA:

1, Application forms which will verify either California

licensing or registration with the American Society

of Clinical Pathologists,

2, Application forms which will include at least one

letter of recommendation from a current supervisor

or a previous employer verifying that the applicant

has 'professional experience
beyond the initial train-

ee period,

3, Official college transcripts of previous college or

university work.

CRITERIA:

1. This objective will be considered as met if all ad-

mitted applicants

a. are licensed or registered medical technologists,

b. have professional experience beyond the initial

trainee period, and

c, have a bachelor's degree or meet the equivalent

requirements of Executive Order 16B.

RESPONSIBILITY:

It will be the responsibility of the Program Director

to evaluate all applicants with respect to the estab-
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Ilehed criterion and to oertify that all admitted students

meet the eetahliehed oriterla.

PROCESS OBJECTIVE 0

All etudeatm advanced to fell candidacy for the EMT degree

shall have a minimum grotto point average
of 3,00 mil All have

completed at toast 24 quarter unite of approved coerce work,

DATA:

1, Applications filed by etudonte for advancement to

full candidacy.

2. Grade point averages of students advanced to full

candidacy,

3. List of approved courses completed by each student

advanced to candidacy.

CRITERIA:

This objective will he considered as met if all students

advanced to full candidacy have a minimum grade point

average of 3.00 and have completed at least 24 quarter

units of approved course work.

RESPONSIBILITY:

It is the responsibility of the Office of Admissions

and Records to compile grade point averages and lists

of courses completed at the end of each quarter for

all admitted students.
These will be transmitted to

the Evaluator and the Director. The Director will

notify students qualified for application for full

candidacy to fill applications and will provide appli-

cation fora, It is the responsibility of the Evalu-

ator to review records for compliance with criteria.
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PioNMETIR.14 PONN4014, 11 doothmodiii

All part-time And off-eampso Welty who touoh In tho NIIT DATA:

program will most the regular compun orlturIn to Imo tho I, Imiturn of Agroment from offoopuo lihrerloo

Academic quality of the program, Allowing annexe to oLdonto In Lo INT program,

DATA 1, Rollout quontionnuIroo rolutIng to the uvuIlehIllty

1, Mat of part-time and oft-ampue faculty indloatIng of library reeOurees,

telehlog anelgnment. CRITERIA:

2, Certification by at leak two of the following that Thlo objeotive will be coneidered An met If At 101181,

part-time and off-campue faculty meet the regular one contractual agreement (mike with An off-cumpus

campus criteria for the hiring of instructors, library allowing mess to the facilitiee by 11811T

I. Director of the NSW Program students and if the majority (over 15) of those stu-

b. Dean of the appropriate School dente indicate oh the questionnaire that outside Il-

e, appropriate department chairperson braiy facilities: are available to them.

CRITERIA: RESPONSIDUITY:

This objective will be considered as met if the required It is the reoponsibility of the Director, IDIRT program,

certification is on file attesting to the comparability to establish all arrangements and agreements to assure

of the two types of faculty, the continued availability of resources outside the

RESPONSIBILITY: CHM library. It is the responsibility of the Evalu-

It is the responsibility of the Director, MSUT ator to check whether or not students have access to

Program, the Deans of the participating schools, off-campus libraries,

and department chairpersons to select faculty PROCESS OBJECTIVE 15

members through existing channels, in accordance An annual report will be prepared and submitted to the Com-

with ol-campus standards. It is the Director's ,
mission on External Degree Programs at the end of each academic

responsibility to designs te permanent faculty year,

members on class schedulm DATA:

PROCESS OBJECTIVE 13 A comprehensive written report describing and evaluating

Library facilities will be made available to all students in the year's activities and progress with respect to the

the MSC proirem through the use of both on and off-campus resources. stated process and outcome objectives.
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PROCESS OBJECTIVE 15 continued...' PROCESS OBJECTIVE 16 continued...

CRITERIA: the responsibility of the Director to call an annual

This objective will be considered as met if an annual
meeting of the MSC Advisory Board. It is the respon-

report is published and submitted to the Commission on
sibility of the course instructors to revise the course

Interval Degree Programs, outlines and objectives in keeping with MSMT Advisory

RESPONSIBILITY: Board recommendations. It is the responsibility of

The Dean of Community Programs and Extended Education,
the Evaluator to review course outlines and objectives

the Director, MSMT program, Administrative Coordinator, for changes in keeping with the recommendations of the

MSMT program, and the Evaluator will share the responsi- MSMT Advisory Beard.

bility of report preparation. OUTCOME OBJECTIVE 1

PROCESS OBJECTIVE 18 Students will demonstrate knowledge of quality control pro-

The MSC Program will be reviewed annually in order to remain
cedures in the laboratory by:

consistent with advances in the field. A. Defining criteria for selection of reagents and equipment

DATA: foi'a designated section of the clinical laboratory,

1. Minutes of the annual meeting of the MSMT Advisory

Board.

2. Objectives for each course in the MSMT Program.

3. Course outlines for each course in the EMT Program,

CRITERIA:

This objective will be considered as met if the MEAT'

Program is subjected to an annual review and revised

as necessary to be consistent with developments in

medical technology as recommended by the 11811T Advisory

Board.

RESPONSIBILITY:

It Is the responsibility of the core faculty and the

Director, MSMT Program, to monitor journals of the

medical technology field and to hold a review session

once a year to consider curriculum revision, It is

B. Defining relevant terms,

C. Listing steps used in maintaining daily and monthly quality

control programs, and

D, Simulating a monthly quality control program from factual

data.

DATA:

1. Behavioral objectives for MDT 404, Quality Assurance in

the Clinical Laboratory.

2, List of students meeting parts A through D as provided

and certified by thu instructor.

CRITERIA:

This objective will be tonsidered as met if the behavioral

objectives for MDT 404 are on file and the course instructor

verifies that:

1. Eighty-five percent of the enrolled students listed de-
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OUTCOME OBJECTIVE 1 continued...

fined 95% of the criteria specified in,Part A.

2. Eighty-five percent of the enrolled students de-

fined 95% of the terms specified in Part B,

3. Eighty-five percent of the enrolled students left

out no more than one step as specified in Part C,

and

4, One hundred percent of the enrolled students ade-

quately simulated the required program as speci-

fied in Part D.

RESPONSIBILITY:

It is the responsibility of the Director, EMT Program,

to transmit the required course objectives and in-

structor verification to the Evaluator.

OUTCOME OBJECTIVE 5

Students electing the Clinical Laboratory Management: Option

will demonstrate knowledge of computerized methods, medical per-

sonnel management, 4u1 advanced application of health care delivery.

DATA:

1, Behavioral objectives for MDT 410, Health Care De-

livery II, MDT 412, Medical Personnel Management,

MDT 414, Advanced Data Collection and Control Tech-

nology, and EDT 418, Budgeting for Health Care Insti-

tutions,

2. Student scores on criterion. referenced examinations,

CRITERIA:

This objective will be considered as met if the behavioral

objectives for MDT 410, MDT 412, MDT 414, and MDT 418 are

on file, and the course instructors verify that 85% of the
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OUTCOME OBJECTIVE 5 continued...

enrolled students net 85% of the course objectives

as defined by the criterion referenced examinations.

RESPONSIBILITY:

It is the responsibility of the Director, MSgT Program,

to transmit the required course objectives and student

scone on the criterion referenced examinations to

the Evaluator.

OUTCOME OBJECTIVE 11

The program will provide upward mobility for graduates holding

the EMT degree,.

DATA:

Follow-up questionnaires mailed to all graduates two

years after the granting of the degree to determine

past'and current job title and salary.

CRITERIA:

This, objective will be considered as met, if, during

the two years following graduation, at least 25% of

the graduates experitivm a promotion and are granted

at least a 25% increase in salary,

RESPONSIBILITY:

It is the responsibility of the Evaluator to design

the questionnaire and to compile data from the re-

turned questionnaires, It is the responsibility of

the Director, EMT Program, to distribute the ques-

tionnaires to the graduates and to monitor their

return.
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EvAILIATIR1 Or TUE NATICML EVAIIATIC4t9 OF GRAMME ROWS

Richard I. Miller

Vice President for Educatimal Services

State thiversity of Dow York at Brookport

Beginning with the Hulas study in 1925, a minter of national studies of the

quality of graduate study have been'sade, with the most recent one by Ladd and

Upset and reported in the January 15, 1979 issue of The Chronicle of Higher

Education. The American Council on Education (ACE) has taken an active role in

rating graduate programs in major universities, beginning with the Hughes study.

The most detailed ACE study, by Allan Cartter in 1966, assessed quality of non-

professional graduate study in major universities. Five years later, another ACE-

sponsored study by Mose and Andersen (1970) replicated the Cartter study of major

graduate programs in non-professicoll areas. The Cartter study received usable

answers from an cpinicn survey of 900 department chairmen, 1,700 outstanding senior

scholars and scientists, and 1,400 younger academicians. In all, 30 disciplines at

106 major institutions were surveyed on (1) the quality of the graduate faculty,

(2) the effectiveness of the doctoral program, and (3) the degree of expected change

in the relative lamiticn of departments offering doctoral study in the discipline

of the rater.

The Rome and Anderson study was essentially a replicatim of the Cartier

study, with slight enlargementseven additionaldisciplines and twenty -five ad-

ditional institutions. It did depart from the Cartter study in taking a mil lower

profile in retorting the data: "In updating the ratings of graduate programs, we

Dome and Anderson] have had serials misgivings about the apparent
endorsement a

eh* of this kind gives to the primacy of a...hierarchy of university prestige and

.influenoe, For this reason, we have sought to play down the actual scores and ad-

jectival descriptions of faculty and program quality, preferring instead to emphasize

the importance of identifying faculties and programs with scores at or above the

2.0' floor set five years ago." (p. 24). It is likely that the national student
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unrest at the time plus student and family agitation for more cophasis au uder-

graduate teething were instorrental in this decision.

Three other studies are related to the 1966 Cartter work: Margulies and Blau

(1973), Blau and Margulies (1974-1975), and Cartter (1917), The first report by

Margulies and Blau used the criterion "that has been found to be most reliable,"

which was the judgient of experts in the field- -in this case, deans, This report

asked 1,180 deans of seventeen different subject areas in professional schools to nsne

the five most outstanding schools in flair profession but not to rank them. (The

earlier Cartter and the Roose and Andersen studies did not include professional areas.)

As one would expect, the first Margullen and Blau stet was discussed widely;

and the second study one year later (Blau and Margulies this time) dealt with critici:

of the first report:

Coe group of critics categorically oppose ranking schools. Such rankings, they think,

engender invidious caparisons and hurt many good Wools that may not be at the very

top in their field, particularly in a period when it is difficult to obtain mach-

needed financial resources. Out this view sees the results of such rankings only

fros the standpoint of schools. and their adminiatratore and not from the perspective

of their publics, especially prospective students and employees, who have a stake in

knowing how wheals eavare in quality and reputation. A secaol criticism of our hark

was that it did not furnish information on the quality of professional schcols, etroe

the rankings were based on the j4ment of deans and not on cbjective measures of

quality, As one critic put it, 'Theme are just the cpinicia of a bunch of deans.' A

third major criticism of our study was that the rankings of at least some types of

schools were based on very few responses, those of only a mall proportion of all

deans in a field. This critician is well feuded." (p. 42),

The replicated study by Blau and Margulies ceorelated closely with the one that

they had finished a year earlier: "The correlation in the new and the old study

between reputation ratings for all schools, not only in the bop five, in all types of

professions is separate correlations for each type between the new and the

old reputation ratings are carpeted, thirteen of seventeen are larger than .90 and

none is lower than .75." (p. 43). Mile these correlations span only one year,

Clark has capered ratings over time, *Wino with the 1925 Hughes study, and ford

"univereity reputations are exceedingly stable. All of the top twenty universities in

the earlier surveys are still at the top, and relatively few new ones have been

added." (p. 09).

The 1977 Cartter study on education; law, and business started with different
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referents--faculty neuters, and since the universe was fifty -cue Ph.D. granting

institutions the professors could be expectnd to be research-oriented. The results

of the Cartter study, with Blau-Margulies rankings, are given on the next lege.

Correlaticns br,ueen the Blau-Margulies and Cartter studies are quite high for

the first five or six places although sane striking differences do exist. These dif-

ferences may be due primarily to the different ways in which the data were collected

or in the clienteles sampled. Cartter supports his thesis in this manner: "Whose

judgment does one trust: 146 deans asked to name only 5 sd)ools, or 453 professors

and deans drawn from all 51 doctoral- granting institutions? The most knowledgeable

teachers/scholars in the field, in our view, are such more in tune with the quality of

scholarship and education in other institutions than are scholarship and education in

Other institutions than are a few faculty stars and deans who may be more familiar

with the adninistration." (pp. 42-53) Blau and Margulies (1974-1975) would dis-

agree: "The central position of deans and their responsibility for recruitment should

make them particularly well informed about the quality of the-schools in their field.

To be sure, the resulting ratings of school reputations are merely the opinions of

these experts, but all professional reputations are no more than the opinions of follow

experte." (p. 42). It is interesting to note that Cartter's 1966 study used statis-

tical procedures to determine the differences in ratings among department chairman,

senior sChOlaraF,Hund junior scholars. Be found that "...there is little to distinguish

the ratings of the chairmen or of the junior scholars from those of the senior

scholars." (p. 71.

The influence of sheer size has been mentioned as a criticism; namely, bigger

is viewed as better. (wisp( reached this conclusion in studying the size of psycho-

logy departments used by Cartter.) Those institutions and departments with the

largest numbers of graduates do tend to be the bop-rated institutions, leading to

the generalizatial that ratings likely do favor larger units since they produce more

graduates who in :urn retain sae nostalgia for "those days in graduate sdlool."

Also. the larger units are more visible in the professional literature, in writing

and consulting, at onnventicns, and in rarthers of graduates, therefore visibility
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Faculty Quality

TOP SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION

Educational Attractiveness

Blau
Combined Scores

Margulirls

1. Stanford University 1,59 1. Stanford University 1.46 1, Stanford University 3.07
Rankings

2. University of Chicago 1.93 2. Harvard University 1,77 2, Harvard University 3.83 5

3. Harvard University 2.06 3. University of California 1.80 3. University of Chicago 3.87 4

4. Teachers College 2.13 Los Angeles

Columbia University 4. University of California 1.87 4. University of California 3.Q4 12

5. University of California 2.15 Berkeley Los Angeles.

Los Angeles 5. University of Wisconsin 1.91 5. University of California 4,04

Berkley

6, University of Wisconsin 2.15 6. University of Michigan 1.95 6. University of Wisconsin 4,05 7

7. University of California 2.15 7, University of Chicago 1.95 7. Teachers College, 4.27 2

Berkeley 8. University of Illinois 2.03 Columbia University

8. Ohio State University 2,21 9. Ohio State University 2.06 8. Ohio State University 4.28 3

9, University of Illinois 2,26 10. University of Minnesota 2,07 8, University of Michigan 4.28 6

10. University of Michigan 2.37 11. Michigan State University 2.09 8, University of Illinois 4.28 8

11. University of Minnesota 2,36 12. University of Texas, Austin2.13 11. University of Minnesota 4.46 10

12, Teachers College, 2.13 12, Michigan State University4.60 11

Columbia University 13. University of Texas 4.70 --

Austin

14, University of Indiana

Bloomington

9

4)



Faculty Quality

1. Harvard University

2. Yale University

3, Stanford University

3. University of Michigan

5. University of Chicago

6. Columbia University

7. University of California

Berkeley

8. University of

Pennsylvania

9. University of Virginia

10. University of Texas

Austin

11. University of California

Los Angeles

12. Cornell University

13. New York University

14: Northwestern University

15. Duke University

1.05

1.18

1.45

1.45

1.46

1.58

1.74

1.99

2.17

2.30

2,32

2.38

2.39

2.42

2.50

)
1.

2,

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11,

12,

13.

14,

15.

TOP LAW SCHOOLS

Educational Attractiveness

Yale University

Stanford University

Harvard University

University of Michigan

University of California

Berkeley

University of Chicago

University of

Pennsylvania

Columbia University

University of Virginia

University of California

Los Angeles

Cornell University

Duke University

University of Texas

Austin

Northwestern University

University of Minnesota

1.19

1.23

1.25

1.35

1.42

1.44

1.64

1.68

1.72

1,88

1.90

1.97

2.01

2.06

2,08

12.

13.

14.

15,

Combined Scores

1. Harvard University 2.30

2. Yale University 2.37

3. Stanfod University 2.68

4. University of Michigan 2.81

5. University of Chicago 2.88

6. University of California 3.16

Berkeley

7. Columbia University 3.28

8, University of 3.63

Pennsylvania

9
i'"

Jiniversity of Virginia 3.66

University of California 4.19

Los Angeles

Cornell University 4.29

University of Texas 4.31

Duke University 4,46

Northwestern University 4,50

New York University 4.58

Blau -

MargulieE

Rankings

1

2

6

3

5

7

4

9

yr*

8
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Faculty Quality

TOP SCHOOLS OF BUSINESS

Educational Attractiveness Combined Scores

Blau-

Margulies

Rankings

1. Stanford University 1,33 1, Stanford University 1,24 1, Stanford UniVersity 2.57 2

2. University of Chicago 1.50 2, Harvard University 1.37 2, Harvard University 3.09 1

3, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology

1.64 3, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology

1.50 3. Massachusetts Institute 3.14

of Technology

6

4. Harvard University 1.73 4, University of Chicago 1.73 4. University of Chicago 3.32 3

5. Carnegie-Mellon University 1.97 5, Carnegie-Mellon University 1.88 5. Carnegie-Mellon Univ. 3.85 5

6, University of California

Berkeley

2.06 6. University of

Pennsylvania

1.69 6. University of California 3.99

Berkeley

7

7. University of Pennsylvania 2,12 6. University of California 1,89 7. University of 4.02 4

8. University of California 2.26 Los Angeles Pennsylvania

Los Angeles 9. University of California 1.95 8, University of California 4.14

9. Northwestern University 2.40 Berkeley Los Angeles

10. Columbia University .2.51 9. Northwestern University 1.96 9., Northwestern University 4.39 11

10, Cornell University 2.07 10, Cornell University 4.59

11, University of Washington 2,23 11, Columbia University 4.75 10

11, University of Michigan 2.23

13. Columbia University 2,24

14, University of North

Carolina, Chapel Hill 2,25

nrk
U



Laud with perceived quality. Of course the lamer knartments nay be

:ue of the advantages of diversity, specialization and callegialityaming

nire'essors.

speaks to the quality issue in tame of size and type of Institution:

c analogy to sports, the place of the liberal arts college is, in

ie lush league and little league, although sae of the best known and

:us (such as Suartirore or Antioch) might be considered sufficiently

merican higher education to be accorded minor league standing by faculty

allogea could ever be considered major league. lacking graduate and

faculties and abidtaits, their infence on higher education is simply

(pp. 154 -155).

aatg, on "to am acre or not to carpare" gces on. The academic ocertunity

asen corparative ratings, for two reasons: only a few can be anointed

ighly) yet those in academe knor that outstanding invididuals airlmits

re il9 uell. And the technical procedures for making the ratings are

11 mud no one can be sure about how such credulence to plane in the

study by Bees, stimulated by the two ACE studies in 1964 and 1969,

ante dopartrents using a greater numher of quality indices than was the

W study. The results indicated that the only significant difference

L;t: and lc,/ departments was in ego satisfaction. These findings caused

r to view "with co:aid/arable caution" the findings of the "I: studies,

s, legislators, aril other publir efficiela generally favor ratings, and

are nalni still with en: rolt 1111101a9(91 sal cxsnamorl!m. The Ilse of

ratirgis will torilleue to itioke nodosity, outrage, or support.

o itvinie of slept leirrn might well accirliany wha tever pos i inn

Rita icgr aptly

Dei.irtnInts: Sure cautions 14,1.1911111,1,ti(VS."
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10/ TO A81113 QUALITY IN MASTER'S PROGRAMS --

A NEW AND 11TTIR MAT

David S. Webotir

University of California It Loo Angeles

The beet-koowo studio' of the quality of [WWI proper,

virtually all rate the quality of Ph,Dp proireso thole studio

have mere shortcomings, Pon to rating, of doctoral pro;riso,

and when technique' ire developed for Ming dierei pro-

grams, they will need to be very different from the methods widely

used saw, Lull look, briefly, It three currently wild tichnlquei

of 'sullies the quality of gridusti progrime.

1. One method, proposed by inthropologist Shirley Mutt -

bert (4), uses Inching, theory io rating Anthropology delartmentli

Whoa department" hire each otheils shA impel that they

are equal in 'Mu', but If for image, the Univirlity of flot-

ida hires mull of Howard's Ph.D.'s, and ilervird does not ricip-

race', she coocludeo that Hervird it higher in Mies' thus, by

examining recent hiring platens hong univirlitils, she rank

orders anthropology *Moot". This method has sirloca flews,

including the Wic ing!

a, It can smuts only the etren!th of dipsrv,intil relative

to each other, not the quality of each department.

b, it mum that university hiring practicis are entirely

moritocrstic,

c, it remote' a department's strtugth by only those gredu-

'tile who well, 3opointmente in Ph,1).-truting inatitutione. An

conomice department, for maple, that produced 20 Ph.D.'s, of

who two liscame assistant professors of economic' at Ph,D.granting

universities and 18 became hobo'', would be rued higher thin a

*lament that turned out 20 11.04, all of who were hired for

risponeibli jobs by major corporations end government stencil',

d, it rite' deportment" solely by the first jobs of their

ariduities and thus ittributie too such importance to the quality

of i progroalo atudinte. Reny studies by Alexander W. Latin (see,

for exempla, 1) And others have shown that the academic achieve-

mint of college elaioro.io much marl influenced by the ability of

thl studinti whin they entered thin by the institution's "quality,"

end it this finding holds true fot graduate education, and if

the hilt etudinti git the but jobs, than the "exchange" method

tidily measures thi quality of a program's students more than the

quality of the program.

2, Another method of rating the quality of graduate pro-

grams his bin employed by Jack Gourmin (3), and while Hurlbert'a

technique tete' programs lirgely on one factor -- the quality of

their student' Goma pal/ to the opposite extreme and considers

i great number of things. In his "Method of 1i/elution" section

he say' he has evaluated each institution's "suapices, control and

organisation," its "total "(Juneau programs offered," its "number

of non- departmental areas," ago, admissions requirements, 'taint

enrollment, teaching otaff, physical facilities, finances, curri-

culum and research,

But Courtin gives nattily a clue to how he mound all

these things, scarcely a clue to how important he con"iduld each



of them (how, for 'sample, do you weight a school's "teaching

stiff" against its "age," and does s school gain or lose points

heme it is old? Also, when Courman 41111111 i college's "aue-

picot, control and organisation," what typo, of auspices and or-

ganisation laprova ones feting, and what typo" hurt, it? Courman

is silent on thou, and many other methodological matters,

At soy rite, Courman attempts no ratings of graduate schools

by field, wapt for low, medicine, and dintistry, One normally

toter' s.groduate program to study a particular subject -- Oven,

if Hes plague is interdisciplinary, it is still Dorsally baud

cm s few feinted fields and Coursers's global Wings of sinister-

aid(' till little, except for the Midi of low, mAdicini, And

Jostietty, about any particular field of study.

3. But in a moo we have been sitting up straw sin io fir,

fn.,. the two rating methods vs lava dimmed have been used, ID far

0 so tow, oy only a 'Nilo author. By far the most widely used

MIDI s evaluating graduate programs his been to wall the Ti-

shah reputation of their faculty by liking others in their die-

ctpl(al department c' airmen, einio4cholire, junior scholars, or

some coablottion rats them. /hie technique has boon geed,

in one fora j rnothzr, in the two best-known ratings, those of

Allan Wait (2) and ',rose and Andersen (6), And alto in the study

hr cad and Lipae% vhcoi preliminary findings were summarized

1 he Chronicle of !!liioE119tion a few Oda ago,

These "reputtiou of (scolt," studies hove been the beet-

tlellreeLl and moat ini.uent's1 of tl,e 'Oting guilty studios, but

thy Willi.' for the moat watt, anti q aL ,f; of a department's

Nutt! and neglect moat other aspects of it, Center, for hie

part, did include, if the and of his study, s 'section in which

he rated a university's library resources and the number of its

groduet1 "taiga who had von national followshiya, but he made

no ittompt to integrate theta measures with his ratings of faculty

to form one, mill swore of departmental quality, And Can-

tor end hose-400m both tried to rate not only the quality of

I dipertsintle faculty but the overall offectiventes of the pro-

gram, yet the two scorn correlate so nierly perfectly -- for the

36 disciplines studied by Roos'- Andersen the correlations were

Ill oithar 191 of .99, milly .99 -- that what was being measured

woo clhirly the till thing,

Whit, thin, is to bi done? to unsure the quality of a school's

White program in any discipline we must measure not only the

reputation of its faculty, to most of the ratings do, not just

the ability of its studiiii, is Hurlbirtle study dole, and certainly

not the Wirt iostituflon, it Courman says he doeel -- but the

department Reel!, locality departments whose offering' could reason

ob4, be Iwo; attra.t a substantial number of students from

the department JEng rated, campus ficilifiee used by the deport-

ment, and the 'heptagon and dietivantelse of the surrounding com-

munity for the subject being studied.

1

For exempla, the reeled potential of Harvard university's

tarok, located in central Haesochusetts, probably does not vitalp,

effect its students studying Comparative Literature in Cambridge, and

the fact that New York University, according to the Roost-Andersen

survey, had the best art history deportment in the coontty, might

have been more relevant to philosophy students wishing to specialise



What follow) is en outline of a rating ,yet m iccordin; to

the principles we have described. We will classify our measures

into those dealing with the depirtment being rated, those involved

with things Weide the deportment but on the cam tz end those

concerned with themnitleurrounding the campus,

lg; Departmental Helium

e, the faculty's scholership the rieletch tbilitiel of

the faculty, rated -- as in many With; by other

scholars in the some discipline,

b. amount

guiding oiled rtsIdstearcturieral -- in Piny

highly rated deprationts the most visibll people, the one' upon

whom the depsrtsent'o reputation is largely baled, do be teething

and advising, end hale co-roct with student', than lies will-

known people. the llorts,'n Iputition for teething effective-

ness ley be blood, 04r.Ooliciiy, upon the reputations of those who

do the least tot ht ',h11:1[)rt, in rating programs we should

consider not only ri, Irofeloore mitirch productivity but the

cov:Libution they mete towards teaching and advising students, and

and

A pre "Ay oho is often on leave thchol a light schedule when

is wows should not "count" so much, in measuring I pro-

011114 tsechrni effectiveness, as ona who does a full shore of

teething d advising.

c. IgliALELLTArnte -- this would ba rumoured by CR1

aptitude and echievement scores, undergraduate grades weighted by

quality ui college attended, end -- In the came of name profellionel

Heater's programs -- students' current jobs and cumulative ex-

perience in their field,

d. student particistiorldmuslife --

then' could be measured both by the percent% of full -time student',

of atudonts who served as teething or research Iseistenti, and of

etudouts who lived on or very near campus, and also by the absolute

number of students it d department who wire fully involved in

department and corpus life. All things being equal, progreNs with

a high percentage of ouch fully involved students would be rated

higher than Rhin' howivit, having a "critical mans" of students

for others to interact with is important, too, and a graduate pro-

gram with, MI 100 students, 40 of who were full timers, would

hi fetid higher then a program with 10 students, four of iho were

full-timer..

placement record of graduate' -- here I would consider not

only initial icidemic appointments, Co Hulbert does, but how well

the program served to advance ell its students' careers. In the

cut of a Master's program, for example, I would consider the per-

centage of its graduates who vent on for doctorPtis, the percentage

of those who .4c:vally completed their doctorates, the quality of

the Ph.D-granting institution they vent to, and also the kinds of

Jobs the terminal Netter studentlgoti their etartfuR elletfeei

and -- for those who were employed before beginning their program --

their seleriee and rosponsibilitioo, immediately after earning

their Master's, compered to whet three were just before they entered

the program.
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1. Corium-wide Melluren

a, atrenith of rahltgleaLImenti -- in rating a Heater's

program in Specie' Education, for exempts, I would consider the

quality of the owe psychology depArtrent, especially the number

and quality of the course offerings and the quality of thous faculty

most valuable to a student studying Special !donation, and also the

accessibility of those psychology courses and faculty to Special

Education students,

b, wilt/ of moue facilities aprogras draws up n -- itutedd

of using global messurta, as doss Courson, and assigning a retina

to an entire institution, I would Wisp!, tot lech program, to

rate thole campus academic facilities it OM Mott, In the case

of A Howl' program in English, for exempla, I would tea the

central university library end the English or humanities library,

if Any, but not the computer network; for i prows in art, the

clipmel studios, equipment, and museum collection., if any; for

proarem in 'ontology, both the cAmpull library end its computer

network, Though vo cannot predict with certainty, of tour'', whet

campus relourcee a progrim's students will use -- there will slime

be students in Special Education who have little or no contact with

the campus' psychology department, and some students in lob who

wish to do computer-melted studies -- selecting the co) ,flo facili-

ties students in A given program are likely to ties most and immuring

the quality of those is at least s "top in the right direction.
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1, Surrounding Community

Finally, vs should consider, In messing any program's

quality, the. campus' wider invirone, and we should rats both the

coarunity's intellectual ambience in general and whet it offers

for the particular field being studied. For example, Harvard and

0C lorkeley might well Ian a higher rating for their neighbor-

hoods, with their many bookutores Cud cultusAl opportunities, than

schools leis favorably situated,

TUrhing to Wings of the campus' environment in terms of A

particular field, ml would argue that Hew York City is a good en-

vironment to study most period" of the history of inatern art,

Washington, b,c, is s good piece to study eery aspects of American

government, end ichoolA very nest an ocean -- for eximplc, the

Uniwirsity of keg in Carol 0Ables and 0C San Diego -- III good

plias to "Ludy virtue biology', holrems locatid in such environ

mints would be rltid higher, all things bring equal, than similar

programs leis favorably situated,

In "meeting that I great many factors be considered firming

graduate programs, I ea aware that I have suggested rating some

things -- for exempts, the polity of s campus' surrounding communi

that are extremely hard to measure. Ani I know that no far as

campus onv,ronmenta are concerned, es with many other thinge, one

scholar'' Paradise is Another's Purgatory, and that some people,

particularly in the late 19601, found the Serially environment I

have just touted an exceptionally unpleasant place to be.

Furthermore, though I have praised certain types of environ-



mints oe ideal stains§ for certain diociplinsi, it is clear that

thl finest departments in the country Are by no mane Alma, or

even often, in the settings ti, would aces to be the most hospit-

able, For soompli, according to the 1910 loose- Andersen rating',

the finest Sponilh department in the country VII not anywheri in

the Sunbelt but rather at Roved, and the third and fourth belt

.
Spanish dsportmanto were in decidedly un-ilieponic Madison, Wisconoin

end Philadelphia. Similarly, the bolt German deportment In the

country was not in Hilvaukai but at lorhiliy, sod thi fourth blot

philosophy department woo in Pittsburgh, 1 town that has reminded

few people of Socrates' Athens.

On the other head, though our nation's col:fitsl would slim ko

be a good place to study Arnim government, of the nition'l 34

blot politico! Ithaca departments, igiin 'cording to gores-Andirsini

not ono was locited in Washington. In short, vs not bi cAriful not

to weigh a proarom's invirone too such Sow much, though, le hough?

Row much importance should vi assign to each k out different

measures? If we are rating the campus' surroundings, the tchoolle

library, end the quality of, soy, the history faculty, should its

weight each of thus equally, and, if not, how should we design

weights? Those are serious problems, to which them are no simple

solutions, Still Ind all, by rating graduate programs on a title

number of factor', and by weighting these factors Appropriately --

dilflcult as this may be ve will come much closer to measuring

the true quality of graduate programs than we do with the ono-

disonoionol MAIM the seism of the faculty's research repu-

tation -- that is commonly uoJd today.
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UTILIZING MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS OP QUALITY

IN JUDGMENTS OP MASTER'S DECREE PROGRAMS

Kant L. Jackson

University of Northern Colorado

Educational researchers are increasingly
concerned about matters at

quality is graduate education,
Doctoral programs have been the primary

focus of this concern, but interest is now turning to the raster'. degree.

Renard and rhetoric concerned with quality ham tended to begin from the

perspective of what "ought" to constitute quality in the 'We of scholars

or graduate school deans. Studio. have not investigated whet "does" conati'

tuts quality in the judgment behavior of those most concerned with graduate

programa, I,e. music administrators, faculty and students, This paper're-

ports one study conducted at the University of Northern Colorado that

'Incepted to identify the appropriate dimensions of quality for evaluation of

local master's programs, and to assess the relative importance of those di:on-

line in the mull judgment process,

The literature reveal, a variety of research opproaches to the subject of

quality. The earliest end beet known studies focused on "program excellence"

(Hells, 1910), sni provide prestige and reputational ratings cs programs (Hughes,

1934; tenilton, 1959; Cutter, 1960;11aose and Anderson, 1970), These studies,

and others derived from them (Knudsen and Vaughan, 1969; Elton and Rose, 1912;

Beyer and Snippet, 1914; Morgan and Kearney, 1916; Lynd, 1916), have resulted

in the identification of a host of characteristics, indices and dimensions

associated with program quality. The work of Blackburn and Ungenfelter (1913)

represents the first effort to categorize and organize these various techniques

into a single model or conceptualization for evaluating and comparing degree

programs.

hbre recently, the work of Clark, Hartnett and Baird (1916) has

attempted to identify, from a broad range of program characteristics,

those most important to Judgments of quality in doctoral education, Further-

more, they sought to develop mulddimenelonal procedures for judging quality

incorporating a greeter variety of indicators and measures.

The multiple dimensions approach
suggested by Clark, et al., (1916),

represents a comprehensive model with possible application to all levels and

forms of graduate education,
The literature does not, however, reveal any

specific attempt. to apply such a model to
the evaluation of master's program.,

Nor have previous studies addressed a
number of other considerations, While

research suggests a number of program
dimensions associated with quality, little

guidance is provided in term of the
relative importance of such dimensions

(Clark, Hartnett and Baird, 1976, p.4), The underlying assumption would appear

to be that
the'presence of quality dimensions at high levels

does, in fact,

constitute quality, Actual judgments of quality,
however, may depend on the

relative importance sselgned to given
dimensions is well as the extent to which

dimensions are expressed. The interdependence of quality dimensions in the

judgment process should also be considered (Lynd, 1916),
Finally, much of the

research and literature suggests
various uses for quality information about

griduate progress, but none examine the utility Josue empirically (Cartter,

1966; Ruse and Anderson, 1910;
Brenton, 1915; Clerk, Hartnett and Baird, 1916;

Lynd, 1916; Entman and Faletz, 1916). Understanding how qualitative inform-

ation presented in a multiple
dimensicA, format is actually utilized In the

judgment prom could shed light t
broader questions of uaefulncee of such

information.

The moat obvious way to identity the important elements
of quality is to

limply aik academic administrators,
faculty, students or others what they
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value in degree program.
Issentially, this has been the approach of pre-

date marchers in spite of what may be a onion lisitition of this method,

While subjects may be ible to identify the ingredient' or dimensions of

quality they confider important, they may
have difficulty specifying tha

rankle important or interrelationship
of such dimension in actual judgment

situations.
Lichteneteip sod Slavic(1973) point to 1 variety of human

judgment studio, in which subject!' hive
difficulty ipecifying the dimensions

they use in making their judgments.

The Inside; summery of reined Marston 'ugliest' the following!

1) the sultiple dimension' ipprosch hie not
been epplied to the sunned of

mant'r'a proerasa; 2) research efforts have not empirically addressed matters

of Motive finance, interdependence,
and utility of quality dimensions;

an 3) the direct inquiry spnosch may
have sore inherent Hendon when

attempting to nay judgment behavior
in the context of porn quality con-

e

'Ibis ,'turfy has attempted to del with each of these concerti.

the first step vas to identify
appropriate 114811[01 for sinning quality of

mister's programs using the model suggested by Clark, et al., (1976). Secondly,

injects uesocinted with minute progins as edsinistretors, tenuity or

'cadent. vets Wed tc6like judgments
about program based on information pre-

seated in saltine dimension profiles. In this wey, eubject preferences for

entaim dimensions
could be examined without relying on the direct inquiry

method.

\

Lane model procedures', derived from
the theoretical and methodological

formulations of Egon Irunswik (1952,
1956), were adapted to.thie study.

Quantitative indicie were obtained
by measuring the relationship between the

values or levels of dimensions in
the profile description of a program, and

the subject; judgment of that program. These relationships were analyzed for

-83-

four (4) subject groups including indent ideiniltratore, faculty, external

end resident dogrel master's students, It was therefore, poenble to access

both the relative importance of different dimensione and the extent to which

groups of subjects differ in their use of dimensions.

MIND

The purpose of this etudy win 1) to identify and operationally define

quality dimensions appropriate to the eminent of interim degree programs

at the University of Northern Colorado (UNC), and 2) to mess the relative

importance of dimensions in the judgment policiee of individual, and troupe.

Judgment teak materiel, were developed which characterized hypothetical degree

programs in a bar graph forest. The line model was used es the minim for

presenting the program, to be observed And judged by the lubjecte which in-

cluded endemic edministraton, faculty end two groups of Issue!' 'tants.

Subject,

Subjects connoted of four (4) groups with fifteen (15) in each group.

Student lubjicts were randomly selected from a list of those making application

for Brandon while enrolled during the spring term of 1918. One group in-

cluded only those completing degree program' on campus. The other student

group included only those completing master's propels off campus through

external degree offerings. /acuity sad administrator, were elected on the

basis of their responsibility for the evaluation and
review of greduete programs.

lenity subjects were selected it random from the University Faculty Senate and

Graduate Council,
Advinietrstore were selected from a compiled list of pro.

feseionel stiff with more then half -time academic adsinitrative responsibility.

Mien age, educetionel and sex differences were inevitable and no attempt wee

made to control these minim',
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eta Collection Instrument

The instrument used in this
study consisted of a set of instructions

followed by 35 judgment take.
Task Weide were comprised of hypothetical

program profiles using seven
guard quality dimensions suggested by Clark,

st el., (1576). Dimensions are operstionelly defined
using two to four

quilts Ilialutsi. A jury of experts, comprised of key endemic administrators,

chairpersons of he faulty Senate end Graduate
Council, and a graduate student

assisted in the identification and
selection of measures to define each dimension.

The quality dimensions, Al diaplsysd
using bar graph profiles for each of

35 proerame, lined as cues consistent with the lens model. The cuss varied

along dimensions suggesting different
levels of quality. In this vay, cues

served as potential mediators of the
quality level attained by the program.

A separate response sheet was used to record subject judgments. On the

response sheet wire 35 separate
criteria scelesraging from 1 to 9; vith

9 representing the highest
attainable level of program quality. Each orthr

program profiles were numbered to
correspond vith each of the criteria

scales. The subjects' talc via to observe the cue values of a single proves

profile, and to rate the program accordingly on the corresponding criterian

scale. Cue values and criteria miles
shared the same 9 point range including

3 locations defined as "Among the
Lowest", 3 location defined as "About

Average", and 3 locations defined es "Among the Highest". Subject judgments

were based, therefore, on
comparative estimates of program quality.

Procedure

Each subject via tested
individually over 35 judgment talks. In each of

the 35 program profiles, cue levels were
set with the following considerations

in mind! 1) ten (10) profiles were prearranged to
test for averaging end

consistency tendencies; 2) ten
(10) profiles wer: prearranged to test for
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specific influences of environment end endemic offering dimensions' and

3) fifteen (15) profiles vete praerranged on a rah' bosh. The order of

preeentation of profiles varied randomly for each subject within ench of

the troupe to avoid effects of fatigue. On the facing page of each profile,

e summery of the dimensions and measures used to describe them wee provided

far subject review.

RESULTS

To gulps the abject' use of the seven (1) platy dimensions as cues,

individual product moment correlation coefficients (Pearson "r") were com-

puted on the criteria scales for each of the 35 programa. These correlation

coefficients measure the degree to which each of the dimensions very systemr.,

atically vith subject ratings of promo (Seal, Gillis and Stevart, 1918).

Cue utilisation coefficients were then converted tom values using Fisher's

r to s thaformation (Ferguson, 1966). Subsequent analyses of variance were

performed on these normalised s value.

The mesa utilisation coefficients for each of the four groups vete sub-

jected to a 4 x 7 (groups by dimensions) repeated ressureeents analyses of

variance. A significant main effect vise obtained only for differences between

dimensions. No vain effect was evident in comparing groups or interaction

between groups and dimensions. The min effect for dimensions (F (6) 11.675,

1)01) indicate that quality dionsione were used differentially in judging

programs. The absence of other main effects indicate that no significant differ-

ences appeared betveea groups in their utilisation patterns.

Dimension Utilisation Patterns for All Roe

The pawns of dimension utilization for all four troupe of subjects show

considerable Similarities. Quality of faculty, resources, alumni and overall
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TOFU wets the most
highly allied dimensions for all groups. Dimensions

ancerned with quality of students,
environment and nodule offerings were

Itilised least.

Using Tukey'e 1188 procedure for
multiple comparisons (Kirk, 1968), all

pups utilised the dimension concerned with quality of faculty eignlficantly

era (ip,(41) than all other dimandons except alumni. quality of alumni wee

mad significantly more than quality of student'', environment and offerings.

Wall program quality and guilty
of mourcos were also used significantly

ors then quality of students, environment end offerings, Quality of students

mss used significantly more than quality of environment.

Identification gpsturelErm

There being no significant difference between assigned groups, 1 judgment

enslyeis procodule was performed in an effort to identify any natural clusteh

or groups that might share colon
utilisation pstterno (Christen 1968). Only

two distinct groups emerged from this procedure,

the first group of fifteen (13) subjects wee composed predominately of

students with '47: external, 471 resident, 131 faculty And 131 administrators,

Their utilization pattern varied
distinctly from that of all other oubjects,

The average for all mein utilization
coefficients for group one wee substan-

tially lower than the remaining
subjects, and much less variation in utili-

sation coefficients were observed.

The remaining forty -five (43) subjects comprised the second group. Bich

larger, group two use also more evenly
represented by student. (421), faculty

(212) and administrators (29%).
Croup two represents all remaining subjects

and conforms to the utilization patterns
observed with all assigned groups.

Nth greater variation in mean utilization
coefficients were observed for

group two.
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This study attempted to apply a mutli-dimensional ipproech to quality

asiesement of master's degas programs. Partharmoro, the lens model wee

employed to evaluate the relative importance of dimensions in actual

judgment situations.

The seven (7) quality dimensions and program profile format suggested

by Clerk, et el., (1976) adapted well to the assessment of saater's pro

grew in the context of INC. The Author experienced no difficulty in working

with a jury of experts to identify and select appropriate measures. And,

subjects interviewed in the course of the Rudy responded favorably to the

approach, goad upon this experience, iC eppesra that the multi - dimensional

epprosch does hold promise in the application to quality assessment of master's

programs,

the most.intoreetinglindinis from this study may be found in the analysis

of dimension utilization relate. Utilization 'interns rites all assignd

groups of students, faculty Ind administrators were highly sight, The is-

porno°. of a quality faculty and quality resources were paramount in judgments

of program quality. As an output manure, all groups *wised the importance

of quality alumni,. And, as light have been expected, the pervasive measures

'scribed to overall program quality assumed a significant role in judgments of

programs. Quality of environment did not contribute importantly to the judgments

of any assigned groups. In miry, graduate students (resident end external),

faculty end adminirtratots appear to generally depend upon the same dimensions

of quality in rendering their judgments, i.e. a quality faculty, adequate ro-

ma', a ouccusful alumni and overall program reputation. They rely much

lees on information concerning the quality of entering students, or the extent

to which the environment and program meet the expectations of faculty end students.
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Three result' AN not particularly surprising. Holt evaluative "(forte

concerned with :Nifty egesseemnt of ersdoett ,1011121 have weighted heavily

the "external" chlroctsrletics that ere both obvious end wilily moored.

What is of 1014 'Irides, however, is the dserel of apparent almilarity that

emu* when coquina the utilisation patterns of assigned groups. It wee

expected that assigned groups, by virtue of their different ventage points

would judge polity iu 'gully different ways, It was in questioning these

multi that the Judgment Inelyele procedure wee perticulerly useful. A

distinct "mull" group did emerge. Predominetely student', this group

leaned toward 1 re Winced use of all liven (1) quality dimensions relying

such lees on only those bet paten largely to externil cherecteristice.

Certainly thu results of this study ire only toughs and limited to

the confines of locality and design, They do, however, suggest that s multiple

dimensions approach Can be fitted to the assessment of master's progress, And,

assuming such an approach ie employed, this study sheds light on the question

of actual utility of information thus presented in judgment situations by using

the lens model. Yinally, by tiding judgment analysis to the analysis of variance

procedure, this study points up the Ida:1We' of being able to look more closely

at similarities and differences among subjects in such judgment experiments.

Perhaps, through this rather unique research design, new information can be

wade available that ludo toe better understanding of what "ought" to end

whet "does" constitute quality in sister's degree programa.
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ANINom quALal IN 01ADIATI NATION

A HUI,TIVAIIATI 41111001

Ovid A, lonlonsokor

Ooneroolinnol Walt Offlue

Quality, 1 you know what It Is, yet you don't know what It is

But that'. solkontredlotory,
But some things All better then

others, that le, they have NON qutlity, But when you try to eey

what the quality 11, apart flon the things that have It, It ill
loos POOPI There', nothing to talk about, let if you can't ass

what Quality Is, how do you know whit it is, or how do you boow

that it even osiotsf If no one knows Shot It is, thin for all

practical purposes It doesn't mist it ell, But for all piratical

wpm It rally P011 Wet, What else are the grades based any

Why olio woulid people pay fortunes for ease thine. and throw others

In that trob/pllef Obviously nose thloOro bitter than others,

but what's the IIIIIIIIIII, In round end round you no,

spinning mental wheels'and nowhere finding any pleas to get

friction, What the boll le Quality! Whit II it!

from Zap Ind tbsjr1 of Notoroplalialo-

Can guillotine difference hr distinguished using qutatitIve techniques?

Led if to, do we know enough about
what quality is to measure sty The mum to

thole questions era not clear, Pings in idlijailhUrt of Motorevice Main

jou presents the Mara so well--"you know whit it is, yet you don't know

whet it is, ." But even if our efforts provs)utils end the concept of

quality continum tooilude immurement, we
have no choice but to try and capture

the essence of what quality le,
Without underotending quality we will not be able

to understand and Improve the educating! process, And without sore ueeuro of

bow will we do our job, prospective
etudant, will lack the kind of information

they should have In chosine where and how they will emelt their Mforts.

In this paper I maim the mproprimenees
and usefulness of previous

efforts to mu quality through reputitionel ratings and nultiveriate melyele,

Building dpon previous much end theory, I propose an thermals 'whim-

late approach for exploring the latent Strutters that underlies quality--in

education production function model that identifies a set of characteristics of

gtodooto 14o00100 that ore rololod to quality, col esoolom how them choroctet,

letice lotarut with each other and how they oso he oiled AN a 01014 In emus the

quality of 'robots education,

Three condition, are Important for doveloploa useful ticholimo to Mier

quality in graduate education, partloulorly at the Keeton 14140
k

o hieing dal that Ito 11111411 and readily ovollohli,

o Creating assures that dlitingullit Won levels of quollty along the

mills continuo of progress from those of very high quality to thole at

unacceptable quaky,

o And soot Importantly, devising moment tochnIquee that distinguish

between Inputs Into the quality Motion and outcomes or products of the

aducetionel process,

Islns isle that Alf rellablo sod Hails ivillibli, If we ars to mem

quality, the effort should bees inexpensive so possible, Though the demand for

accountability is HO and should foster efforts to limo quality, budeete ors

leht and few additional resources will be available for new initittivas, fur-

throats, there ere luny within leedlia that ire okeptIcel or openly hostile to

the interciee of quantifiably Muriel quality;
therefore, to Woes the probe-

bility of woos, efforts to assess quality should ha is inoitruoive is possible,

But in addition to these prallotic mono for relying on really sveilable date,

priferibly dote in the public domain, there ors
imiricelly sound reasons as

Date that me comooly collected from all program in a discipline allow eerier

sad more tellable caption' of program,
Furthermore, In muslin' the quality

of graduate education It 11 useful, for taking stock of present circulatsnme ond

for planning for the future, to understand
how the quality of virioue progress has

changed over rise end, perhaps more
Importantly, Whither the demodulate of

quality thelielvil are in flux, Publicly availably date lake it pmeible to

mine these trendo rather then trying to reconstruct
data from spurious sources,

Creative measures the; dimintuish between levels of oullftv dont the entire

continuum of oroaras from those of vs y blab sump to thus. of unscc }ntsblp
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ggilligr It Is 1010116101 to
t41010 410 14 00 Will al

ImSortout 44 40111 hot It

Importing to Mho( that ht rotative quality
of prigromo of lute renown

astuin Hugh OW Ind loilltntionel polio! 0101114
graduals education

loom no pf01C404 41 lesser Or
modarate atilt?, ond ant on pronto of Ill&

quality that have
atth110.4 their credibility*

AIM s solloy stratotive,

thoteflo, It it
lopoittlys Ott worn of .pulley he chi* to dletingoloh

tallsbly 04111404 p1011114 of vorylos
quality, mei to do uo lo a we, that livliveloo

why prairie quillty differs,

So illi1U-111111143.1111Alg1111111111-lalitaliklat,

110f3.11111D4

Itainlog the automat of the educational pram
provides a name of how well

the procsa is working, While this a critical
conponint in essorina quality,

It lo tot, by half, a
sufficient 111410r0 of quality,

it dna not indicate the

Intent to which various coopointe going into the oducational process contribute

to the outo0(0,
and thus dm not Nap to

mains how quality can be Im-

proved,
Including inputs into the quality function and

distinguishing this fro.

outcast provlda insight
into whit factors are key

in improving quality and how

these various factors intact,

j011 WILL QUART AIIIIIININ78
4I 011641) JS 0116011111

'NATION MTN TO TD1

THIII CONDITIQUI

))acing. of gildt1114 WOW
Isputstion01 ratings of graduate provost

have provided the.domiont
approach for evaluating

quality to graduate education,

Though mina. are not
available in the public bah,

they can be complla at

relatively little impose
and era ritscobly callable, at

last with respect to

1.

profuse of high prestige and vitibillty, hut reputation rating. ATI WO

useful to dininguilhing
between program of andante

and lower quality, particu-

larly st the Hater's Degree
level, where team* poet" are

lees likely to have

sufficient fanillerity to Judge
adequately thu full array of program There are

1 5

4 641 of Oh 1 W0141004 with 41111 101000 00 4 4014 441010 Of 4001110, 11

Is 00fi144t, tot
maple, whether prat* to oqnlvoloot 10

44411(y, as all as the

snot to slush Whose at loollly
fault flow iho bolo of the 141401 Inotliollnit

or bow nod log time theta is hotwoon chow', In 14+00
loolliy 010 411001004i

(400011s

The drewhok of rattails, however,
Is that they prowls no nom

vines shoot how to leprovt queglty4 hy 404 no thla oohlantivo tastomotr II

Is odor what NM
ftot'ort are oottlbotIng to hIsher !ant of qoillty And it

it wilier whet Maim are aloolned with Wear atlIty,

IldaY11111.11119111
Noel of the pot onitivtrItte

tochelquol for mat-

ing atiltyllia either
canna slept. (bboist.)

orroistionu of any valshla

or they have mad
multiple f1111114(00 to amino

the rollotionshlp demo a group

'f variables and ratings of quality Theo 'tuna vary conalderably In Wit',

beauty, and ulefulnat,
lose rely on easily attainable

data, others don't. In

$4110f4i, these multlaritte
analyse' are able to dIstinaula

Warm program of

quite divergent quality,
Virtually none of the previous assamat tachniqual

however, have distinguished between Inputs into the educe process tab

outcomes of the process,
lather, they have concentrated

primarily on finding 4

group of tutors that could ba need to substituts
for ratings, with lintu that.-

tleal bass for the selection of outthink In any cats the regressIon analysai

has failed to mein" the intarnstednoto of
the independent variables.

IN ATIINATIVI )RJLTIYAIIATI
puctuo UMW NWT(

Thartticelied0Onninti of the Modtl,
The approach that I present for

seaming quality,
follow* logically from previous

efforts that introduced the

polsibilitio of eultivariate attain It draws havily'frum the theory at

hedonic quality allurement
developed for ma in the field of economics and

theory of prattle tilting
functions developed for use in aciolosy, Thes.

10
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analogous dories provide a Ironwork for using quatitative 'enurement techni-

que to metes what is basically a non-quatifieble entity, quality. The hedonic

(Of OlfleflfilfiCk) theory postulates that quality Can be envisioad as the

istion in quantity of the different 'slants into which the product ley be

ivy:apogee (its characteristics)" (Grilicha, 1911). "Thus, the level of o

particxla variety of s 'product is established by the' amounts of the various

chcrecteratice it contains." (Triplett, 1971). The theory of occupational

prestige, developed principelly.by Dunces, adopts a Miler approach, dialogist-

,'

is; occupations into their component chsrecteristice from which I prestige func-

tion is derived. It loss further, however, aliening a temporal ordering of the

characteristics; thug distinguishing between thole characteristics which precede

temporally the creation of an occupation end thou !ditch evolve from the occupa-

tion (outages I. t1a process). H0f11 recently, foisted has expended this predic-

tive theory iato s causal model which is until not only it rating various occups

lions, but also in being able to predict the extent to which specific charac-

teristics costributs to an occupation's prestige.

Ihtliodel. I have combined the hedonic approach with an

ipprach that distinguishes between inpute, width ere transformed by the produc-

tion ptocas, end outputs, which represent the final product (see Table O. As

impute into the quality function, I propose e set of nine characteristics, or

elements, of which graduate education is composed. This set of inputs represents

s parsimonious collection of resourcea end aspects of the educational proem that

ere perceived to contribute to achieving the goals of education. An effort was

sede not to omit eny verieblee that might be critical determinate of quality.

Previous etudise, perticularly the l915 CCOITS study, were used to determine

which veriabla were wet critical. Four output measures were selected se proxies

for the level of quality achieved by progress in pursuit of various educational

goals. Multiple regression was used to Haute the relationship of the set of
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inp.te to each of the output measures and to estimate the relationship of both

inputs and outputs with eubjecti4 ratings of quality.

Ink. These uvula are from testing the model in one field of study,

OC000IkIN The specific restate ere not general:ale to graduate study he other

dieoiplinee, nor to graduate education below the doctoral level. I include the

results, however, to show the potential usefulness of this hedonic educational

production function spproach to aseleini quility.

Though perceived proms quality eppars to be the hat single index for

assessing quality, the results show that examining o Pusher of disedeions of

guilty provides a such balder understanding of program quality tan does any one

assure (see Tale II). leputetional ratings as related quite highly to two of

the four concrete output IMMO used as proxies for quality in this stay

(Icholarly productivity and degree productivity), but they are !veined to two

praise swains other dimensions of quality (equity end ajar preparation and

placement).

;

The set of input characteristics ii related to reputetional retina end to

two proxies for quality; scholarly productivity, and career preperetion and

plecemat. The set of input characteristics is unrelated, holism, to two of the

desired outcome of the process; equity and degree productivity.

lcdividually the input characteristics contribute differentially to tech of

the proxies, though some particularly Mons trends are evident!

o institutional prestige is imported to ell Enures of civility,

o faculty ability sad competence is mingle characteristic) is highly

related to perceptions of quality, but not highly related to concrete

meaurse of output,

0 two cherateratice, institutional sic/ and remind activity, contri-

bute very little in s positive way to waging quality within the

function I propose.

But in addition to these findings, an analysis of stale correlations shove that

the three characteristics contributing the most to the serious quality functions
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(institutional prestige, faculty competence
and ability, and student ability) also

are highly interrelated.
Thus, it is difficult to situate the unique contribu-

tion of each of these characteristics to
the various relationships.

Roy well doss the model adhere to the three conditions leteblished for

Meting Quality?

Quantifilble measures were selected to represent each of the characteris-

tics outlined in Toll I. Almost all of the data very available in the public

domain, though comparable financial date on
individual programs proved virtually

impollibli to get. By relying on public, quantifiable data, the reliability of

the measures all enhanced. In one situation, teaching ability, no adequate

mums existed for the desired characteristic so a more subjective eseelesent of

faculty competence and ability van used tweed. In measuring the adequacy of

facilities, opinions of faculty were used because previous research suggested

opinions were A valid measure for this characteristic.

As with other multivariate approaches the hednnic-educational production

function distinguishes program all along the continuum, from those of high

quality to those of low quality.
The principle advantage of this technique for

assessing quality to that it not only
provides an assessment of quality, but it

provides some clues about how specific
characteristics ere functionally related to

quality. for example, in the field of economics, it appears that increalins the

strength of the faculty might well
improve the reputation of s program and enhance

its scholarly productivity, but it would be unlikely to intrigue the program

quality in other amoeba such as
enhancing equality of educational opportunity

or helping students couplets their geodesic program.

SUMMIT

The characteristics approach provides a
promising technique for assessing

quality in graduate education - -a more useful approach than any single lode',

particularly in Mister's level education where.
lack of uniform knowledge shout

valour, program mikes rating programs untenable. The educational production

approach provides a technique for causing quality that relies on readily avail-

able data, allows companion of the entire continuum of progress from those of

highest quality to those of lowest, and provides valuable informAtion on how

specific input characteristics contribute to enhancing various dimensions of

quality. There are limitation', however to this approach. Pim, the Jet of

inputs and outputs needs refinement, with the particular need to incorporate sou

critical determinants of quality. Second, the interrelatedness of many of the

input characteristics limits the usefulness of the approach in suggesting the

unique contribution' of specific input characteristic to the quality function,
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PROTECTING THE CONSUMER: THE ROLE OF THE CONSULTANT

Richard David Breslin, Ph.D.

Assistant Chancellor for Academic Affairs

The State of New Jersey

INTRODUCTION

For many institutions of higher learning, survival depends upon their ability

and /or willingness to offer programs which meet current demands of our society.

Various fields of study become Important at a given time because of emerging

societal issues, and one may cite such areas of Interest as aging, death and

dying, energy, communications, transportation and urban studies. There are obvious

bona fide reasons for developing and offering programs which meet these societal

needs, However, the "bottom line" mentality should not be the one of institutional

survival, but rather the one of offering a Quality product which will serve the

student well. Ideally, the perfect program is one which provides quality educa-

tion and sustains the institution financially.

Fundamentally, that which will sustain our educational institutions is their

academic quality as well as the entrepreneurial approach they take in marketing

their programs. While see few colleges/universities possess such reputations

that their very names serve as a magnet for attracting students, most lack this

charism and must depend upon other means to enroll students.

In most cases, if marketed correctly, a well design,d, quality program should

be self supporting, An esoteric field of study, or one which is not oriented

towards career preparation, regardless of its quality, may not be able to finance

Itself because of insufficient enrollment. Excellence will not always guarantee

survival,

Weaver, graduate education today finds itself confronted with several

serious concerns: (a) a decline in the graduate student body has begun (confirmed

by the Council of Graduate Schools, December, 1978); (b) retrenchment and'reallo.
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cation programs have commenced on almost every campus in the country; and (c) some

few graduate programs have already been eliminated while others face an uncertain

future. Frankly, there Is no question but that graduate education has entered a

transitional period. Consequently, as competition for resources and students

intensifies, institutions.must, if they have not already done so, take steps to

Insure themselves and their current and future students of the quality of their

academic programs,

The basic thesis of this paper stipulates that consultants can aid both

institutions and their students in assessing the quality of their academic programs.

CONCERN FOR THE STUDENT

What must be of special concern to all institutions is the consumer, the

student who enrolls in a graduate program expecting not only to be well educated

but also to do something with the Master's degree. (Very few students are

enrolling for the sole reason of love.of learning,) It is generally recognized

that there is an unevenness in the quality of graduate programs on a campus; and,

while a definite change has begun to emerge, once established, it is still the

infrequent Master's degree program which a college/university dismantles, Hence,

the overriding concern in all graduate program evaluation most be: what is it

that gives the student assurance that the Master's program in which one enrolls

is one of substance and quality?

FOUNDATIONS FOR THE MASTER'S PROGRAM

Ideally, institutions of higher learning plan Master's level programs predi-

cated on certain fundamental principles:
the mission of the institution, the

quality of faculty and other instructional resources,
students with high potential,
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financial resources and the need factor, However, It is almost impossible for an

institution to consider each of these factors from an unbiased perspective; thus,

it is essentie that an impartial expert assess the ability of the institution to

mount a quality Nester's degree program,

THE CONSULTANT

To help an institution determine the strengths and weaknesses of'a-proposed

Master's program, colleges/universities ask independent, respected experts to

review the proposed program, Many State coordinating agencies Insist that, before

State approval is granted, consultants will not only review but also ugke'a

definite recommendation concerning the substance (quality and all that that,

embraces) and the need for such a program. Quality minded institutions, with the

help of external consultants, in a cyclical fashion, review Master's programs

which are already in place. These evaluations of prop'osed and existing programs

help protect the consumer, the student who enrolls believing that a bona fide

program awaits him/her.

THE SELECTION AND ROLE Or THE CONSULTANT

Before estahliihing the manner in which the consultant can assist the consumer,

I should like to address the Issue of selecting the "expert," The consultant most

possess recognized credentials and be perceived as a person with at leust a

regional, if not national, reputation. Not only should the consultant be an expert

in the appropriate field of study, but the person should also be neutral, objective

and sophisticated enough so that he/she really understands the full Implications of

an on-site visit, The expert knowledge of a field of study does not necessarily

mean a person has the professional capability of functioning as a consultant; the
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consultant most understand the basic underpinnings of an academic program so that

a review may wed the theoretical with the practical. The consultant must under-

stand the dynamics of a program from its inception to the end prOduct. In addi-

tion, among other criteria, the consultant should be familiar with similar other

existing programs, be aware of employment possibilities, be knowledgeable of

budgeting and financial matters, and have no past or professional relationship

with the institution under review. Both the institution and State coordinating

agency should agree that an individual is acceptable as a consultant. At a later

date, this can obviate numerous problems,

litaken seriously both by the institution and the State coordinating agency,

the consultant plays a crucial, even pivotal, role In determining the strengths

and weaknesses of a proposed program. The consultant can be helpful to the State

coordinating agency (as is the case in Hew Jersey) in determining whether or not

an institution should mount a program, An experienced expert can be helpful to

the proposing institution by providing specific recommendations for ameliorating

and/or avoiding certain weaknesses and potential pitfalls. Above all, the consul-

tant aids the student-consumer by insuring that the educational services purchased

are comparable in quality to those received by others.in similar programs throughout

the countrY.

Both the college/university and the State coordinating Agency should expect

trenchant, critical observations from a consultant. They should be consonant with

reality and, thus, reflect the situation as it actually is. Consulting is truly

arduous work; and, if it is to be done well, the individual must undertake the work

knowing that a thorough evaluation is an extraordinarily demanding task, In

selecting a consultant, the institution/agency should ascertain whether or not

the individual possgses this personal capability. Realistically, in this process

there are several important factors at stake: (1) the reputation and the future
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of the institution, including the faculty
involved in the program being considered;

(2) the professional life of le students who might matriculate in the program; and

(3) the reputation of the consultant himiherself,
Hence, the selection process and

role of the consultant are important to the
ihstitution, its students and to the

evaluator him/herself,

INGREDIENTS FOR EVALUATION

From a practical perspective, one can say that the role of the consultant is

a very direct and straightforward one, Utilizing his/her professional expertise,

the evaluator examines fundamental benchmarks in
assessing the quality of the

.
Master's program. Let me take this opportunity to cite the essential questions

which the consultant must answer critically;
the listing is certainly not intended

to be all inclusive, but it serves as a point of departure for the evaluator.

(1) Curricular matters

Does the curriculum represent a current and sound approach to advanced

study in a legitimate field of inquiry? Are the underlying educational

principles of the program academically sound? Is the distribution of

required courses, electives and research appropriate to the purposes of

the progr ? Does the program focus on the subject in such a way that

the student will be at the cutting
edge, at the top of the state of the

art, wren the person completes the Master's level work? When it Is

appropriate, does the course of study provide for interdisciplinary work?

(2) Faculty

Do the faculty possess
the'appropriate academic preparatiOnlo offer a

program at a high level of quality? Are theIr'professional activities

consonint with the broad range of courses to be taught? Have they done

their on research so as to provide the proper academic environment
or
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their students? Does it seem that the faculty have a genuine sensitivity

to students and their needs so that students might really benefit from

the program?

(3) Institutional Mission

Is the program philosophically compatible with the mission of the insti

tution? Does the program support and complement the institution'i'philo-

sophical goals? Is the institution attempting to capitalize on a curreni

phenomenon and perhaps abandoning its basic educational thrust as an insi

tution of higher learning?

(4) Facilities - Fiscal Support

Does the institution have at least adequate facilities to support the

prograr? What are its capabilities in the areas of the library, labora-

tories and computer facilities? Does the institution have other educa-

tional tools/resources available to mount/maintain a program of high

quality? Do faculty tubers have adequate office space and research

support (space, laboratories, aids) to benefit themselves and their

students? Is there an institutional commitment to fund the program

adequately to foster its quality? Are the library holdings/periodicals

refleCtive of the state of the art? Will the student find an academic

environment conducive to the advancement of learning?

(5) Reed

Is there a need for the program? , Is it likely that its studentsMll be

able to secure employment 'and /or continue advanced studApon graduation'

Have needs-assessments studies been done to document the need factor?

What sampling techniques were used to establish the question of need? ,,

Would the new program result in unnecessary
duplication (proliferation)

of programs?
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(6) Students

Are the admissions requirements predicated on a rigor which will help to

insure the quality of the program? Are the student selection and counseling

procedures adequate to meet the stated purpoies of the program? Are

varying forms of financial assistance available to students? Can one

assure the student the program is one of substance and genuine quality?

(It may very well be that should a program or a course not possess the

quality it is purported to have, the student should have some means of

recourse, e.g., tuition refund. Obviously, this is a controversial issue,)

(1) Program Objectives

Does the program meet the objectives stated by the institution? Does the

program really reflect sound, conscientious academic planning so that the

stated objectives are realizable and will promote a program of quality?

(8) Con'sultant's Recommendation /s

Having ascertained the responses to so many insightful questions, the

consultant, now in a\i)iique position to aid the institution and/or the

State agency, and protect the consumer of the program, must produce a

report which details with specificity the find* of the esluation, In so

doing, the consultant really mutt, In addressing each of the questions

above in concrete terms, detail the strengths and weaknesses of the

program and make definite recommendations to ameliorate any weaknesses

which the evaluation may have Yielded. A definite recommendation for

approval or disapproval should be incorporated into the consultant's

report.

PROBLEM AREAS

There are obvious reasons for utilizing the expertise of a skilled consultant,

However, the consultant system can fall for numerous reasons:

7
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(1) There is, at times, the question of whose consultant the person is, Some-

times a college/university employs a consultant to review a program and at times a

State coordinating agency may do so. It should make-nodifierenc who hires the

evaluator--the same objective, honest overview should be forthcomin However,

having been an academic dean, and having employed consultan aluate variou.1

Raster's level programs, and now engaged in a State coordi ating agency, I know that

It does make a difference who employs the consultant, Fr eqtl the carpus

personnel will, perhaps unconsciously, attempt to co-opt the evaluator.

Campus based personnel share a special affinity with the evaluator; they will

ask to share notes and keep in touch,before the final report is drafted, ,hey will

tell the evaluator that negative comments can lead to non approval, As innocent as

things may appear to be or are, they do, in a very subtle way, influenie the dynamics

of the evaluator's report. Taken together, these innocent or sophisticated forms

of behavior can co-opt the consultant.

.

Concomitantly, a State agency can attempt to guide a consultant, and there can

be a very fine line drawn between a subtle form of indoctrination and the necessary

advice and dIrection'which must be shared with an evaluator, Hence, the co-opting

of a consultant can also occur in a State agency, One would like to believeihat

the !adept:dome and sophistication of the consultant would obviate such a thing

from happening, but experience indicates that this is not always so,

(2) Occasionally, a consultant's expertise can be so specialized that he/she

falls to maintain a broad perspective, militating against a study which will examine

both the broad strokes and the fine points of an academic program. The consultant

must view the proposal in its totality and not just some esoteric points,

(1) An out-of-state consultant can frequently bring a different,persPectIve

to the task, but the person may really lack familiarity with the local context,

The objective view of an outsider can yield salutary results, but the local

dynamics/politics also have to be'tonsidered.
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(4) Personal, philosophical biases may prejudice a review.

(5) perhaps the most difficult thing for a consultant is to present negative

comments on a program developed by peers. There is, at times, an unwillingness to

state recommendations objectively without ambivalence. There are consultants who

lack the ability to say 'no' to a weak program. The trenchant, hard hitting

analysis shared in an oral report is frequently weakened in a written report.

There seams to be a genuine reluctance to be openly critical, hence the "watered

.down' written report syndrome occurs.

The institution and the State coordinating agency need to know about the

strengths and the weaknesses of a program. The integrity.of the institution .is at

stake; the State agency has the obligation to assure the public of the quality of

the program, and the consumer certainly has the right to be apprised of its quality.

Hence, the evaluator has the duty to present a thorough, objective and honest state-

ment about the program he/she has been asked to review.

Not every program should be approved, nor should every program stay in exist-

ence. Consequently, as the consultant attempts to protect the consumer,. it should

be obvious that be evaluation most paint the picture as it really is. If this not

be the case, the consultant will have perpetrated a real injustice on others as

well as on him/herself.

(6) When the State coordinating agency chooses to ignore the consultant's

report, the integrity of the consultant process is justifiably called into question.

MIRY
tr

In evaluating new or existing Master's level programs, the consultant should

playa significant role in discerning the strengths and weaknesses of the program.

In undertaking this task critically, the consultant can protect the nknowing

consumer, the student, who has every right to expect a Master's curriculum of

substance and quality.
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However, the consultant system can fail for various reasons. it will dis-

function because of processes within the institution or the State coordinating

agency, or because of inadequacies within the consultant him/herself. However,

there are several recommendations one can make to insure the integrity of the

process as well as to protect the consumer of the final product.

RECOMENCATIONS

1. The selection process for consultants most be a rigorous one that will insure

that the individual has the academic credentials and breadth of experience to

examine the whole picture.

2. The'consultant should be told, unequivocally, that a critical part of the

evaluator's role is to protect the consumer who should be able to benefit

from the program.

3. The charge to the consultant should be specific, delineating with exactness

the nature of the review expected.

4. Provision should be made to insure that the consultant cannot be co- opted,

even subtlely, by the institution or State coordinating agency. One would have

to be very direct about this and indicate the ways in which this could occur.

5, The consultant's.report should be indepth, detailing the strengths and weak-

nesses of the program. At least two examples of exemplary consultant reports

should be made available to each consultant so that the person will know what

is expected. One would have, to take appropriate measures to insure the confi-

dentiality of the original documents.

6. The consultant's report should make very definite recommendations, including

statement as to whether or not the program should be approved or not approved

or approved contingent upon certain modifications within the program.
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BEHAVIOR-BASED TEACHING EVALUATION FOR SPECIFIC EDUCATIONAL PROGRANS

Milton R. Blood

Georgia Institute of Technology

The Problem

Among the many dimensions that are important in the assessment of the

quality of educational programs is the reactions of students to the teaching.

Although thli is only one of the measures ,f the sucrose of
education, its

importance is sometimes magereted because of its availability. Student

rating. are often made when other potential 'assures its not. That is, in

the absence of peer evolution, standardized student schievesent
measures,

or other Assonants, student rating. are often the 121/

Al the student body is a crucial constituency of any educational

program, student ructions provide valuable information to the faculty who

are evaluated, to administrators, and to students.

There are many problem inherent in the process of one individual

evaluating the performance of another (see ledeck 4 Blood, 1974, chapter 4;

Landy & Farr, 1978). Even assuming a good-faith effort on the part of the

evaluator it is difficult to interpre the information the is provided.

For this reason organizational psychologists have given a great deal of

attention to the performance evaluation process. A first step in the

enhancement of the value of interpersonal evaluations is the use of a

standardized procedure. This has the advantage of making evaluations

directly comparable. Melly a rating process is used, end evaluations are

asked to provide their ornaments on a standard set of response categories

(e.g., very had, bed, neutral, good, very good) and a standard set of

evaluative dimensions (e.g., initiative, conecientiousneas, knowledge,

communication ability). Both the dimensions and the response categories

in typical ratings are subject to a great deal of interpretation leading

to systematic biases in the way they are used (Cuion, 1965). These biases

in the meaner that evaluators respond to ratings can result in the outcomes

.1;1

giving more information about the person who did the rating or about the

rating situations than about the performance that was rated,

Indeed, when the specific rating situation is one where student. are

rating instructors a number of influences have been found that intrude on

the rating process (Miller, 1970). These disturbances detract from the

Ability of the ratings to reflect the actual teaching performance. Ratings

may be influenced by (1) charecteriatics of the students such as the

amount of previous college coursework (Frey, Leonard, & Beatty, 1975; Cage,

1961; Lovell & Blur, 1955; Rayder, 1968; Rodin & Bodin, 1972), (2) content

of the course (Benin, 1974; Rayder, 1968), (3) class size (Crittenden, Norr,

i Welly, 1975; Cele, 1961; Kollin, 1975; Wood, Linsky, & Straus, 1914),

or (4) whether the course is required or elective (Cage, 19611 Lovell

Boner, 1955), With all of thus interferences'in the rating process it is

extremely important that procedures be developed to 'Withe the amount of

response bias in student ratings.

Requirements for a Solution

What are the characteristics of useful student evaluations? First, they

should be constructed so es to provide information that is meaningful. That

means that the rating procedure. should counter response biases so far an is

possible, and they should live information that is comparable across rstees

and mists. Second, the rating results should be specific. Vague allusions

to general qualities or overall surnments tell very little About whet vent

on in the classroom. The person trying to derive inhalation from en overall

rating (odminietrator, rated faculty 'ember, student) ern interpret the

meaning of high, medium, and low ratings. The interpretation will undoubtedly

reflect the beliefs and vslum of the ioterpreter. Third, the evaluation

should provide a basis for s constructive action response. A performance

evaluation should contain within it instructions for improving performance.

That instruction ohould say Idiot is to be done, not just exhort the performer

to "do better next time,"
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Behevlorolly.Anchored btina Scales

In recent years a performance appraisal technique has been ',nolo* to

respond to the accuracy, specificity, and action-orientation requirements

just mentioned. A specified eat of procedures is followed to construct

isolation dimensions celled behaviorally anchored rating scales (BARS) that

use descriptions of behaviors to define the response meiotic' of a set of

dimensions (Caupbell, DUIVatel Arvey, i Bellervik, 19731 Schwab, Hangman,

Wails, 1975; Smith 1 Kuhn, 1963). Because of the procedures by which the

BARS are developed they have a number of positive futures when used in ruing

Performance.

The most salient feature of the BARS is their definition of performance

In toms of observable behaviors. A critical incident technique (llennen'

1954) generates descriptions of behavioral episodes that define the scale

points (And thereby the scale dimensions). It is not neceessry to translate

evaluations from general trait names (e.g., dedication, human relations skill)

into more concrete tares. Scores are already specified according to relevant

behaviors. It is eseier to understand the meaning of these behaviorally

.

defined evaluations, and it is easier to 'void reacting defensively to a

low evelustion. One can hardly react other than defensively toe low mark

on a trait-name stele. The natural reaction to "You're not vary

conscientious," ie "lee, I am." But if a BARS evaluation says "You don't

return quizzes within two weeks," one can react with a discussion of the

behavior ratter than reacting to an attack on one's character.

A second feature of BARS is that they represent salient performance

dimensions. The performance episodes that anchor the scales are generated

by members of the population who will do the rating. Students would be

used to construct BARS for student evaluations, Inappropriate dimensions

may be produced by deriving scales from other then the population of raters

(Borman, 1974). This can happen if scales are developed externally to the

situation in which ratings will take place.
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Third, the meaning of the response categories on the BARS are empirically

verified. Whereas, in a traditional rating procedure there is no check

against the problem that one retools "extremely good" is the ma II another

rater'' "fair," the EARS procedure uses s double elimination.systes to screen

out scale anchors that do not have agreed-upon meaning. Every behavioral

episode is subjected to two judgments in In empirical sample drawn from the

rater population. Bach item is judged as to the performance dimension it

represents, and all item with lqp agreement are dropped. Then, each item

is rated as to the level of performance it represents, and all items with

large variances All dropped. The final pool of scale 'lobate therefore

contains only those items that have unequivocel meaning throughout the rater

population.

A fourth feature of BARB is that they are stated in the language of the

titer population. Since the behavioral items are generated in A sample of

the rem population, they reflect the jargon and nuances of that population..

This feature lends credibility to the scales among raters and helps Co give

this meaning.

Finally, but not last *neatly, BARS can be tailored to the special

features of the organisation in which they will be used. Because *eons

in a situation generate the behavioral incidents from their experiences,

items contain the special emphases and properties of the nrganiestion. In

educational settings, including research experiences, visits to field

lettings, tutorial teaching, independent study projects, internship. or

other distinctive ittributee the behavioral episodes that anchor the rating

dimensions would describe relevant events.

A Specific .Case

As s first step in the development procedure the 15 students in an

organizational behavior course In a program leading to a Hester of Science

in Industrial Management degree were caked to designate Appropriate

evaluation dimensions for lesemeing teaching behavior in their program.
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for each dimension MI a one-entence definition was developed through

group disunion. fourteen performance dimensions were identified (eel

Table 1). Then, thess same indent' ware asked to provide behavioral

incidents that illustrate: pot, eppropriate, and good petfotmence on tech

dimanalon. This resulted in 1 Mil of 630 (15 x 14 x 3) behavioral item.

AA ie anal in this phase of MRS development, the 630 item contained

many redundarciel And luny items that were not descriptions of observable

behaviors, The items were called to eliminate duplications and nonbehevioril

spindle, The resulting 214 items vele edited into en "expectations" format.

That is, the behaviors were restated to describe performance that "could be

expected" or "you would expect."

A sample of 100 students in the program then made two judgments for the

lilt of item". lint, each of the 214 items no cstegorind according to the

performance dimension it illultretn, and second, each item vas cited OR I

7 -point scale 'cording to the level of performance it represented. Retinae

ranged from 1, extremely poor behavior, to 7, extremely good behavior. Items

were eliminated if the agreement se to the dimension represented was less

than 802 or if the variance of the ratings exceeded 1.0. These elimination

standards filtered the episodes into a final pool of items with consensus

on their.performance dimension and level,

ban the final pool of iten was grouped according to dimeneidne, five

of the original 14 categories did not have sufficient items to construct

scales (ne Table 1), This lose of dimension' can happen Weasel (1) the

dimension is too ill-defined to allow the specification of Mutative

observable behaviors, (2) the dimension is so similar to another that the

items conceived for it no categorized as representing other dimensions, or

(3) there is low agreement as to the appropriateness of the specified

behiviore.

Fir thou dimensions, with surviving items, scales were constructed

using at lent five items to anchor the meaning of mile points. Items were
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placed on the lutes at the point of their moan rating. An example of one

of the scales, objectively, is dieplayed in Table 2.

Tha nine scales were placed in booklets with a cover sheet and

instructions so the they can be used by students to evaluate performance.

Evaluators are asked to meek the paint on the scale that represents typical

behavior of the professor being rated. The behavioral incidents define the

scale points by providing illustrative examples of the behaviors that would

be rated at vicious levels on each dimension. The behavioral Inchon' give

substance to the meaning of the dimensions and the response categories. In

using the scales, rotors are not ruffian, to marking scale points that are

defined by behavioral incident", not is it necessary that they have aeon the

professor do one of the listed behaviors.

Since professors can en the dimensions in advance of teaching a course

in the program, they can know whet kids of behaviors vill lead to high or

low student evaluations. If a professor receives a low rating, information

is available in the scales to suggest behaviors that will tern higher retinas

in the future.

Conclusion

An extremely important issue in the collection and use of student

evaluations is the meaning that can be ascribed to the scorn that are

elicited. Behaviorally anchored rating scales (BARS) define the rating

dimension, and the response categoric, along the dimensions by specifying';

the behaviors that are represented. This approach aids raters in making

accurate use of the scales (Borman i Nanette, 1975; Campbell, Pannone,

Arvey, & Hellervik, 1973; [seventy 6 McCann, 1975), however, the psychometric

superiority of BARS is not unequivocally supported in the research literature

(Bernardin, 1971; lernardin, Alvares, & Cranny, 1976; Borman i Vallon, 1974;

Burnaaka i Inman, 1974; keel* 1977; Friedman & Cornelia', 1976). Imes

prefer BARS and the information provided by the behavioral format promotes

improved performance (Ivancevich, 1919). The procedure for developing the
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ails" provides information
that Is useful for other organisational purposes

(Blond, 1914). DAIS are Informative to
tLa persons who as rated, AdmInie-

tretort who are interested in faculty development AI
all IA evaluation, and

to "Went" who want to know about a professor
before taking a cam

(Huai A Zedeck, 1913).
They can be tailored to take into account

idiosyncratic aspects of
nontraditional education programs end programa

with "pedal wham and features.
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Table 1

Dimension. for Minoan' Teaching

lo a Hater 01 Science in Industrial Managmant Program

A. howl.* of subject - demonetration of exposure and expertise

in 1 subject eras.

5. Organiced material* -.the extent to which the professor prepares

Ind primate the subject material in a logical, clear, and conciee

04004A1

C. ?render of knowledge - extent to vhith the professor causes students

to acquire A working knowledge and understanding of the subject.

D. Fair grading - the extent to which grade. reflect demonstrated

performance on announced clue goals.

11.
Test ernitruction for ippropriatenees - the extent to which tests

Are a representative wimple of the domain of 00111 content,

Y. TutinaL. learning situation - the extent to which a student

knows more about the subject or is more aware of what s/he doesn't

know alter the test le completed.

C. Concern for student. - interest in the endemic end personal welfare

of the students,

R. Aveflelil - the extent to which the professor is accessible to

students outside of the classroom.

1. Encourage original thinking - encourages the students to generate

questions and ideas.

J. formality/informality - the extent to which the professor adheres

to a rigid and structured claim teaching pattern.

1, Objectivity - opensindedness; willingness to listen to and consider

student input.

L. Expose students to own and others' research - the degree to which a

professor introduces the students to own and others' research in the

subject ores.

Meaningful assigned work - the extent to which the assigned work

contributes to the announced class goals.

N. Geed uttimg - the extent to which the professor identifies the

course objectives.

*Underlined dimensions were retained in the final scales,
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TAW 2

Openmindednese willingliese to Union to soil 'moulder student Input.

see6
1,1

5--

You would expect this professor to limn to all student

Input in clue discussion, Ind by discussing students'

ides. in class show the strengths or mimeos of the

students' ideal.

You would expect this professor to answer questions

of the student., and spend adequate time dimming

student ides.

1

2 In You would expect this professor to listen to all

4- *

student input but not to discuss the 'dells in detail,

7:

71" You would expect this professor to Acknowledge the fact

that s student his 'Token, but move on the lecture/

discussion In progress.

:. You would expect this professor to encourage classroom

discussion, but sometimes ridicule student input,

Ile You would expect this professor to refute to listen to

student input.
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An gfologicol Moment ea 0110 Component In the

Itvoluatton of Off-Camo Orodnate Programa

timid Nutlet, MIL

Onlverolty of New Ham

Off-cope granite degree programa have to he evoluoted In

taros of the manot to whioh they benefit from the elvontageo or

centralization IA, are mantially 'dentinal to on-mpus pro-

grams, but they must also be judged on the degree to which they

benefit from the pooelbilltioo inherent in decentralization

1.0,1 the unique characteristics and opportunities at off-com

pus locations,

One ouch characteristic is the relatively large proportion

of what Caesars (1978) and others have referred to as the "Non-

traditional" students who attend extension cetera on a pert-

time basis exclusively. For these students, attending school is

a secondary rather than a primary life activity, This has many

meaningful implications; not all of which are ominous. Unfor-

tunately the use of the term "Non- traditional" all too often

implies a meaning which itself prevents the university from

benefiting from the opportunities available when planning for

part-time students, The term "Non-traditional" is often used

in such a way at to, blame the victim for refusing to cooperate

and being like "traditional" students, It could Just as easily

be said that the difficUlty resides not with the "Non-traditional"

student but with thelPertially responsive" university which is

structured essentially to meet thelleeds of "traditional" students.

Whatever else is included in evaluation instruments for off-campus

graduate programs serious attention must be paid to the issue of

university responsiveness to publigb who happen to be part-time

students.
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At Oto Onlvormity or Now Novo 011 oprontly provinoial

lineation hoe been pool whioh we in the gradonto eohool vlow 00

being or much broader Impart, i0 lhe oxperionoo of pureulng an

M.Ii.A, degree at our off-cae center 00t011 it InnALInn In

E1131,0111 COModka) 11111111Or to 1110 oporlflooll of atiohlog on

H, I1, degree Al our ofkAmpUA 00100 In nanbury ( location in

North Weetern Conneoticot)?

Our Oroton 0i001104 ore offered In o modern (P) /'1)I multi-

level, red brick, practically windowlenal atate regional technical

school, The school has an energy noving climate control system

regulated by a computer which has been offootionstaly named "Hal",

The building is situated on a hilltop surrounded by 100 acres of

state owned open land, This site was a former Indian encampment

overlooking Long Island Sound, Many of the students are either

naval personnel from the sub base in Groton or employees of the

Electric Boat division of General Dynamics,

The M.B.A. classes in lend locked Danbury, on the other hand,

are housed In an office complex inconspicuously situated amidst

a typical extended strip shopping center with a movie theatre and

a supermarket as anchor points, Students arriving for classes

park in the ma huge parking area as that provided for shoppers.

They walk towards the same line of stores; enter a set of large

glass doors where they find themselves facing a lobby directory

on which "UNH second floor" is prominently displayed.

Some students at both the sites described are pursuing the

same M.B.A. degree from the University of New Haven. Does it

matter that the two settings are very different? It is commonly

assumed that whatever differences do exist are epi-phenomenon and

have no meaningful consequences, How valid is that assumption?
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There is a rapidly growing and already impressive body of

literature which in its moat extreme forms takes a position ap-

proximating environmental determinism. Environmental settings

are seen as capable of being highly coercive towards the behavior

of the people who inhabit them. Much human behavior is considered

situation specific in that people, in the long run, come to meet

behavioral expectations and rules built into places. People in

a church engage in passing behavior in the corridors, seated

listening behavior in the pews and upright social behavior in the

meeting area. Nhen social behavior occurs in narrow corridors,

while others are trying to pass, all sorts of signals are sent

urging conformity to implicit rules i.e., the expectations of the

letting.

The behavioral expectations of any given setting may be

communicates by a plethora of environmental cues such as archi-

tectural design, the pattern of placement and type of objects

Which fill the space and the messages emitted by other occupants

who themselves form,part-tf the environment.

If an important element in the learning process is behavioral

change and if environments are capable of being coercive towards

behavior then any university interested in learning has to, at

least, entertain the possibility that the learning environment

may help or hinder the learning process.

Some of the coercive features of the environment discussed

in the literature appear more germane than others when considering

those particular environments in which off-campus programs are

offered. At the Graduate School of the University of New Haven we

are in the process of developing instruments with which we will

attempt to measure similarities and differences from campus to cam-

pus. These results will then be compared with program outcomes,
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The balance of this paper will suggest some of those dimen-

sions that UNH will be including in a final instrument for meas-

uring the ecological aspect of its off-campus programs.

Level of Manning

One environmental characteristic, that might well be expected

to vary from campus to campus ie what Barker and Gump (1964) de-

scribe as the degree to which the setting'ii,undermanned. All

settings have basic, functions which must be Performed in order

for the setting to survive in its present form and meet the needs

of its inhabitants. A university campus for example needs people

to perform the teaching function, the student function, the main-

tenance function, the administrative function, the advising func-

tion, etc. If all of the roles are adequately filled it could be

concluded that the setting is optimally manned. Undermanning

might take the forms of an adjunct instructor who is not prepared

to provide adequate advisement or of a class composed of only six

students who for whatever reason are not at a point of readiness

to make meaningful contributions in a dialogue with the instruotor.

There is a growing body of research findings which indicate

that occupants of undermanned settings are exposed to implicit

and explicit pressures which coerce them to perform all the func-

tions which are necessary in that setting. The results are sur-

prisingly satisfying to those involved; they feel more competent;

they sense a challenging opportunity; they feel more important;

they become more involved in the group; they experience personal

growth. These findings have been demonstrated in high schools

and in studies of small and large churches; why not off-campus

graduate programs? If these findings can be duplicated6at the

graduate school level they would suggest one way in which off-



campus programs may actually have an advantegvover the same

programs on-campus.

The Social Environment

Another dimension of an environment is the people who pop-

ulate the space. Sells (1963) and Linton (1945) take the posi-

tion that much of the cultural environment is represented by

other people, This position suggests that the character of a

peopled environment can be grasped if you have some way of pro-

filing the character of the inhabitants. The example given ear-

lier of our Groton location being populated by people who either

were members of the Navy or employees of an organization depend-

ent on navel contracts raises the intriguing (even If oversim-

plified) question of whether there is a degree of 'military mind

set" that may permeate that learning environment.

Astin and Holland (1961) developed an instrument, "The

Environmental Assessment Technique" which permits the charac-
7

terization of a student body by utilizing the choice of major

fields represented at the school, The "EAT" breaki down majors

into six types of characteristics which set the tone of the so-

cial environment:

1. Realistic (agriculture, physical education, engineering)

2, Intellectuse (architecture, mathematics, philosophy)

3, Social (education, nursing)

4, Conventional (accounting, library science, economics)

5, Enterprising (political science, foreign service,

industrial relations)

6, Artistic (music, english, fine arts)

The Physical Environment

Using the very same categories as those in the "EAT",

Holland (1966) describes environments according to the types

of activities they are designed to house. Thus, an engineering
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lab would be considered a "Realistic" setting. The comparison

of a personal preference i.e., choice of major, with a given

environmental design would reveal compatibility,

In order to compare one campus with another we need com-

monalities and a reference point, Thinking in terms of the

previously cited examples of our Groton and our Danbury grad-

uate centers there were indeed some co onalities. Aside from

the obvious similarities in program content we went to look at

the milieu. They both have classrooms, corridors, a building

\end external surroundings or grounde, Furthermore, each of

ti;ese concentric environments can be broken down into the phys-

ical structure, the activities which typically take place there

and the people who usually occupy the space. Thus, for example,

in Groton the'external surroundings are natural fields and wood-

land which are usually absent of people but which entice stu-

dents to engage in taking a panoramic look at the expanse of

scenery, In contrast our, Danbury site is surrounded by stores

and a theatre where shoppinCand window shopping are engaged in

by a lrge heterogeneous group'of people who are drawn together

by the magnetic attraction of the'goods and services available

0 in the shopping center.. A reference point which we hope to study

ie the extent to which each of the abovi concentric environments

is perceived to be conducive to the learnin process, To fl-

lustrate, we will ask each student tha extent which the other

activities which go on outside the building in wh h his classes

are'house0 are conducive (if at all) to the learning rocess.

Level of Maintenance

Before moving to a new facility at one of our centers
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UNH classes were held in a 1091 public high school. The high

school administration was having inordinate difficulty in ex-

erting control over the buildings maintenance. The heating sys-

tem would frequently be inadequate to the New England winters.

There were frequent breakdowns and ineffective heating even when

the Unit was operating. During the day the school was overcrowded

and running on double sessions, The custodians and high school

administration were not able to keep up the necessary maintenance

function, When, our students arrived during the late afternoons

they would find themselves surrounded by sticky floors, residues

--of. foodflunch-bagsi-candy-wrappersi' etc. Bathrooms would rarely

be equipped with tissues or hand towels, Our students would fre-

quently have to sit still through a three hour class all bundled

up because of the low classroom temperatures.

Imagine, if you will, married graduate students in their

20's and early 30's, who were often employed in middle management

positions, Who had made large sacrifices to attend graduate school,

enduring these indignities. That would have been bad enough but

to make matters worse, the high ech91ol administrators, who them.:

selv are under increasing pressure from the local board of

Ilieduc on, n, started looking for scapegoats, They became convinced

that the graduate students were responsible for much of the prob-

lem and decided to withdraw the privilege of toying coffee at the

cafeteria during breaks, One evening administrator took to con-

fronting instructors and students and berating them as if they

were irresponsible children who needed lecturing. In this way

a maintenance problem was transformed and started to poison the

social atmosphere. After fruitless negotiations it became clear

that we had to move,
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Permanence ver6u6 Transience

Attending graduate school is a major commitment for stu-

dente, At stake ere money, time, effort and self in the sense

that long range plane can only be pursued at the expense of

short range alternatives, It is not hard to understand, there-

fore, why off4ampus students are acutely conscious of any in-

dications of faltering commitment on the part of the university.

What kinds of things are taken as indicators of co itment? An

office with a receptionist and a telephone (identified with the

universi an ocated at the site, counterbalances the apheriat_____

impression given by a center that is open only during classes and

operates only within classrooms, Providing students with notices,

school newspapers and all' printed information distributed on the

main campus reduces the sense of isolation snO Is taken as an

indication that the university cares enough to take it happen.

A high turnover rate of faculty makes it difficult for stu-

dents to identify with someone representing the field. Graduate

students need mentors who provide a symbolic bridge into the

field. Mentor relationships take time to develop.

Sufficient planning of schedules if important for each cam-

pus, Claes cancellations, inappropriate or untimely offerings

indicate that insufficient attention is being paid, Since the

administration of the off-campus programs has to be coordinated

from the main campus, which is frequently separated from each cen-

ter by many factors only one of which is mileage, a co unications

network is necessary; At the most rudimentary level the univer-

sities phone system must not place unnecessary obs114lee in the

way of contacting the off-campus centers, Trunk lines with waiting

lists discourage phone co unication, At an intermediate level
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is the communication necessary between university representatives

and the representatives of the organizations from whom clasbroom

.
space is being rented. At the most abstract level the university

should be prepared to systematically ems the edmtional needs

of current students and of potential atudents,
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MAMIE'S PROGRAM RIVIDI AT A SHALL IIISTIT0TIOR

Katherine Hanley,CSJ and Richard Ognibene

The College of Saint Rose

Although a system of regular comprehensive meek
program review is endorsed

and indeed ;resumed by the Council of Graduate
School', the several regional

aleociations of graduate school deans, and the bureau" of higher education in

the several states, and although the body of literature on academic evaluation is

growing rapidly, academic administrators
desiring to implement a system of ,

program review on their campuses face
some difficulties not always acknowledged

by the 444oclit1044 or the research.
Mat, the administrators are probably

far more familiar with the literature
supporting program review than are their

faculties, most of silo quite
appropriately spend their reading energies in

their respective dieciplines. Second, the prospect of program review, once

introduced, will presumably have more appeal for reviewers than revieweee.

It a small institution, particularly
one which offers no graduate work beyond

the master's degree, the difficulties
are compounded since much of the discussion

4 progrei review is predicated on doctoral program. The now-definitive

research conducted by Nary Jo
Clark under the auspices of the Council of Graduate

lehoole snd Iduccionel Testing Service utilizes data gathered from PhD-granting

Institutions and discussion at a recent COS meeting emphasized the difficulty

In using this casirra study in the "multi-dimensional or non-research degrees

luck is the MAT or DAT," There
can be, u another paticipent at the sue CO8

resting remarked, "an air of unreality" in the discussion of the master's degree. 1

Ia addition, efforts on the part of academic administrators to share research

deride on propel review with program faculty may backfire and cause faculty

reject the entire topic of program review at unrealistic, oversophisticatedi

Ad threatening. More indirect measures are necessary in order to focus inatitu -

tonal attention on thin subject.
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At The College of &tint lose, a liberal arts college with a total population of

2500 and a graduate population of BOO students spread over fifteen graduate

programs, the subject of program review was first introduced in 1975. The idea

had been given informal tiring for some months prior to its formal articulation

and there las 4 general, it unspoken, consensus among graduate faculty and

program directors that program review would be beneficial to the institution.

It tell to graduate administrators to devise and propose a system for the review

process itself,

Several assumptions structured our thinking; a system of program review should

be tailored to the needs of the institution, should elicit data necessary for

planning, should be u direct and, u realistic em possible, and should mandate

confrontation of problems without becoming unnecessarily threatening. As a first

effort (regular review of graduate programs prior to 1915 vii associated only

with reregistration procedures mandated by ley York (Atte end did not involve

policy committees) the'reviev process should involve u Reny program faculty as

possible end should produce a rather formal document for study by members of the

Graduate Academic Comeittee (SAC), A proposal was accordingly developed,

discussed and approved by the Graduate Academic Comittee, and implemented during

thn1975-76 year with the review of three graduate programs. These first three

were volunteered by their program directors; subsequent designations of programs

for review here been made by the SAC.'

Briefly, our present review process is as follows: During the summer SAC meeting

of each year, tour programs are designated for review during the spring of that

academic year. Program faculty develop the review during the year with enigma

of the duel office and any other appropriate persons. The review ie presented
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it the first spring GAC meeting,
ordinarily In March; program faculty explain,

clarify, and comment on the review document and respond to questions by OAC

member,. Following this meeting faculty have approximately one month in which

to respond more formally to CAC questions, returning to the next meeting with

/,'

follow -up documertation. At that meeting a formal vote is taken to accept or

reject the redo document.

Each review document contains the following program information:

1. Aims and objectives of the program

2. Admission criteria and policies for the program

3. Provisions for academic advising in the program

h. Options possible in the program, for instance internships

5. Description of final evaluation, for instance comprehensives or thesis

defense, in the program

6. Data on students admitted to candidacy and graduated during the pet

three years

7. Research facilities and both student and faculty research projects

8. Future directions and hopes of faculty for the program

9.: Weaknesses And problems of the program as indentified by the faculty

10. Other information considered appropriate by the faculty.

Ae can be seen Pram the above listing, the review document
.Lmbines data-gathering

with faculty analysis and evaluation.
The open- eadednese of the document allows

faculty to incorprate any material they consider Important, a way of lessening

tear of program -t)- program comparison.
Not surprisingly, the first two years of

review generated locumente which were top-heavy with factual data and comparatively

weak in reflective analysis. In the past two years the documents have become

more detailed as faculty have confronted problems and have made recommendations
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both to one another and to the college adminetration. Ae faculty have become

more familiar with the review process and have read more of the supportive

literature in this field, several programs have designed and incorporated

inetrumente for obtaining input from students, graduates, faculty, and, inperme

cases, specialiate outside the inetitution.

The benefits of a program review process of the above sort can be determined by

two factors: the diligence and thoroughness of the group preparing the review

document and the millingneee at the Graduate Academic Committee members to react

honestly and firmly to the presentation. From the beginning both factors were

pOsItive: faculty worked well, if somewhat fearfully, from the first year of the

review and OAC members reacted specifically to each presentation. It is perhaps

not surprising that the first three reviews, ell "volunteer," were directed toward

three exceptionally strong graduate programs, biology, English, and rea'

consequently, although OAC members issued several directives and requests

follow-up action, they were not confronted with any major difficulty.
The second

year called for more decisive action on the part at the OAC, which placed one

graduate program on probation with the directive to return to the policy

committee- after a year of study. Even more serious weaknesses were discovered

In a program reviewed during the third year; the review document for this

program was rejected altogether and the program faculty were told to start over.

Several benefits can be cited for both the review process
and our experiences

with it during the past four years.
The process is realistic and relatively

simple; it has evolved from the character of
the graduate school and reflects

the distinctive elements of the situation at Saint Rose. As an example of
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formative, rather then susmative, evaluation, it would seem to illustrate the

advantagebnoted by Anderson and Ball of en evaluative method which stems from

the nature of the problem, At the same tip it incorporates many, if not moot,

of the "dimensions of quality" noted in the COVIT8 materials, mandating specific

data and directing faculty tO be guided by criteria established by the professional

essociations. As the proem has evolved, the document" produced each year

have become more sophisticated, more detailed, and more cognlriant both of current

research and the need for input from program constituencies. Since the review

process is a communal one, program faculty are forced into rather close interaction

with one another and with the graduate dean; several problems and weaknesses have,

14 a matter of fact, been addressed in small groups without ever needing to be

articulated in tut larger committee. Program faculty, especially those in areas

where research ie duet always theoretical, have gained enormous expericutein

development of slrvey instruments, organization of data, and analysis of problems.

Without mandating unnecessary and inappropriate program-with-progres comparisons,

.both faculty slulhelemhere have, nevertheless, realized that certain programs

have, for a variety of reasons, stronger and more clearly articulated objectives,

more satisfied students, more creative research activities, and more claim" to

academic fame. Finally, confrontation, redirection, revision, and both praise

and condemnation have been possible, thus strengthening the graduate school and

its programs.

Disadvantages should also be noted; review documents may be only as strong as

program faculty imd/or the staying powensof the dean; and program faculties,

while noting problems, may be inclined to place blame for the problems elsewhere,

thereby necessitating administrative intervention. The OAC, although firm in
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its rejection of certain review documents, has not yet been faced with possible

termination of a program, elthdugh that situation may be developing at present;

it is not certain how successful that effort will be, The review process does

not, it should be noted, address 'itself to mattere of cost effectiveness and

financial support; these matters are addreseed by the college budget and long -

range planning committee'.

The College of Saint Rose can now look back on four years of experience with

systemitic review of master's programs. Clearly the process is a workable and

beneficial one. It is evident now, however, that the institution is ready

for the next step; a move to a more detailed and sophisticated process. There

is strong faculty support for this Jove since faculty are nov experientially

convinced of the necessity for regular review; consequently tie most recent

OAC meeting established a subcomaittee,to prepare a new program review proposal,

The eubcommittee, which will have its meetings in February, 1919, has several

hopes; to eliminete any aspects of the program which seem no longer necessary

in the document; to incorporate some features, among them I provision for student

participation in the review, which now seems appropriate; and to organize and

unity the entire process with reference to the'Amins material and other research

wherever possible, Convinced of the vane of relative simplicity, committee

member, hope to retain a brief evaluation instrument; this document will, in

its first draft form, be available for distribution at the Conference on the

Assessment of quality and will in turn quite probably be modified by findings

of that conference.
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A ND-DIMENSIONAL MODEL FOR TUE EVALUATION

OF MASTER'S PROGRAMS

Ernest M. Schuttenberg, Ed.D.

The Cleveland State University

Concerns for accreditation, pressures for accountsbility, and desire

for professional excellence require that Nester's progress be evaluated

in terms of the quality of student performance after graduation. In order

to attain a relatively unbissed picture of student performance, it is

desirable to gather data not only from the graduate. themselves but also

from their employers. The passage of the Folly Rights and Privacy Act

of 1914 (P.L. 93-179)', however, bee brought to light a number of problems

concerning the collection of such data.

This paper describes and discuses, the approach that was recently

used to assess the quality of a Master'. Program in Mesentery and

Secondary School Administration at The Cleveland State University College

of Education. The design of the study reflects an attempt to gather

evaluative data useful for decision making while protecting the right.

of the participant..

Design of the Stub

The "'dor assumption behind this study was that persons who are In

a position to observe the
sdenistretive performance of graduates of

Master's Program inlichool Administration will be able to provide power-

ful evaly.tive Information about the program.'

Originally the design of the study wee to bee sisple ages super-

visors of those progres graduates currently
holding sdiinistretive positions

in the schools would be asked to evaluate the graduates' performenceln kej

administrative areas.
This design had to be modified far two reason.:

(1) the hilly lights and Privacy Act of 1914 prohibits the disclosure of
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data about individual. without eir knowledge and consent, and (2) Super-

Intendants of Schools, whole opinibos were sought, vets reluctant to supply

evaluative information about their empleas to as outside agency.

The final design, therefore, vas Nor, complex thin the original one.

A letter (Appendix A) was lent to the thirtkeix gredustee who, according

to departmental record., presently
held positinne in educational edible

twin.
1

This letter caked them to velum the quality of administrative

preparetion that they received in the Master's Prog I in School Metals-

tretion.
2 Graduate, were also informed that a eimilsr UlAti000113 would

be not to the Superintendents of their school omen aeilng them to

evaluate the Meeter's Program based on experience with one o its graduates.

Graduates veer Asked to return a card (Appendix 11) if they did opt want

the questionnaire take mailed to their Rawl mtge.

After the deadline for receipt of cards
had paned, Letters (Appendix A)

and Immo Sheet. (Appendix 0) were veiled to Superintendents or to immedi-

ate supervisors, if that were more
appropriate, based on the particular

adeinietrative position of the graduate.

Level of Rome

Two of the graduates returned
the Response Card caking that the question-

Olin not be sent to their school system,
One of these persons indicated that

ha was not a graduate of the
Master's Props, but had merely taken some of

the courses.
The other person no longer held an administrative position.

The letter to a third graduate was
returned, end it was later determined

I
See Table 1 for a breakdown by

position of the 36 graduates surveyed,

2
See Appendix C for the Response Sheet tot graduates.
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that this person was no longer working in the field of education, Of the

remaining 33 gtsduatea, 22 (671) returned the Reaponse Sheets, and their

responses are reported in this study,

Lettere and keeponae Forme were lent to 33 merlon' of graduate.

from the Master's Program. Iseponies were received from 29 persona (881),

And their responses are also reported in this study.

Overview of Findings

The superior, perceived the Master's Program in School Administration

more favorably than did the graduates themaelves. In each of the five

specific dimension',
1
as well as in "Overall Preparation," the mean nom

for the superiors' perceptions were higher than those of the graduates (see

Table 2).

The "Overall Preparation in School Administretion" was rated rather

favorably by the graduates and by their superiors (means of 3,84 end '4.21

respectively on a 5-point Asle). Graduates saw Staff Personnel Al the

strongest area of preparation, sad Business Wage:ant is the weakest

(4.01 and 2.83). Their superiors tended to agree (4.33 and 3.62), although

they also saw Student Personnel as a very strong area (4.34).

Table 3 reinforce. the above findings. Siety-eight percent of the

graduates and 86 percent of their superiors rated the Overall Preparation

in School Administration as "4" or better oq the 5 -point scale. In the

area of blame Management, only 35 percent of the responding graduates

And 52 percent of their superiors indicated s "4" or better, The largest

discrepancy appeared in the area of Student
Personnel, where 41 percent of

\

\\

the graduates, but 89 percent of their superiors, Indicated "4" or higher.

\ iThe five areas of administrative performance surveyed were Instructional

Program, Student Personnel, Staff Personnel, School Community Relations, and

8w sae Management.
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Commalti by lespudente

The lest item on the response 'heats invited comments or suggestion.

regarding the Mister's Program in School Administration,
Only three of the

twenty-nine superiors rounding included such commute, and their comments

were not particularly helpful for program evaluation, Graduates, on the

other hand, provided such more nub's information, Thirteen of the twenty-

two greduetu responding wrote comments dealing with overall evaluation

of the lintel's Program, with perceptions of unlade instructors, or

with thoughtful suggestions for program improvement, which they offered

in the light of their experience on the job.

Iscosmandeticne

The majer conclusion of this study wee that graduates and their superiors

in the public schools had s generally
favorable perception of the quality of

the Miguel Program and its ability to prepare participants for position.

in educational administration.
Preparation in the area of Stiff Personnel

(including recruitment and selection, supervilion,
evolution, and profession-

al developurt) was perceived to be particularly strong,

Several recommendations are muted by the results of this study:

1. Additional work in program organization, curriculum development,

and program evaluation would be desirable, Some of this content tight be

able to be incorporated in Elementary
end Seconder/ Administration courses,

In addition, electives such se
Education Evolution end Innovation and

Advanced Curriculum might be built into the Program of Studies of more

students.

2. A heavier eines on urea' of lusluees
Management should be mode

a part of the Miter's Program.
Agsin, more work in this area might be
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done in courses currently taught, Another pollibility is to require

specific business management readings end projects as part of field work

in school edministretion.

3. A self -atudy module on comunity resources should be developed

to enable Administration students to learn more about this area, perhaps as

e project in one of the required course'',

4. Here work in the aces of stress management end conflict resolution

should be incorporated into the Master's ?roam in School Administration,

i. The assignment of a selected list of seminal works in educational

administration end related areal as required reading in existing courses

should be considered.

Work on the implementation of a number of these recommendations is

currently in progress.

Conclusion

The model for evaluation described in this paper
could be employed

by administrators of other "MI6 progress as a component of their

assessment efforts. The model's two dimensions provide Mumble romper -

alive data while protecting the privacy rights of respondents.
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Table 1

LETTERS TO GRADUATES AND 718111 SUPERIORS

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS 01 PROGRAM GRADUATES

(N33)
Deer Gradultel

Elementary School Principals
5

Secondary School Principals
S

liesantury Assietelit Principola
2

Secondary Militant Principols 18

Superviaors/Coordinators
3

Table 2

Appendix A

We era conducting an imitation study of our Nester's Program in School

Administration hero it CSU College of Education. To help us occooplish

this goal, vs are asking thous of our graduates who are currently holding

odoinistrative positions to complete the attached questionnaire.

10 order to get an additional perspective, we plan to rend a similar

questionnaire to the school syncm asking that the Superintendent, or

another one of the graduate', supervisor., oleo evaluate our Master'.

program on the bails pf 'aperients with one of its graduates. Of course,

names of individuals or school systems vill not be used in analysing or

reporting the date. The purpose of the study is to provide us information

for props' development is worronted.

COMPARISON OF PERCEPTIONS 0/ GRADUATES AND SUPERIORS
If you would profit that vs not mil the queltion to your school sputum,

REGARDING ADMINISTRATIVE PREPARATION IN YAHOOS AIDS
please sign and mail the enclosed card so that it reaches my office by

(Mean Scores)
.

I hope that you will participate in this study, and I think

you for helping ue evsluots our Program.

Sincerely,

Dear Superintendent;

Areas

Graduates

(11.22)

Superiors

Instructional Program 3.39 4.01

Student Personnel
3.36 4.34

Staff Pursonnel
4.07 4.33

School Community lidationo
3.19 4.11

&minium Management
2.83 3.62

Overall Preparation
3.84 4.21

We would appreciate your help in our efforts to 'valuate the Master's

Program in School Administration hero at the CSU College of Education.

The person nosed below is a graduate of this Program, and, according

to our records, is employed by your school 'Wm in an adminiettotive

position. We would be grateful If you would complete the attached

Table 3

form evaluating the Program, or pass it on to one of the person's super-

visor' for completion.

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS RANKING "4" OR

ABOVE ON A FIVE-POINT SCALE

Areas
Graduates Superiors

instructional Program
50 14

Student Personnel
41 89

Staff Personnel
68 92

School Community Relation.
52 75

Bulimia Management
35 52

Overall Preparation
68 86
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We have asked the Program graduate to complete similar questionnaire,

end we have obtained his/her cooperation in permitting us to send you

this one. Of course, noses of individuals or school systems will not

be used in analysing or reporting
the dete. Monk you for your

aleistsnce in the evolution of our Nester's Program.

Sincerely,

-144-
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Appendix

RESPONSE CARD FOR GRADUATES

RESPONSE SHEET (fIllADUATI)

Department 01114)611On!

Appendix C

Hoed on your odministritivo
experience. Once completing work in the Program,

please give your evaluation of the CEO College of Education limerle Prow!

in School Administration in each of the following Atlas, If you hays no Mil

for evaluation on any itsm, circle tha NB,

1,
Promotion in the ores of

Instructional Program (including such area as

Mel
program organiostion, curriculum development, program evolustion).

NB 1 2 3 4 5

No Rork Moderate
Strong

Balls

I would prefer that the Program Evaluation 4estionnaire

mentioned in your letter of

school system.

Signed

2.
Preparation in the Atli of Student

Personnel (including such stele is

not be sent to my

discipline, guidance, student information and records).

N8 1------ ------- 2-- 3 4 5

No Weak Moderato
Strong

Belie

School System

3, Promotion in the am of Stiff Personnel (including such arm
as recruit-

ment end selection,
supervision, evaluation, professional development).

-145.

NB 1 2 3 4 5

No Weak Moderato
Strong

Basis

4, Preparation in the area of School Community Relations
(including such areae

lo communications,
interpreting community ettltudell

building relationships

with community membere).

NB 1- -- - - -- -2 3 4 5

No Weak
Moderato

Strong

Basis

5,
Preparation in the area of helms Management

(including such areas as

finance, budgeting, capital
improvements, food service, transportation).

NB 1 2 3 4 5

No Weak
'Moderate

Strong

Seals

6. Overall preparation in
School Administration.

1 2 3 4 5

Week
Moderate

Strong

7. Comments or suggestions
regarding the CSU

Master's Program in School

Administration (continue on
beck, if desired).

Signature and School
System (optional)
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Appendix 0

RESPI1186 111111811SIA1

laud on your knowledge of the administrative perfuming'
of the person

named on the over shut, plow live your
evolution of the CSU Collys

of Iducetion teeters Proem In School
Administraticia in each of the follow-

ing Heel. If you hove no baste for evaluation on any
item, arc's the NI,

1.
Palmation in the am of Inetructionel

Program (including such area as

program oreeniestion,
curriculum development, program evaluation).

NI 1 ---- 2--

Mo Weak

lisle

3-

Moderate

4- 5

Strong

2,
freperetim in the area of Student Personnel (including such areas to

discipline, guidance,
studeiiWWWind records).

MI 1 1 3- -4--

No Weak Worm krone

lade

3.
Preparation in the am of

Staff Personnel (including such area as recruit-

ment end selection,
supervision, evaluation,

professional development).

NB 1 -2 - -3 4- - -5

No Wolk
&dews

lash

4. Preparation in the AM of School Community Relations
(including such Aral so

communiatione, interpreting
community attitudes, building relationships

with community members),

NI 1 2
3

No Weak

lads

5.
Preparation in the area of Nanette Manallemeat (including

such areas le

finance, budgeting, capital
improvements, food service, trensportation).

Saone

4.. 5

Strong
Hoderste

NS I

No Weak

Basis

2 --
3-- - -7 -- 4

5

Moderate
Strong

6. Omen preparation in School Administration,

1 2

Weak
Moderate

4 5

Strong

1. Comma or suggestions
regarding the CSU Master's Program

in School

Adminioaltion (continuo on back, if desired).
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Signature and School System (optional)

NOR 1111ANDRIIN IITILIZIND A1111141 AND IDIPID11111 MOO

IN 11111 AN8113901' NV PPOPEIMIONAI, HAUER MOOD PIDNIOAMS

Daniel It Ilall

Trenton State College

Introduction

Professional master degrees constitute u growing majority of all motor

degrees awarded annually In this country. (1) his growing needs of government it

ell levels and businesses for large numbers of competent middle and upper level

management persons and other service specialists have been addressed in pert by

colleges and universities via the professional masters degrees, which usually

range from thirty to sixty semester hours of course work and related requirements.

The degree recipients may he, for example, a supervisor or manager In a hospital,

municipal, state, or federal government office or agency workers; in business,

education, social work, or as public librarian or an art therapist, These Indi-

viduals' preservice and in-service education have become an important growing major

part of our graduate education whether on a part -time, full-time, traditional, or

non-traditional basis.

Thecondbrised'paper is directed at encouraging and improving assessment input

from the graduates and their employers. The in-depth assessment by users of our

programs and "products" seems often to have been given little attention in the

past. Every day we as consumers evaluate the products and services we usel and

most employers periodically review their employees qualities end performances for

promotion, development, reassignment, termination, etc, Colleges and universities

most at least periodically review and make judgments about their professional pro-

gram efforts and "products" In order to have them relevant and competent.

Among various aspects covered in this paper are: (1) the use of exit inter-

views with graduates (particularly), (2) the nature of questionnaires and Inter-

!law follow-up of alumni and selected employers, (3) the desirability of an insti-

tutional assessment cycle such as five years (illustrated by Trenton State College

-148-
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plautIce) which Is part of continue! 01141440011 picture, and (4) chireclorix.

tics of such ancoodul review progress Including top Administrotive support

(such As leadership, planning, finances), (D) internally
generated lodIvation and

participation, end (C) the nature of the evaluative processes and procednres,

author WI had awnl experiences in the ANNOOM0111
AciiVilloa iiii(msoil in dile

Pepsi Al A professor end nodule administreior,

1. the of Exit Interviews with Gradates

hit Interview' with gradate students Just prior to or immediately after

receipt of their misters degree are particularly important to program Assonant

of outcomes particularly es they affect the students, Such interviews with the

new graduate can readily relate to an identifiable program and provides the op-

portunity to secure feed-back information from all students, One ideal time for

a group interview between the
to-be-graduates and the graduate faculty would be

an the end of the semester in the required or lest culminating course. This

group Interview would not replace individual interviews by the graduate faculty.

Frequently in the individual exit interview or conference the faculty-graduate

student relationship encourages discussion of future career goals and the willing-

ness of graduates to respond from time to time from the field about personal pro-

fessional in-service needs and job needs of the organization. Such informstion

may appear to have relevane for continuing
education; occasionally, it could af-

fect the present program. The positive personal - professional relationship of fac-

ulty and graduate can produce a continual supply of new students (enrollments) and

assessment information (that is if the graduate will continue to keep the depart-

ment up to date as to address and/or position.

11. Use of questionnaires and Interview Follow-up of Alumni end

Selected Employees

On the use of questionnaires to alumni of the graduate program,
there should
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ho proper consideration given to persons who kayo hoot away frets the program for

many years (aw we over five yearn) with (hose persons who to wont graduates

(such es op to five yearn). POMP receiving the 04A0114M011( instrumont for the

third or more time should he asked store about how their posIllon 1101141011A Ols-

poloncioii kayo chooyed, tort00004, 000d3, o logo per.

coot of those early Alumni are greet dletences from COMplisi thus 11101C Hilton CON'

ante/advice can give more than Just a local or regional View,

One successful approach In beginning on assessment with tho 010111 Is to have

them Wale the extent that the major objectives of each of the required and most

0

enrolled.in elective courses end experiences, such as internships, praction, and

cooperative enrolments have been achieved. For ample, the graduate program at

Trenton State College which is currently being reviewed (including an out-of-state

consultant visitation in late March) is that of a Developmental Reading Program,

The program was formulated over five years ago using the International Reading

Association standards and interpretations within the courses, experiences, and

procedures. Appendix 1 (three pages) illustrates how the graduate faculty of that

department undertook the review (assessment) of the major objectives of specific

courses (please note that the three pages are ! Et of the total instrument).

The total questionnaire was sent to all sixty graduates; thirty-nine responded by

the initial review of responses, All graduates were employed when they undertook

the program, and the same requirement exists for current students since it is en

in-service program for part-time students. (See footnote 2 regarding part -time

graduate enrollment in the United States for the 1918 fall sesester,)

After receiving the questionnaire responses and interpreting them, the gradu-

ate supervisor (fatuity member) of the program reviewed them and other related

items with alumni where possible in a three -state area (New York, Pennsylvania,

and New Jersey) on an individual or small group basis. Where three or more grad-

uates were employed by the same school system, the graduate supervisor holds a
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011611110 with their supervisor to discuss that individual's concept and evalua-

tion of the propel as well as desired changes or esphasiluch recommendations

are reviewed by the departmental faculty and ere contained in theyitten report

prepared for the out-of-state consultant. .

The interviews (in depth) with alumni in the field and with employers'consti-

tote the most viable analysis and feed-beck for the present and future programs.

Elsa alumni of the current program are in many different school systeis and

molly there is not three graduates employed in each system, consideration is

Ming given by the department to requesting the employee and the school supervisiir

to jointly coement about the program, its content, procedures, resources, and future

seeds of the school system relative to the program. A supervised practicusis pert

of theyesent program as the frequently discussion of these items by the palpate

faculty'supervlsing the piracticum occurs during the semester. Legally obtained

employee feed-back underithe earlier mentioned procedures has provided valuable

-

mistake in program development.

Ill, Alumni and Employer Input as Component' of Cycle Assessment Pritess

Kalil the use of exit interview? of persons to be graduated takes place each

Koester, graduate institutions should plan an internal cyclical arrangement to

review their programs. For example, approximately one-fifth of the graduate pro-

gress at Trenton Mate College ere formally reviewed by the respective departments

mad college sdmInistretIon with out-of-state consultants who are approved by the

New Jersey Department of Higher Education, These forial reviews are in addition

to the Middle States Assozlation(NSA)and special, groups such as National Council

for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), National Association of Schools of

Mimic; however, assessment of other activity during the particular year scheduled

for resCcreditatlor of the first two groups (1984.85) will be directed toward those

associations' requirements, The input by employers via interviews has been most

helpful In review of program objectives and possible changes. Both NSA and NCATE
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include (expect) such feed-back information under specific standards. Thus the

Graduate Office and the departmental faculty have the benefit of organized alumni

and selected employer feed-back at least three times every ten years' twice via

the internal review process and once for the reaccredition review,

IV. Some Additional Major Characteristics of Successful Assessment

Programs

Among the major characteristics which have enhanced the success and accepta-

bility to faculty of these review efforts have been the following: (A) top admin-

istrative support for the process,, (B) internally generated eodivation and partici-

pation, and (C) the cooperative nature of the evaluative processes and procedures.

Administrative support from the President's office to the Dean and Chairperson

level is necessary and usually vital to the outcomes. Willingness to provide

finances for outstanding consultants, for conducting the internal reviews (such as

travel costs for interview., tabulating results, recall of institutional date, and

the institutional research office component staff time) provide the graduate faculty

and the Graduate Dean's office with basic supporting services.

Internally generated review programs utilizing all affected persons (students,

alumni, faculty, administrators, employers) provide an environment for program

development (and improvement). By the graduate community undertaking its own

organized reviews with agreed upon expert consultants and under a climate not re-

quiring accreditation or reaccreditation, the changes (and professional responsibil-

g.

ities) for objective, constructive, and confirmative recommendations are excellent.

The need to have faculty and administrative acceptance of the procedures

and process is essential. The administrative aspect already been noted, The

process of developing an evaluation system, conducthg!" tvalution, and working

to effect the recommended steps for further enhancement f the program is a coopera-

tive endeavor of the faculty end administration. Dressel notes:

Evaluation done with or for those involved in a program is psychologically

more acceptable than evaluation done to them. When doubts already exist,
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when decisions are pending, and when concrete evidence is truly desired,

the evaluator gains greater cooperation and finds a readiness to study

and act upon findings. Evaluation carried out in this context usually

brings gradual rather than radical change and is, accordingly, much less

threatening. In fact, most change in education is incremental rather

than radical, and advertising of this fact would Improve the climate for

evaluation. (3)

A Concluding Note

Regular, organized efforts by graduate institutions to secure valid employer

and alumni responses (assessments and ideas far changes in programs to meet new

requirements) via personal Interviews may appear time consuming far faculty in-

volved. But most faculty have been more receptive to this feed-back for needed

changes than any other local source. Internally generated progrem reviews

cooperatively done enhance the chances that the incremental changes will not have

to wait for ten years or longer under the accreditation process. The small addl.

tionol annual cost will make more likely vigorous, relevant programs.
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Bibliography end Footnotes

The following information regarding major selective fields in which masters

degrees were nationally from 1972 to 1976 is from the National Cenfer

for Educational Statistics data:

Fields 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Education 98,300 105,600 112,700 120,200 128,400

Business 30,500 31,200 32,800 36,500 42,700

Public Affairs 9,600 11,200 12,700 15,500 17,300

Health Professions 7,400 1,500 9,700 10,800 12,700

Engineering 17,000 16,600 15,400 15,400 16,400

Psychology 5,300 5,900 6,600 7,100 7,900

Social Sciences 17,500 17,400 17,300 16,900 15,900

Letters 12,800 12,400 12,200 11,900 11,400

Physicil Sciences 6,300 6,300 6,100 5,800 5,500

Biological Sciences 6,100 6,300 6,600 6,600 6,600

Mathematics 5,200 5,000 4,800 4,300 3,900

2. The "Report on the Council of Graduate Schools--Graduate Record Examinations

Board 1978.79 Survey of Graduate Enrollments" by Bernard V. Khoury, Program

Director, GRE, Educational Testing Services dated November 29, 1978 reports

in Table 6, page 10 that on the basis of 711 of the CGS institutions "which

accounted for appropriately 751 of the :)// tots! student enrollment of CGS

institutions" 81% of graduate students at its member institutions where the

master's degree Is the highest awarded degree are part-time; at the member

doctoral degree institutions the percent for all higher degrees it is 531.

3. Paul L. Dressel, Handbook of Academic Evaluation, San Francisco:

Jossey - Bass, 1976. p. 5



APPENDIX I

TRENTON STATE COLLEGE

Trenton, New Jersey

GRADUATE DEVEOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE

Part II: Reading Program Evaluation

The Graduate Developmental Reading Program was designed to develop

underitendinge, knowledge', concepts, attitudes, and skill. that would

enable a parson to become a developmental reading 'pastelist. Certain

of the capsbilitita were measured through examinations, pipers, and

reedingir others were performance oriented and evaluated in practice

and stainer iituationi; still others were measured through large and

lull group diecuesioni.

P11411 reed the 'Moment' below and evaluate the effectiveness of

the prof:alio:4 sequence of your gredulte developmental reading program.

Use the following scale to rate all Ratlines:

I. Outatending

2- Above Average

3- Adequate

4- Relay Averege

5- Inadequate

6- Not Applicable/Unknown

A. The courses, in the graduate developmental reading proper helped se to:

1. Understand the place of language in a cultural spats.. 1.

2. Understood those linguistic principle' that hove relevance

for the reeding program, i.e., language ie bieic to reading

instruction. 1.

3. Analyse speech for identificetion of developmental language

pattern' and for dialectical patterns. 3.

4. Utilise linguistic and psychological principles in planning

for reeding instruction and in evaluating instructional materiale.4.

5. Understand the perceptuel, physiological, and psychological

bases as well as sociological influences of communication. S.

6. Understood the contributions of phonology and morphology to

the decoding 'kill'. 6.

1. Understand the relationship between the morphemic and

syntactic structure of language end the comprehension 'kill'. 1.
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Cr!doste Developmental Reading

Program QueaAonnaire.kart II,(cont'd.)

B. Apply significant research findings to
the teaching of reading in order to:

s. identify methods appropriate to instruction

b. ;elect appropriate materials

c, develop comprehension skill a! abilities

d. develop decoding skills

9. Apply the 'kill' needed to:

a. develop objective' for a sequential reading program

b. select materiels appropriate to the needs of individuals 9.b.

e. select method' of instruction appropriate to the needs

of individuel"

8.a.

9811.1

d. lessee and/or evaluate the results of instruction

10. Develop skill in the:

a. administration of diagnostic instruments

b. interpretetion of diagnostic reeult±

c. selection and utilisation of
meterisla end methods baled

upon the vault' of the diegnosil.
10.c.

II. Apply criteria and techniques for analyzing current approaches

to the teaching of reading.

12. Apply criteria and techniques
for evaluating materials for use

in a "shoal "rtes.

13. Apply basic principles of reeding to classroom instruction.

14. Analyze and eveluate
instructional procedures used in a classroom 14.

II Evaluate pupil progress in reeding. 15.-------

B. Evaluate the following end continue to uos the scale above:

9.e.

9.d.

10.e.

!Lb.

11.

1. Precticun and Seidner

2, Laboratory Experience in Testing

. 3. Supervision by College Supervisors

4. Instruction Received in Tour Total Program

5.
Advisement Received in Your Program
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Graduate Developmental Reeding

Program Qneetionneire.Pert ll,(cont'd.)

C. What do you consider t'e strengths of the Graduate Developmentel Reading

Program to bel Please use the space provided for your answer.

D, What recommendations would you make that would strengthen the Graduate

Developmental Reeding Program? Pleas, use the lime provided for your answer.

CRITERION REFERENCED EVALUATION OF A

MASTER'S IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

Donald W. Fogarty

Arthur E. Hoover

end

William J. Whitmore

Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville

For several years the School of Edginess at this University has offered

an M.B.A. degree. During this time, several studies of the effectiveness of

this program have been conducted (3, 6, 1]. The primary limitations of these

studies had been that either! (I) the effectiveness criterion of the. program

vas the graduate grade point average of the students (3, 61; or (2) when

another effectiveness criterion had been used, the study was limited to only

a part of the program (7].

The purpose of the current criterion
referenced evaluation program was

to develop a procedure that would immure
the effectiveness of the total

M.B.A. program with a criterion variable sepertte from achieved graduate grade

point average. The purpose of this paper is to describe the procedure that

has been developed and to discuss come of the preliminary findings of this

evaluation process.

Structure of the M.B.A. Program

The M.S.A. It a multi - disciplinary
graduate program in business, The

program at Southern Illinois
University-Idwardeville consists of 20 course..

Fifteen of these courses are required
of all students and 5 are electives.

Eight of di.. 15 required coursed are
designated as the "Foundation Courses"

and usually are taken in the first year of the program. The remaining 1

required courses are designated is
"Advanced Courses" end are taken in the

second year of the program.
The 5 elects e courses normally are taken in

1

Thank you for your cooperation end help in this endeavor.
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the second year of the program and can be conies Might by any of the

departments in the School of Business. This program is offered in both a

week-night and a weekend lomat.

The r 'red courses ere taught by five different departments. The

departments and the number of courses taught by each are: (1) Accounting

and Finance - -4 courses; (2) Economics - -2 courses; (3) Management--4 courses;

(4) Management Systems - -3 comes; And (5) Marketing - -2 courses. The M.B.A.

Program Director is responsible for coordinating and directing this program.

The Program Director reports to the Deen of the School of Business. It should

he noted that while the Program Director does have responsibility for the

M.B.A. degree, (unity members hold rank and tenure in one of the five depart:lent:

listid above. This, then, is not the moat desirable organisational arrangement

in which to conduct en extensive program evaluation.

THE EVALUATION PROMO!

The basic design of the evaluation procedure is a Pre-Test, Post-Test,

Control Croup design (2). The experimental group is the weekend format while

the control group consists of the week-night format. Both the pre-test and

the post-teat are criterion referenced examinations

In order to develop the criterion referenced examinetions, a common

course syllabus was {instated for each required M.B.A. course, A bank of

multiple choice questions then was created for each course. These questions

were keyed to various sections of the common outline. All of these tasks were

conducted by groups of faculty members who normally taught each course.

These questions were reviewed and edited in order to eliminate any

obvious inconsistencies. They, then, were item - validated by edministering

them to e cross-fiction of students in both the weekend and week-night program

formal. Each of the questions was analyzed by means of binds' correlations

-159-

and the results were disseminated to the various faculty members who had

submitted the Items 141. Those questions with a positive biserlal of .25

or greater were retained in the question bank, tad those below that value

were returned for revision and subsequent revalidation.

The pre-ten and post-test were drawn from the question bank in the

proportions specified by the faculty groups. The pre-teet (diagnostic) is

administered to students as they enter the program. Approximately every

.six months after this, students are given a post-test for each course taken

during that six months. In order to successfully complete the program,

students not only must receive a passing grade in each course but also must

"pass" the poet -test (comprehensive) for that couree. The administration of

these examinations is outside of class time and is conducted by a specie' staff

not associated with the teaching of the. courses.

When the examinations have been completed and scored, the results are

distributed to the students. These are reported as "high-pass," "pass,"

"low-pass," or "fail" scores, Summery date also are distributed that permit

nucleate to know how well each course section did in comparison with the

oversll performance on each series of poet - teats.

findinge of the Study

This study is still continuing, and these findings should be considered

as preliminary findings. The evaluation procedure hay had a rather substantial

impact on both students end faculty. Students have become quite interested

not only in whet the instructor teaches, but also in the material contained

in the common outlines. Whenever there is enbatential deviation between the

materiel in a class and the material in the common outline, the students are

quick to complain. When the evaluation program was first introduced, there
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were some complaints registered by the students about the testing program

is s whole, 'Aster the first shock wave of complaints subsided, however,

subsequent complaints have become instructor related rather than evaluation

related.

Faculty members have become sore interested in the evaluation process

and such more interested in participating in the design of the courses and

common outlines. Faculty members also have become interested in the evaluation

process 111 a Stared of data that could result in publications for them.

Impact on Adhesion Criteria

Admiehons to the program have been based primarily upon the "formula"

specified by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB).

This formula is: P1(200) (U)1 + C, where P Points, U Undergraduate Grade

Point Average, and C Graduate Management Admissions Teat score 11). The

previous studies of the program indicated that the Undergraduate Grade Point

Average (U) had not been especially effective in predicting Graduate Grade

Point Average (2, 41.

The current data confirm these findings and further indicate that

Undergraduate Grade Point Average ill not an effective predictor of performance

on the criterion referenced examinations either. It thus appears that the

AACSB formula is too Willy weighted toward the U component and that an

improved formula is needed. There also I. some indication that the nature of

the undergraduate major could be used as an additional predictor of performance

in the M.B.A. program,

Impact an Instructional Forma,

One of the primary objectives of the evaluation program ie to compare the

weekend and week-night formes. At the present time, there are not enough

-161-

observations in both of these groups to draw even preliminary findings.

Data have been collected, however, that provide certain useful information

about the two formate, e.g., the grades in the weekend format are

than in the week-night format.

Another factor that is apparent from the available data is that the

"difficult" courses in the program are difficult in both the weekend and

the week-night formats. There is some indication, also, that the "instructor"

has a substantial impact on the success of students on the criterion refer-

enced examinations. It does not appear, however, that faculty member° who

previously have been considered "effective" are always associated with high

achievement on the comprehensive examinations.

Impact on Individual Courses

Some analysis has been completed on the criterion scores in each of

the foundation courses (eight, first year required courses). This indicates

that, in general, the predictors for the overall program hold for each of

the foundation courses. When there is variation, it is in logical direction

(in the highly quantitative courses, the quantitative component of the GMAT

is a better predictor than the overall GMAT score).

Future date analysis will include a comparison of the performance In

each of the major "outline" components of each course. This statistical

analysis will permit a determination of the difficult areas in each course

when key variables are held constant. This should assist the faculty in

selecting pedagogical techniques which better achieve their stated objectives.

Impact on Instructor Evaluation

The program evaluation procedure will provide some
additional input that

can be used in mcauring the effectiveness of various faculty meabera. As
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this data is baud on the criterion referenced examination., It will have

a higher degree of reliability than that which is normally available from

sources such es oyllsbus analysis, student evaluations, and classroom

visitations. it is not expected, however, that this data will be the only

144101 of evaluating teaching effectiveness, or even that it should be the

most important mane of evaluating teaching effectivenesa. It is expected

that when these data are available, the perceived effectiveness level of

faculty members will be increased more often than decreased.

Perhaps even more important, the evaluation procedure can be used to

Helot individual faculty medlars in identifying problem arena of instruction.

As an example, if a faculty member's student. are having difficulty with the

"legal environment" component of a course, the instructor could attempt to

improve performance by various pedigogical devices. The subsequent performance

of these student. would give sae indication ai to how successful a given

device had been.

The evaluation proem has had a rather salubrious impact on the D.B.A.

program. faculty members are discussing course content sore frequently.

Them discussions are norsuperficial discussion., but appear to be rather

substantive. There also is a arm:in:remount of discussion about the

operational definition of various course objectives. On somewhat fewer

occaaiona, discussions are held about the nature of the M.B.A. program and

how the various courses relate to that nature. As more data become available,

It is expected that these discussions will become more frequent and more

widespread. It is expected that this criterion referenced evaluation effort

will produce profound, long-run'improvements in the content, pedigogical

approaches, and the effectiveness of our M.B.A. program.

1
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